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(Text forthcoming)
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AUSTRIA

Government Debt Committee (Staatsschuldenausschus)
Established: 1970.
Enabling legislation: Federal Law on the Establishment of the Government Debt Committee
(Bundesgesetz über die Errichtung des Staatsschuldenausschusses), 8 January 2002.
Mandate: Evaluate current fiscal policy and its outlook; analyse the macroeconomic effects of debt financing
operations; analyse the sustainability and quality of public budgets; make recommendations on public budgets in
the context of economic conditions; present an annual report on the recommendations to the Federal Minister of
Finance; promote public debate in relation to the above.
Budget: Not disclosed.
Staff: 15 committee members (including 3 without voting rights), 3 secretariat staff.

I. Context
The Government Debt Committee (GDC) was initially created to advise the government on debt
management issues. This role was introduced as part of a 1969 reform of the Postal Savings Bank
initiated by the government of the Austrian People‘s Party. The establishment of the Committee was a
small and uncontroversial element of this reform. The GDC was attached to the state-owned Postal
Savings Bank until its secretariat was transferred to the central bank in 1996 (see Sections II and VI).
In the early 1990s, Austria breached the 60% debt to GDP ratio enshrined in the Treaty of Maastricht.
With the aim to qualify for monetary union, the focus of the GDC evolved to include budget policy
more broadly. This organic change found formal expression in the 2002 revision of its legal
framework, which substantially broadened the mandate of the Committee. These changes came ahead
of a more wide-ranging set of budget reforms later in the decade (Blöndal and Bergvall, 2007; Steger,
2010; Ministry of Finance; n.d.).
The work of the GDC takes place in a context of increasing commitment to fiscal rules and
targets. Austria is subject to the 3% deficit and 60% debt limits in the Stability and Growth Pact. To
aid fiscal policy co-ordination in a federal country, this has been complemented with national
―Stability Pacts‖ between the different levels of government. The 2011 ―Austrian Stability Pact‖
covers the years 2011 to 2014 and prescribes a gradual reduction of the general government deficit
from 3.85% of GDP in 2011 to 2.4% in 2014, with detailed limits for the federal government, the
regions (Länder) and local authorities. Moreover, since 2009 the federal budget operates within rolling
and legally binding four-year expenditure ceilings (Steger, 2010).
In 2001, the conservative coalition government of the Austrian People‘s Party and the Freedom
Party of Austria initiated changes to the legal framework of the GDC. A contentious issue was a
change in the composition of the Committee. Under its previous legal framework, the Committee had
a total of 13 members. The government appointed three members and the ―social partners‖ (organised
business and labour) five each. The new provisions gave the government powers to appoint half of the
members with voting rights, including the chair, who also casts the deciding vote if there is a tie (see
also Section VI). The report of the Finance Committee on the draft law, adopted by majority vote,
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insists that these changes are not meant to limit the independence of the Committee. However, the
opposition parties disagreed and voted against the legislation.
II. Legal basis for establishment
The Federal Law on the Establishment of the Government Debt Committee (Bundesgesetz über
die Errichtung des Staatsschuldenausschusses) was published on 8 January 2002. Its origin dates back
to a 1969 Law on the Postal Savings Bank, which included a provision that tasked the then stateowned bank with advising the government on debt management issues and required the formation of a
committee for this purpose (paragraph 12). A previous revision to the legal framework was necessary
in 1996 due to the privatisation of the Postal Savings Bank and transferred the administration of the
GDC to the National Bank of Austria (amended in 1997, 1998 and 2000).
III. Mandate
The mandate of the GDC is clearly defined in the 2002 law (paragraph 1.1), according to which
the Committee has to evaluate current fiscal policy and its outlook; analyse the macroeconomic effects
of debt financing operations; analyse the sustainability and quality of public budgets; make
recommendations on public budgets in the context of economic conditions; present an annual report on
the recommendations to the Federal Minister of Finance; and promote public debate in relation to the
above. In contrast, the equivalent provisions in the 1996 law only gave the GDC the task to study
money and capital markets, and to make recommendations relating to the macroeconomic impact of
the government‘s financing operations. Hence, the 2002 reform represents a significant expansion of
the Committee‘s mandate from debt management advice to a much broader watchdog function that
includes fiscal policy analysis and monitoring. This also entailed an extension of the institutional
coverage from the central to all levels of government.
The GDC has no forecasting functions, and it has no direct role in the budget process. The legal
framework does not specify any particular limitations, and leaves substantial discretion to the
Committee in deciding which aspects to emphasise in any particular report. The GDC has to submit an
annual report to the Federal Minister of Finance. The 2002 law does not stipulate a particular deadline
for the submission of this report (see Section VII).
IV. Relationship with the Executive and the Legislature
The GDC is attached to the National Bank of Austria, the country‘s central bank, and reports to
the Federal Minister of Finance. Both the central bank and the Federal Minister of Finance have the
power to order a meeting of the Committee, which must convene ―without delay‖. There are no special
mechanisms to ensure the independence of the Committee, and the government appoints its chair (see
also Sections I and VI). The GDC has no formal relationship with the Austrian Parliament. However,
the Federal Minister of Finance has to forward the Committee‘s annual report to the lower house, as
well as the government. Usually, Parliament considers the report only at the committee level. The
government is not required to respond to any of the reports or recommendations of the GDC. The
Committee has experienced numerous changes in government over the past four decades, and it faces
no serious existential threats from a political party or major interest group. Other institutions provide
more technical macroeconomic analysis, notably the Austrian Institute of Economic Research.
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Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
Austria is a federal country with a parliamentary system of government. Parliament consists of two
chambers. The National Council is the lower house, which has to approve the federal budget. The Federal
Council is a regional chamber that represents the interests of the nine Länder in the legislative process; it has no
role in decisions on federal finances. There are no constitutional restrictions on parliamentary amendments to the
budget. However, Austria has a history of majority governments, so legislative activism tends to be limited in
practice. Since 2009, the government has to table a draft Medium-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) law in
April. It proposes binding four-year expenditure ceilings for five broad headings (clusters of ministries), as well as
more detailed ceilings for about 30 chapters (based on ministries) that are binding for the upcoming budget and
indicative for the following years. The MTEF is discussed and approved by the National Council. The budget is
tabled in late October, about two months prior to the start of the fiscal year, and has to comply with the previously
approved ceilings. The Budget Committee has sole responsibility for examining the budget, but its proceedings
include input from relevant sectoral committees on individual chapters. Only the first committee session, which
considers overall budget policy, is open to the public. Until 2012, the National Council did not have a specialised
budget research unit. However, a parliamentary amendment to the 2012 budget set aside funds for the creation of
a budget office. This amendment was adopted with unanimous support from all political parties in the National
Council (see Box 2)

Box 2. The new budget office of the Austrian Parliament
Austria is in the final phase of a comprehensive federal budget reform that started in 2007 (Steger 2010).
This includes the establishment and strengthening of a number of administrative and independent institutions
responsible for fiscal and budgetary control. The role of the National Council in the budget process will change
significantly from 2013. Its role will shift from scrutinizing over 1000 detailed appropriations to a focus on the
medium-term expenditure framework, global budgets, and new performance information. To support this new role,
the parties in parliament proposed the establishment of a parliamentary budget office and reached a mutual
agreement in autumn 2011. For the first time in Austrian history, a parliamentary committee will have access to
expert staff. The budget office will be a unit of the parliamentary administration. Its head is to be appointed
following a hearing before the leaders of the different party groups in the Budget Committee and initially it will
have a staff of six. The political parties have agreed on a catalogue of duties and products for the budget office to
produce, as well as measures to ensure objectivity and independence. The budget office will primarily support the
Budget Committee to scrutinise the draft fiscal framework and budget as well as the reports of the Ministry of
Finance according to the new budget rules. In particular, the budget office will analyse macroeconomic
developments, fiscal sustainability, distributive effects and specific aspects of public finances. It will also prepare
briefs (two pages) and short studies (five pages) upon request. For now, there are no special provisions regarding
access to budgetary information, however, it has been agreed to evaluate this within due time. All reports, briefs
and studies prepared by the budget office will be published on the parliamentary website.

In practice, the secretariat of the GDC highlights its role as a ―support and co-ordination
committee‖ for the Federal Ministry of Finance. It aims to co-ordinate and integrate the different
interests of the social partners and the authorities that are represented on the Committee (see
Section VI). This approach also explains that the recommendations of the Committee, whenever
possible, are adopted unanimously.
V. Budget
The budget of the GDC is set by the central bank, which is legally obliged to provide the
necessary resources, in consultation with the chair of the Committee. The budget is not disclosed to
the public. Its expenditures mainly cover the personnel costs of the secretariat, as members of the
Committee are only reimbursed for expenses. The budget of the National Bank of Austria is set
annually. In 2002, following the revision of the mandate of the GDC, the secretariat was expanded
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from two to three employees. The budget has been contained in recent years, in line with resource
trends for other parts of the central bank. The secretariat regards the current funding level as sufficient
for carrying out the activities of the GDC. The exact figures are not disclosed.
VI. Staffing
Leadership
The 2002 law regulates the composition of the GDC and the appointment process for its chair and
all other members. The members of the Committee must be experts in the areas of finance and
budgeting. The Federal Government sends six members; the Austrian Chamber of Commerce, in
agreement with the Presidium of the Chambers of Agriculture, three members; and the Federal
Chamber of Labour three members. In addition, the following organisations nominate one member
each, but without any voting rights: the Austrian Association of Municipalities, the Association of
Austrian Cities, and the Conference of Provincial Governors. The government appoints the chair of the
GDC, while vice chairs are indicated by the other organisations that appoint members with voting
rights. Seven members constitute a quorum. In case of a tie, the chair has a deciding vote.
The 2002 law states that members of the GDC must be eligible for election to the National
Council, the lower house of the Austrian Parliament, which requires that they have Austrian
citizenship and are at least 18 years of age. The most important practical implication of this
requirement is that non-nationals cannot be appointed. Moreover, members of the GDC may not be
serving members of the legislature or the executive at the federal or regional levels. In practice, the
appointment of the government‘s six members is based on proposals of the parties that make up the
governing coalition.
Members are appointed for four-year terms, which are renewable without a formal limit. In
comparison, the maximum electoral term for Parliament was increased from four to five years in 2008,
although early elections are common. In case of premature retirement from the GDC, the relevant
nominating organisation appoints a new member for the remainder of the term. In addition, each
organisation has to appoint a deputy for each member, who can substitute for the member in case he or
she cannot attend a meeting. The 2002 law does not regulate the removal of the chair or any member
following their appointment.
Service on the Committee is strictly honorary; members do not receive a salary, although they
can be reimbursed for expenses incurred as part of their duties. Most members have full time jobs in
government, academia or the private sector.
All staff
The 2002 law requires the National Bank of Austria to bear the costs of the GDC, including the
provision of sufficient personnel and other resources (paragraph 1.17; see also Section II above). The
secretariat of the GDC is located in the building of the National Bank of Austria. The central bank
provides the staff of the GDC. However, the Committee itself is ―strictly independent from the
National Bank‘s governing bodies‖ (Chaloupek, 2011: 37).
The secretariat has three staff members, including two analysts and one administrator, who fall
under the formal authority of the central bank and its regulations. Both of the analysts have Masters
degrees and are specialists in fiscal policy and budgeting. The 2002 law also allows the Committee to
draw on the services of experts. For instance, the annual report on public finances in 2010 lists a dozen
external experts from the Federal Ministry of Finance, the central bank, the debt management agency,
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the Court of Accounts, academic and research institutions, organised labour, as well as two large
banks. The 2002 law does not regulate potential conflicts of interest. Rather, the Council brings
together the different interests of the government and the ―social partners‖.
The GDC has no regular interaction with similar institutions abroad, but its workshops may
involve international participants. For instance, it has hosted a workshop on independent fiscal
councils that included representatives from other such bodies. Secretariat employees are regular
contributors to domestic discussions, for instance in federal working groups on administrative reform,
the Public Finance/Maastricht Working Group at Statistics Austria, or the annual budget workshop of
the Austrian Institute of Economic Research.
VII. Work programme
The GDC decides its own work programme within the bounds of its mandate. It is required to
present an annual report on its recommendations to the Federal Minister of Finance, who has to pass it
on to the National Council and the Federal Government. In practice, the Committee publishes
recommendations twice a year, in July and December, and submits its annual report in July. The July
recommendations highlight issues relevant to the preparation of next year's budget, while the
December recommendations focus on the execution of the budget approved by Parliament. The GDC
meets on the invitation of its chair as often as required, but at least once every quarter. Upon the
written request of at least three members, a meeting of the Committee must be called within one week.
The GDC also has to convene when requested to do so by the Federal Minister of Finance or the
central bank.
The GDC can undertake analyses at its own initiative. For example, in recent years it has held
workshops on topics such as fiscal policy councils (January 2011), expenditures rules (September
2005) and budget policy and growth (April 2003). It also publishes papers on various topics. In 2011,
these included analyses of changes to the EU fiscal governance framework (December) and of budget
trends in Austria‘s nine provinces (March). These contributions aim to make public and political
debates more objective, by injecting relevant factual information.
VIII. Functions
The annual report of the GDC provides an overall assessment of fiscal policy in the context of
economic conditions. The annual report is about 100 pages long, excluding appendices. It contains a
review of economic developments, an assessment of the country‘s fiscal position in relation to the
requirements of the Stability and Growth Pact, a review of domestic and international debt trends, and
an outlook based on the most recent Stability Programme submitted to the European Commission. The
biannual recommendations are much shorter, about five pages on average. They contain qualitative
comments, including policy recommendations that are meant to support the drafting of the budget
(July) or its implementation (December).
The GDC has no formal macro-fiscal forecasting functions, nor does it produce detailed costings
of individual laws or policies. Its annual report draws heavily on data and analyses produced by other
domestic and international bodies. The GDC also has no role in evaluating the fiscal impact of election
platforms produced by the different political parties. Rather, an important focus is on assessing
Austria‘s compliance with the fiscal rules of the Stability and Growth Pact, including in the medium
term. This can be linked to normative policy recommendations. For example, in its December 2011
recommendations, the GDC urged the rapid adoption of a constitutional ―debt brake‖ that had been
proposed by the government. Formally, recommendations and reports only require majority support,
but in practice unanimous approval is the norm with ―very few exceptions‖ (Chaloupek, 2011: 39).
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The annual reports and recommendations do not contain any dissenting opinions. As noted previously,
the Committee‘s broader focus on budget policy evolved gradually during the 1990s and was formally
enshrined in the legislative mandate of the GDC in 2002 (see Sections I and III).
IX. Access to information
Access to relevant information is facilitated by the fact that the government appoints half of the
members with voting rights on the GDC, including the chair. Moreover, the secretariat of the
Committee is run by the National Bank of Austria, which has extensive access to fiscal and economic
information from domestic and international sources. The 2002 law does not specifically deal with
access to information, not does it impose any restrictions in this regard. The secretariat of the GDC
does not recall instances where the government has threatened or attempted to limit its access to
relevant information.
X. Transparency
All of the Committee‘s recommendations and annual reports, as well as any other publications
and workshop materials, are publically available on the GDC website. The Committee organises press
conferences twice a year, in conjunction with the publication of its annual report around the beginning
July and its recommendations in December. These press conferences take place in the building of the
central bank and include a presentation by the chair of the GDC. The reports and recommendations
typically gain attention in the media, and members are also sometimes quoted in their personal
capacities.
XI. Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation
The GDC does not have an oversight board or advisory panel. Its work is not subject to peer
review or any other formal process to monitor or evaluate its work.
XII. Concluding remarks
Austria‘s GDC has a history spanning more than four decades, which has seen a significant
evolution of its work from a focus on debt management to a broader function as budget policy
watchdog. This role is well established, but also limited to advice and commentary. Its impact on
actual budget figures is uncertain, but it is regarded as having some influence on the direction and
focus of public debate on the budget and fiscal policy (Kronberger, 2011).
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BELGIUM

High Council of Finance (Hoge Raad van Financiën / Conseil supérieur des Finances)
Established: 1936; with major reforms in 1989.
Enabling legislation: Royal Decree on the High Council of Finance (Koninklijk besluit betreffende de Hoge
Raad van Financiën / Arrêté royal relatif au Conseil supérieur des Finances), 3 April 2006.
Mandate: The Council is responsible for advising the Minister of Finance and the Minister of Budget in the
development of fiscal, financial and budgetary policy.
Budget: Unavailable. No separate budget line.
Staff: 1 chair (Minister of Finance), 2 vice-chairs and 24 council members; 12 secretariat staff, 2 secretariat
administrators.

I. Context
The High Council of Finance (HCF) is one of the oldest fiscal councils. It was first established by
a 1936 royal decree in an effort to consolidate five previously created advisory bodies (High Council
of Finance n.d.).1 In the run-up to World War II, the Council‘s work arguably became too broad. It
ventured beyond a purely advisory role and started to generate policy prescriptions, which may
explain why post-war Ministers of Finance were reluctant to convene it. As a result, the Council fell
into disuse and did not convene from World War II until 1969. The Council was revived in 1967 and
new members appointed in 1969, following a recommendation by a government commission on the
financial problems of economic expansion. It was reformed again in 1981, when the membership of
the Council was expanded.
The structure and mandate of the HCF changed fundamentally in 1989 in the context of a
constitutional reform process towards a federal state. At the time, a widely shared concern was the
need to reconcile macroeconomic and budgetary stability with increased subnational fiscal autonomy.
This reform included the creation of the Section ―Public Sector Borrowing Requirements‖ (PSBR) and
specific competences for intergovernmental fiscal co-ordination (see Section III). The structure and
mandate of the HCF were last updated in 2006. This reform abolished the Section ―Financial
Institutions and Markets‖, which had become obsolete due to the existence of other institutions with
related functions, and expanded the mandate of the Section ―Taxation and Social Security
Contributions‖ to include tax revenues collected by the federal government on behalf of local
governments (see Section III below). The Council, and in particular its Section PSBR, continues to
play an important role in the effort to promote fiscal discipline in a federal setting.
The European Union‘s fiscal rules provide an important reference for the development of the
budget. Belgium is subject to the 3% deficit and 60% debt limits in the Stability and Growth Pact. In
accordance with the Pact, Belgium has drawn up a Stability Programme each year since 1998, which
sets out medium-term budget targets that guide annual budgets. This approach has relied on the co1

These included a Treasury section; a section on banks and stocks; a section of industrial and commercial
finance; a section on budgetary legislation and technology; and a tax section.
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operation between the federal and subnational governments, through agreements that specify
borrowing targets for each Region and Community on a multi-annual basis, taking into consideration
the recommendations of the HCF. The aim of the 2011-2014 Stability Programme is to balance the
general government budget by 2015, with evenly spaced reductions of the general government deficit.
Local authorities are subject to a balanced budget rule based on a 1982 royal decree. This subsector
has had more or less balanced finances in the past two decades, although with variation across
individual municipalities and the electoral cycle (Van Meensel and Dury, 2008:75).
II. Legal basis for establishment
The HCF was first created by the Royal Decree of 31 January 1936 Establishing a High Council
of Finance. Reforms occurred in 1967 and 1981. The creation of the Section PSBR as part of the
Council was required by Article 49, §6 of the Special Law of 16 January 1989 on the Financing of
Communities and Regions. The Royal Decree of 3 April 2006 on the High Council of Finance
establishes the current structure.
III. Mandate
Article 2 of the 2006 decree gives the HCF a broad overall mandate: ―The Council is responsible
for advising the Minister of Finance and the Minister of Budget in the development of fiscal, financial
and budgetary policy.‖ In principle, it can act on its own initiative although this is rare in practice (see
Section VII below). The two Sections and a Study Group that fall under the Council have more
targeted mandates:
According to the 1989 Special Law, Section PSBR of the Council has to prepare an annual
opinion on the financing needs of governments. The Section may also give its opinion, on its own
initiative or upon request by the federal Minister of Finance, as to the advisability of restricting the
borrowing requirement of one or more authorities, should this be necessary in order to protect
economic and monetary union or to avoid ―a structural derailment of the borrowing requirements.‖
This is one of the main legal competences of the Council and the key reason for the creation of the
Section PSBR in the context of the 1989 state reform. In practice, this option has never been used.
Any attempt by the federal government to limit the borrowing of a region or community would be
―very likely to cause massive political turmoil‖ (Coene and Langenus, 2011:15). In line with the
concerns at the time of the creation of this Section, its institutional coverage is comprehensive and
includes the different levels of government, as well as other institutions if they affect government
budgets.
The second Section ―Taxation and Social Security Contributions‖ can give advice, requested by
the federal Minister of Finance or at its own initiative, on issues related to taxation and social security
contributions. It also has to give an annual opinion on the tax revenues collected by the federal
government on behalf of local governments.
In addition, a Study Group on Ageing was created by the Law of 5 September 2001
Guaranteeing a Continuous Reduction of Public Debt and Creating an Ageing Fund. It has to publish
an annual report on the budgetary and social consequences of ageing, which by law should be taken
into account by the Section PSBR in preparing its recommendations.
IV. Relationship with the Executive and the Legislature
The HCF is an advisory body for the executive with limited institutional independence. The
Secretariat of the HCF is part of the Federal Public Service Finance, under the authority of the federal
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government, and formally the Minister of Finance chairs the Council. Article 2 of the 2006 decree
describes the Council as a ―technical and advisory‖ body that works to support the Minister of Finance
and the Minister of Budget. There is no requirement on the government to respond to the reports of the
HCF, although the budget documents make reference to the recommendations of the Council.
The HCF has no formal relationship with the federal or subnational parliaments. Legislative
committees do not generally discuss the Council‘s reports, although individual Members of Parliament
may refer to them. On some occasions, staff from the Secretariat of the HCF have participated in
discussions by committees of the subnational parliaments. Theoretically, parliamentary committees
could invite the chairs of the Sections to discuss budgetary issues, but this almost never happens.
When recommendations of the Section PSBR reflect a political consensus, such discussions could also
be perfunctory. Overall, the role of the Council is well established and it has operated under many
governments of different political compositions. It faces no existential threat.
The HCF is not the only advisory body that plays a role in the budget process. The National
Accounts Institute (NAI) was created in 1994 in order to ensure the quality and the independence of
the main economic statistics and macroeconomic forecasts upon which the budget is based. It has no
resources of its own, but serves as a vehicle to bring together Statistics Belgium, the National Bank of
Belgium and the Federal Planning Bureau. Bogaert et al. (2006) describe the relationship between the
HCF and the NAI as a division of labour between two fiscal councils, where the latter is limited to
―positive economics‖ in contrast to the ―normative‖ role of the Council (see Section VIII).
The Federal Planning Bureau in particular carries out a number of activities related to public
finances (Bogaert et al., 2006). For instance, it collaborates with the National Bank of Belgium in the
preparation of the general government account within the national accounts. The Bureau also
produces, on behalf of the NAI, the short-term economic forecasts that are used by the federal
government for drawing up its budget. The Bureau‘s medium-term economic outlook informs the
preparation of the Stability Programme. Moreover, it prepares long-term projections of the budgetary
consequences of an ageing population. The origin of the Bureau dates back to 1959 and it currently
has about one hundred staff members.
Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
Belgium is a federal state with a parliamentary system of government and a bicameral legislature. The
Chamber of Representatives has 150 members who are directly elected by universal suffrage. The Senate has 71
members: 40 senators (25 Dutch-speaking and 15 French-speaking) elected by the population, 21 senators
appointed by the Communities (10 from the Flemish Community, 10 from the French Community and 1 from the
German-speaking Community) and 10 co-opted senators (6 Dutch-speaking and 4 French-speaking). Some
members of the royal family are senators by right. The Chamber of Representatives has exclusive authority over
the state budget. The budget is to be presented no later than 31 October, two months before the start of the fiscal
year. In recent years, however, there have been frequent deviations from the normal budget cycle due to political
instability. Fiscal policy, revenue proposals and interest payments are examined by the Committee on Finance
and Budget in the presence of the federal Ministers of Budget and Finance. Sectoral committees examine the
expenditure proposals that fall within their particular policy area in sessions that are attended by the relevant
Minister. They report their findings, orally or in writing, to the Committee on Finance and Budget. These
committee sessions are open to the public. Following a final vote in the Committee on Finance and Budget, the
spending and revenue bills are discussed in the plenary. Amendments may be filed at each stage of the
proceedings and are not circumscribed by constitutional restrictions. In practice, significant amendments without
the support of the government are unlikely. The Belgian Parliament does not have a specialised budget analysis
unit. The Court of Audit, which has about 600 staff, examines government accounts and its findings are reported
to Parliament.
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V. Budget
Unlike the Federal Planning Bureau, the HCF does not have a separate line in the budget. In fact,
the Council has no significant expenditures of its own. The Federal Public Service Finance provides
the secretariat staff, with resources that are allocated as part of the regular budget process. Members
do not receive any wages, as they have other full-time jobs and membership only entails attendance of
a small number of meetings per year. Hence, unlike in some other countries where fiscal councils have
been threatened with budget cuts when they were perceived as overly critical of the government, this is
not a possibility in Belgium. However, there are other circumstances that can disrupt its work, in
particular delays in the appointment of its members (see Section VI below).
VI. Staffing
Leadership
Article 4 of the 2006 decree stipulates that the federal Minister of Finance is the chair of the
HCF. The federal Ministers of Finance and Budget also designate two deputy chairs who can replace
the chair in case of absence. All of these have full time positions with other institutions. Among the
current deputy chairs, one is the Governor of the National Bank of Belgium and the other is a
professor of financial economics and banking. In addition to the two deputy chairs, the HCF consists
of 22 members with five-year renewable terms (Articles 5 and 6). In principle, the appointment of
non-nationals seems to be possible.
Six members must be experts in budgeting and economics. Three of these are nominated by the
National Bank of Belgium, one by the Minister of Finance, one by the Minister of Budget, and one is
nominated jointly by the Ministers of Finance and Budget. The Ministers of Finance and Budget
nominate another six members who are experts in finance and economics on the basis of proposals
from the governments of the communities and regions, including: two members proposed by the
Government of the Flemish Community; one by the Government of the French Community; one by
the Government of the Walloon Region; two by the Government of the Brussels-Capital Region, with
one each representing the French and Dutch language communities.
Ten members must be experts in the area of taxation. These include six members of which one is
proposed by the Government of the Walloon Region, if desired; one by the Government of the French
Community, if desired; two by the Flemish Government, if they wish; and two by the Government of
the Brussels-Capital Region, if they wish, with one each representing the French and Dutch language
communities. Another four members are nominated by the Minister of Finance, two of which are
proposed by the Minister of Budget, one by the Minister of Social Affairs, one by the Federal Planning
Bureau and two by the Minister of Finance.
Technically, the King appoints the members of the Council. In practice, he always appoints the
proposed individuals. Resolutions of the HCF require a two-thirds majority; the Minister of Finance
does not have voting rights. Each of the two Sections consists of a chair plus 11 other members.
Members do not receive compensation, except a modest attendance fee (about EUR 40 per meeting)
and reimbursement of travel-related expenses.
In practice, the membership of the Council has to reflect a carefully crafted political balance.
Appointments have to be ―carved up‖ among six traditional political parties and strike a balance in
terms of regional-federal and linguistic representation, as well as gender. This can delay appointments.
At the time of writing in February 2012, the mandates of members had expired in the fall of 2011 but
the Sections had still not been reconstituted. Following the 2004 regional elections, it was especially
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difficult to reach an agreement on the composition of the HCF, which led to a two-year hiatus that
interrupted the work of the Council. Incidentally, the chair of the Section PSBR whose mandate had
expired was regarded as outspoken. Spahn (2007:18) comments: ―This also shed some doubts on the
independent role of the High Council of Finance whose members – despite their individual
independence – have to be proposed by respective political authorities.‖
Strictly speaking, the decree on the HCF does not provide for the dismissal of a Council member.
In practice, the replacement of a member might become necessary if, for instance, he or she takes up a
new position that is incompatible with work on the Council. In such a case, a new member is
nominated and confirmed by royal decree.
All staff
The work of the two Sections of the HCF is supported by a Secretariat consisting of 12 staff plus
two administrators, appointed by the federal Minister of Finance. The Federal Planning Bureau
provides separate administrative support to the Study Group on Ageing. In practice, secretariat duties
are interpreted in a very broad manner and include the drafting of the Council‘s reports.
The Secretariat is located on the premises of the Federal Public Service Finance. Its staff are civil
servants and full-time members of the Research and Documentation Department of the Federal Public
Service Finance, which carries out preparatory analytical work and drafts documents in support of
political decisions in the field of public finance. This ensures that the Council has access to staff with
relevant qualifications, mostly in economics. They work part time on HCF business and part time on
other business, depending on the particular workload of the Council at a given time.
The use of external experts is also possible, but rare in practice. Informally, some members may
draw on expertise of staff in those organisations that nominated them, for instance to provide
comments on draft reports. There is no structured or regular co-operation between the HCF and similar
institutions in other countries.
VII. Work programme
The chair, the deputy chairs of the two permanent Sections, a member nominated by the Minister
of Finance, a member nominated by the Minister of Budget, a member representing the National Bank
of Belgium and the member representing the Federal Planning Bureau form a ―Bureau‖ charged with
preparing and organising the work of the HCF. In practice, the two Sections and the Study Group
organise their work with a high degree of autonomy.
The HCF organises its work programme in accordance with its mandate (see Section III). The
two Sections and the Working Group each have to report annually. They also have to respond to
ad hoc requests from the government, and can act on their own initiative. In practice, the Council and
its subunits rarely go further than their required regular reports (see Section III) and typically respond
only to ministerial requests. The dates of publication for the required reports have varied somewhat
(see next paragraph).
The Section PSBR usually produces more than one report per year. The first is typically
published around March and assesses past and current budget policy, in particular the implementation
of the budget and the Stability Programme. In the context of the introduction of the ―European
Semester‖, the first report also contributes to the development of the Stability Programme. A second
report in the summer is referred to as the ―annual report.‖ It has been used to assess the budget
outlook, also in the medium and long-term. This can involve specific recommendations on the budget
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balances of individual authorities. In recent years, the distinction between the two reports has been
blurred and their timing was more erratic, partly due to the economic crisis and changes to the timing
of Stability Programme updates.
VIII. Functions
Within the HCF, the Section PSBR evaluates compliance with the budgetary targets of the
different sub-sectors of the general government, and recommends borrowing targets for the medium
and longer term. Detailed economic analysis of taxation is the role of the Section ―Taxation and Social
Security Contributions.‖ The work of the Study Group on Ageing has a long-term focus, including
projections of the budgetary effects of ageing that cover a 50-year period. The HCF does not produce
macroeconomic forecasts, as this role is assigned to the NAI (see Section IV). Nor does the HCF
routinely cost individual policy proposals, carry out regulatory impact assessments, or produce
assessments of the fiscal implications of the election platforms of political parties. The reports of the
HCF are based on budgetary data and quantitative analyses, complemented with narrative commentary
and interpretation.
Since 1989, the Council has a crucial role in assessing compliance with medium-term budgetary
targets. Its Section PSBR monitors overall compliance with the targets in the Stability Programmes for
the general government as a whole, as well as the contributions of the different sub-sectors. This
includes both an ex post as well as an ex ante focus, which in past years have usually been linked to
separate reports (see Section VII). One of the key tasks of the Section is to develop normative
recommendations, specifically medium-term deficit targets and their breakdown across the subsectors.
IX. Access to information
The HCF is chaired by the Minister of Finance, who also appoints the staff of the Secretariat from
amongst the staff of the Federal Public Service Finance. This ensures timely access to information the
Council may require for the preparation of reports. Some members of the Council may also have
access to the expertise within their nominating organisations, such as the National Bank of Belgium
and the Federal Planning Bureau. Unlike in some other countries, the HCF has not been threatened
with limits on access to information in response to critical reports. This is an unlikely scenario in
Belgium given the importance of political factors in establishing the composition of the Council (see
Section VI above).
X. Transparency
All reports of the Council are published on the website of the HCF in both French and Dutch. The
reports are of a technical nature and include discussions of methods and assumptions where
appropriate. New reports are announced on the website of the Federal Public Service Finance.
Occasionally, the publication of a report is accompanied by a press release. Since 2007, the chair of
the Section PSBR has held more regular press conferences at the National Bank of Belgium to
accompany publications. The publications of the Council receive media attention and are also
referenced in the budget documents that the government tables in the Belgian Parliament. However,
the Council does not necessarily strive to maximise media attention. The language of the reports is of a
technical nature and not easily accessible for non-specialists.
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XI. Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation
The HCF‗s work programme is overseen by its ―Bureau‖ (see Section VII). The HCF does not
have an oversight board or panel of advisors to guide its work. Nor is its work systematically subjected
to peer review. However, it has received some positive evaluations in the academic literature and by
international financial institutions (see Section XII below). There is also some informal interaction
between the Secretariat of the HCF, and the relevant technical staff of the Federal Planning Bureau
and the National Bank of Belgium.
XII. Concluding remarks
The HCF is an advisory and consultative body. It has limited institutional independence from the
Federal Public Service Finance, which provides the necessary staff and offices, and finances the
operation of the Council from its budget. The Council is regarded as an important forum for
intergovernmental fiscal co-ordination in Belgium (Spahn, 2007). It is part of a set of fiscal institutions
that ensures the separation of normative functions from more technical functions such as forecasting
(Bogaert et al., 2006). This role is widely recognised and the continued existence of the Council is not
in doubt. However, commentators point out that the influence of the Section PSBR was most visible in
the first decade after its creation. Debrun et al. (2009:79) summarise that its recommendations ―were
followed closely as long as its views were aligned with political priorities‖, in particular in the run-up
to the adoption of the euro. However, its recommendations ―seem to have been followed less closely‖
during the past decade. This view is confirmed by a study that assesses the Council‘s effectiveness in
promoting fiscal discipline, including whether the government adopted and complied with the
recommendations (Coene and Langenus, 2011:21-25). However, it is impossible to say with certainty
to what extent the recommendations merely reflect an existing consensus, or serve to establish one.
It remains to be seen whether the Council can regain its former level of influence. It did play a
useful role during the political crisis of 2010 and 2011, when Belgium‘s political parties failed to form
a new government and a caretaker administration was in charge. The latter sought the opinion of the
HCF in devising a consolidation plan for the 2011 to 2014 Stability Programme. At the time, the
Council‘s input gave the budgetary targets a degree of legitimacy, although the targets for the years
after 2012 remain contested by some regions. To strengthen the independence of the Council and its
potential to achieve consensus, Coene and Langenus (2011:31) suggest setting up a permanent
technical working group, including external fiscal experts, to prepare recommendations for the Section
PSBR and to carry out analytical work. This would reduce the dominance of the Federal Public
Service Finance in drafting reports and recommendations (see Section VI). They also argue for a more
streamlined budget process based on politically agreed targets, increasing the political costs of
deviating from HCF recommendations by requiring a formal explanation and parliamentary
discussion, as well as supportive numerical fiscal rules and more effective sanctions.
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CANADA

Parliamentary Budget Officer (PBO)
Established: by legislation in 2006; first Parliamentary Budget Officer appointed in March 2008.
Enabling legislation: the 2006 Federal Accountability Act (FedAA) and resulting amendments to the
Parliament of Canada Act.
Mandate: to provide independent analysis to Parliament on the state of the nation's finances, the
government's estimates and trends in the Canadian economy; and upon request from a committee or
parliamentarian, to estimate the financial cost of any proposal for matters over which Parliament has jurisdiction.
Budget: CAD 2.8 million.
Staff: 15 (full capacity 17).

I. Context
Canada‘s Conservative Party‘s 2006 election platform proposed the creation of an independent
Parliamentary Budget Authority to provide parliament with objective analysis on the state of the
nation‘s finances and trends in the Canadian economy. This proposal was then included in the Federal
Accountability Act (FedAA)2 – the first act of business of the newly formed Conservative minority
government – introduced in April 2006 and passed in December 2006. The FedAA included a broad
package of reforms around conflict of interest rules, restrictions on election financing, and various
measures to enhance administrative transparency, oversight and accountability. Ultimately it made
substantive changes to 45 statutes and amended over 100 others (the Parliament of Canada Act was
amended to include provisions for the Parliamentary Budget Officer – PBO). The reforms were
enacted over a period of several years and Canada‘s first Parliamentary Budget Officer was only
appointed in March 2008.
Among the rationales for the establishment of a PBO were concerns (particularly among
parliamentarians) about the credibility of government forecasts which had consistently underestimated
budget surpluses. This was seen as hindering full parliamentary and public debate on fiscal options.
Indeed, Finance Canada commissioned two separate studies3 of its estimation methodology and
forecasting performance in 1994 and 2005 which looked at various options for improvement
(Beaumier, 2006; Levy, 2008; Jeffrey, 2010).
2

Full title of the FedAA: ―An act providing for conflict of interest rules, restrictions on election financing and
measures respecting administrative transparency, oversight and accountability‖. Concurrently the
Government issued an Action Plan which pledged to seek to: ―Ensure truth in budgeting with a Parliamentary
Budget Authority by creating the position of a Parliamentary Budget Officer to provide objective analysis to
Members of Parliament and parliamentary committees concerning the state of the nation‘s finances, trends in
the national economy, and the financial cost of proposals under consideration by either house.‖ The Action
Plan also pledged to provide quarterly updates to government fiscal forecasts.

3

The first was a ―Review of the Forecasting Accuracy and Methods of the Department of Finance‖ by Ernst &
Young in 1994 and the second was a "Report of the Review of Canadian Federal Fiscal Processes and
Systems" by Dr Tim O'Neill in 2005.
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Concerns were also raised around significant cost overruns in several government programmes,
and lack of budget transparency more generally. The ―Sponsorship Scandal‖, a significant factor in the
lead-up to the 2006 elections, provided additional incentive to find mechanisms to promote budgetary
transparency and accountability (Jeffrey, 2010). Moreover, Parliament, lacking the financial expertise
and resources to properly scrutinize government‘s increasingly complex budgets and estimates, and
the budgetary impact of government programmes and legislation, was struggling to fully carry out its
constitutionally mandated oversight function (Page and Yalkin, forthcoming).4
The PBO was not among the more controversial aspects of the FedAA (Levy, 2008; Jeffrey,
2010) or the resulting amended section of the Parliament of Canada Act. Government‘s proposals for a
new section on the PBO in the Parliament of Canada Act were amended by Parliament to include:
(1) a provision that the PBO have access to government data without charge 5; (2) the removal of a
subsection requiring the PBO to estimate the costs of private members‘ bills – instead the PBO is
mandated to cost any matter that falls within the jurisdiction of parliament if requested by a member of
a committee; (3) provisions within the PBO‘s mandate to help committees better consider the
estimates; and (4) increasing the term length of the Parliamentary Budget Officer from three to five
years. Although the legislative provisions establishing the PBO received the broad cross party
support6, when it came to the practical implementation of the PBO, differing interpretations of these
same provisions soon led to disagreements on the exact nature of the PBO‘s independence, mandate,
reporting relationships, and management authority.
The above was largely linked to the fact that the PBO was housed in the Library of Parliament
rather than provided with separate offices. As an Officer of the Library of Parliament charged with
providing independent analysis, the Parliamentary Budget Officer was subject to administrative levers
that effectively curtailed his ability to fully establish his office and carry out his work programme as
originally planned. In early 2009 the PBO was informed that he would not receive his planned
operating budget (see Section V for full discussion). The Joint Standing Committee on the Library of
Parliament also initiated an inquiry into the operations of the PBO within the Library of Parliament.
Chaired by Liberal Senator Sharon Carstairs and Conservative MP Peter Goldring, the Joint
Committee heard evidence throughout March and April 2009 and released its report in June 2009.
While the Joint Committee called for the PBO‘s planned budget to be re-established, the
recommendations in the report accepted almost all of the arguments made by the Parliamentary
Librarian and ―instructed the PBO to undertake a number of activities to comply with various human
resource and procedural directives‖ (Jeffrey, 2010, p. 42). The Joint Committee also asked that the
PBO prepare an action plan describing how his offices would comply with the Joint Committee‘s
recommendations. This was duly done but several questions, most critically that of the PBO‘s budget,
remained unresolved for some time (see Section V).
II. Legal basis for establishment
The 2006 Federal Accountability Act (FedAA) created the PBO by amending the 1985
Parliament of Canada Act. There is no separate enabling legislation pertaining to the PBO as there is,
for example, for other Officer (or ―Agent‖) of Parliament positions.

4

The United States Congressional Budget Office (CBO) was the main model for the PBO, despite questions as
to whether such a model would work in Canada‘s very different Westminster-based parliamentary system.

5

Similar to the provisions contained in the Auditor General Act.

6

Clear cross-party support was necessary as the Government did not have a majority in the House and could
not simply use party discipline to guarantee support in the legislature.
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III. Mandate
Section 79.2 of the Parliament of Canada Act gives the PBO a broad mandate in legislation to:
(a) provide independent analysis to the Senate and to the House of Commons about the state of the
nation‘s finances, the estimates of the government and trends in the national economy;
(b) when requested to do so by any of the following committees, undertake research for that
committee into the nation‘s finances and economy:
(i) the Standing Committee on National Finance of the Senate or, in the event that there is not a
Standing Committee on National Finance, the appropriate committee of the Senate,
(ii) the Standing Committee on Finance of the House of Commons or, in the event that there is
not a Standing Committee on Finance, the appropriate committee of the House of
Commons, or
(iii) the Standing Committee on Public Accounts of the House of Commons or, in the event that
there is not a Standing Committee on Public Accounts, the appropriate committee of the
House of Commons;
(c) when requested to do so by a committee of the Senate or of the House of Commons, or a
committee of both Houses, that is mandated to consider the estimates of the government, undertake
research for that committee into those estimates; and
(d) when requested to do so by a member of either House or by a committee of the Senate or of the
House of Commons, or a committee of both Houses, estimate the financial cost of any proposal that
relates to a matter over which Parliament has jurisdiction.
The mandate does not make reference to specific reports or timings for reports that must be
presented during the year; however the reference to the estimates clearly provides some expectations
in terms of timing of analysis. Apart from the priority accorded to various committee requests, the
mandate allows for the PBO to largely undertake work at its own discretion.
IV. Relationship with the Executive and the Legislature
Although independent of the executive7, the Parliamentary Budget Officer is appointed by the
Governor in Council (on the advice of the Prime Minister – see Section VI for a full description of the
appointment process). The PBO holds office ―during pleasure‖ meaning that he or she can be removed
at the discretion of the Governor in Council and without cause, although there would likely be political
costs attached to such a move.8

7

It should be noted that Canada‘s Westminster-based parliamentary system features a high degree of
integration between the legislative and executive branches, particularly during the terms of majority
governments. Party discipline is strong and when a party enjoys a majority in the parliament, the Prime
Minister and the Cabinet may effectively control the parliament.

8

The Parliamentary Librarian is also appointed by the Governor in Council and holds office ―during pleasure‖.
This is in contrast for example to other Officers of Parliament, for example, the Auditor General Act (S.3 (1))
states that the Auditor General ―holds office during good behaviour‖ and ―may be removed for cause‖.
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The Parliament is the PBO‘s main client. While the PBO has an independent mandate, as an
Officer of the Library of Parliament (rather than a full Officer of Parliament) with offices located
within the Parliamentary Library the PBO is not truly administratively independent. All of the PBO‘s
work is provided to Parliament and the Parliamentary Budget Officer regularly gives evidence before
parliamentary committees. As noted in Section III, the PBO‘s enabling legislation identifies three
parliamentary committees as the PBO‘s primary clients within the Parliament: the Standing
Committee on National Finance of the Senate; the Standing Committee on Finance of the House of
Commons; and the Standing Committee on Public Accounts (PAC) of the House of Commons. Other
legislative committees and individual parliamentarians can also request analysis from the PBO (see
Section VII). One such example is the Standing Committee on Government Operations and Estimates
(OGGO) of the House of Commons, which by virtue of the confluence of mandates (i.e. regarding
Estimates), has made the committee a regular client of the PBO.
The PBO‘s work is complementary to that of the Auditor General and both the PBO and the AG
work closely with the PAC, however the PBO‘s work is distinct in that it focuses on the ex ante part of
the budget cycle. The PBO works with external partners with similar expertise, for example in the
private sector, universities, think tanks, and ―sister‖ institutions in other countries in both the
legislative and executive branches.
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Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
Canada has a Westminster-based parliamentary system of government with a bicameral Parliament
comprised of the House of Commons (directly elected for a four-year term subject to an earlier dissolution of
Parliament) and the Senate (105 appointed members who serve until the age of 75). Constitutionally, the House
of Commons enjoys pre-eminence in budgetary matters.
The legislative budget review and approval process takes place from March through June; the fiscal year
starts on 1 April. It should be noted that the Minister of Finance seeks prior advice from parliamentary committees
during the budget preparation phase (June-September) and, following the release of the Budget Consultation
Papers covering the economic and fiscal outlook and prospective fiscal and expenditure targets in October, the
Minister of Finance begins consultations with the Standing Committee on Finance (FINA) among other
stakeholders. Following a series of public hearings held in different locations throughout Canada in October and
November, FINA submits a pre-budget report with recommendations in early December. While FINA’s
recommendations are not binding, they provide an opportunity for parliament to influence the budget.
The Canadian Constitution grants the government the exclusive power to initiate expenditure proposals.
Parliament is tasked with scrutinizing and approving the Government’s proposed budget – Parliament’s ―power of
the purse‖ means no public monies can be raised or spent without the consent of the House of Commons. In
practice however, parliamentarians, expert observers, and citizens believe that Parliament plays this role
ineffectively. Several reports commissioned by parliament have explored this issue (1998 and 2003) and, as
recently as February 2012, the House of Commons standing committee on government operations and estimates
announced that it will study ways to give MPs more control over spending (Good, 2005; Curry, 2012; The Globe
and Mail, 2012).
Parliament’s amendment powers are limited. It can only amend the budget to decrease the level of funding.
It cannot increase funding for items in the government’s budgetary proposals or propose new expenditure. The
influence of the parliament on the budget is further limited by strong party discipline and the political tradition of
the Confidence Convention; a vote on any ―money bill‖ is considered a vote of confidence in the government. In
practice this means the Parliament rarely exercises its amendment powers and that government may withdraw
certain aspects of its budget framework if majority support for them is not certain (Blöndal, 2001).
In the House of Commons, FINA considers the budget overall while sectoral committees consider individual
appropriations in their specific areas. In the Senate the Standing Committee on National Finance is solely
responsible for scrutinizing the budget (von Trapp, 2011). Committee meetings are generally open to the public
and their reports are published. Committees have the formal power to summons ―persons, papers and records‖
necessary to carry out their scrutiny role and may consult or employ outside experts. The PBO now provides the
main technical support available to Parliament as a whole during the budget process; however some additional
support may also be available through the Parliamentary Information and Research Service’s ―estimates cluster‖
in the parliamentary library, specialised staff in political party secretariats, or an individual member’s staff.

V. Budget
The PBO‘s current operating budget is CAD 2.8 million. It is included in the overall budget for
the Library of Parliament, although it does not appear as a separate line item.9 The Library‘s budget
process is as follows: it submits documentation (business cases including that of the PBO, summary
budget, and estimate) to the Speakers of the Senate and the House of Commons for their consideration.
Once agreed, the Library‘s budget becomes part of the estimates for the Parliament.10 The estimates
9

Other service areas within the Library of Parliament‘s budget include the office of the Parliamentary
Librarian, the Parliamentary Information and Research Service, Information and Document Resource
Service, Learning and Access Services, Corporate Services, and the Information Technology Directorate.

10

The Parliament‘s total budget includes the Senate, the House of Commons, the Library, the Office of the
Conflict of Interest and Ethics Commissioner, and the Senate Ethics Officer's budgets.
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are sent to the President of the Treasury Board, who submits them in the House along with the
Government's departmental estimates for the fiscal year.
The PBO‘s budget came under threat early on. The government provided for a budget of
CAD 1.8 million to cover office set up costs with the understanding that the PBO would receive a full
operating budget of CAD 2.8 million in its second year (2009-10). The PBO planned based on this
understanding. However in December 2008 the PBO was informed that the office‘s 2009-10 budget
allocation would only be slightly higher than its start up budget, around CAD 1.9 million. This
decision was widely seen by outside observers as an attempt to constrain the office of the PBO and its
work following tensions with the government over critical PBO reports (in particular a report
analysing the cost of Canada's military mission in Afghanistan released during the sensitive October
2008 election period)11. The PBO argued that the budget reduction put existing staff commitments at
risk and severely limited his office‘s capacity to fulfil its mandate. Many opposition MPs called for an
immediate restoration of the promised funding and the dispute over the PBO‘s budget was widely
reported in the media. The PBO‘s budget allocation figured prominently in the Joint Committee on the
Parliamentary Library‘s June 2009 report which ultimately recommended an increase to the originally
planned for CAD 2.8 million but on the condition that the PBO comply with all of the report‘s other
recommendations.12 As noted in Section I, the Committee also asked that the PBO prepare an action
plan describing how they would comply with these recommendations. The PBO duly did so while
pointing out that it would be impossible to comply while operating under the start up budget.
In July 2009, over 130 economists, including seven current Canada Research chairs, added their
support by signing an open letter calling on parliamentarians across parties to ensure that the office of
the PBO receive adequate funding to carry out its mandate.13 However, it wasn‘t until the start of the
2010-2011 fiscal year that the PBO‘s planned budget of CAD 2.8 million was restored without
conditions. This budget, while fairly modest, is commensurate with the office of the PBO‘s mission,
provided that it can continue to set its own workload priorities based on ―materiality‖ and
―contribution potential‖ (see Section VII).
VI. Staffing
Leadership
Section 97.1(2-3) of the Parliament of Canada Act outlines the appointment process for the
Parliamentary Budget Officer. The Parliamentary Librarian forms and chairs a review committee to
search for a suitable candidate. The committee identifies a short list of three names which are
submitted in confidence through the Leader of the Government in the House of Commons to the
Governor in Council (GiC). The GiC (acting on the advice of the Prime Minister) selects and appoints
the Parliamentary Budget Officer from these three names. The PBO is appointed for a five year term
renewable once14 ―during pleasure‖, meaning that he or she can be removed at the discretion of the

11

At the same time, the Parliamentary Library sought to bring the PBO more strictly under its administrative
control.

12

See Recommendation 8:

www.parl.gc.ca/content/hoc/Committee/402/BILI/Reports/RP3993042/bilirp03/bilirp03-e.pdf.
13

For a copy of the letter and a list of signatories see http://supporttheopbo.blogspot.com/2009/07/open-letterin-support-of-opbo.html.

14

Not linked to the electoral cycle.
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GiC (essentially at the discretion of the Prime Minister) and without cause. Parliament is not required
to approve appointment or dismissal.
The legislation is not explicit in terms of potential candidates‘ qualifications or restrictions on
who can be appointed, or exactly how the recruitment process should proceed although there are
precedents for GiC appointments. The appointment process for the first PBO was lengthier than
anticipated and was conducted as follows:


December 2006, the Parliamentary Librarian drafted a job description which was sent for
approval to the Privy Council Office.



July 2007 the Privy Council Office classified the PBO position as a GCQ-5, one level below
the Parliamentary Librarian (GC-6). It should be noted however that the ―Q‖ indicates a quasijudicial function, an additional level of independence not subject to performance pay.15



January 2007, the Parliamentary Librarian formed a discussion group nominated by the
Canadian Association of Former Parliamentarians and representatives of all parties in both
Houses, and recruited Allan Darling, a retired official as a senior adviser to help define the
skills and experience that candidates should possess.



August 2007, the Library of Parliament entered into a contract with the executive search firm,
Ray and Berndtson, to conduct a national search process for qualified candidates.



November 2007, the Parliamentary Librarian convened the selection committee required by
the Parliament of Canada Act to review eight of the 24 candidates identified during the
executive search process. The committee identified an additional six candidates to be
approached for the position.



December 2007, the committee held interviews and chose a short list which the Parliamentary
Librarian forwarded to the Government House Leader. However, no candidate was willing to
accept the position.



February 2008, the House and Senate Standing Committees on Finance, concerned about the
delays, heard evidence on the appointment process.



March 2008, Kevin Page, an economist with almost three decades of experience in the federal
public service, notably with Finance Canada, the Treasury Board Secretariat and the Privy
Council Office, accepted the appointment as Canada‘s first Parliamentary Budget Officer as a
GCQ-6.

The position of the PBO is subject to the Terms and Conditions of Employment for Full-Time
Governor in Council Appointees.16 This includes specific statutes and guidelines that govern the
conduct and actions of GiC appointees while in office, namely the Conflict of Interest Act, the Ethical
Guidelines and Statutory Standards of Conduct, and the Guidelines for the Political Activities of
Public Office Holders. The PBO‘s remuneration and expenses are set by the GiC.

15

Evidence of Marc O‘Sullivan, Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet for Senior Personnel and Special Appoints,
to the House of Commons Finance Committee on 13 February 2008. See full contents at:

www.parl.gc.ca/HousePublications/Publication.aspx?DocId=3278688&Language=E&Mode=1&Parl=39&Ses=2
16

See www.pco-bcp.gc.ca.
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All staff
Although the PBO‘s Operational Plan calls for a staff of around 17, until recently the office of
the PBO has typically had around 13-15 full-time staff. The majority are split between its two
divisions – Economic and Fiscal Analysis and Expenditure and Revenue Analysis and they are
supported by two administrative staff, and interns. The PBO may also use outside consultants. Initially
several of the staff were seconded from government departments until the office received its full
operating budget. Despite being located in the Parliamentary Library, in practice the Parliamentary
Budget Officer has had full responsibility for hiring and dismissing PBO staff. Conditions of
employment are those of Library of Parliament.
PBO staff hold advanced degrees (MA, MSc, MBA or PhD) and designations (CA, CMA, CFA)
in economics, econometrics, accounting, finance, and financial analysis with relevant experience either
in the public or private sectors, or academia (Page and Yalkin, forthcoming). The majority of the staff
have significant experience working in the executive branch with Finance, Treasury, the Privy
Council, or the Bank of Canada. More generally, the office of the PBO seeks individuals that are
entrepreneurial and willing and able to innovate in obtaining data, developing and using tools, and
forming productive partnerships with external resources. (Page and Yalkin, forthcoming).
VII. Work programme
Apart from the priority accorded to Finance Committee and PAC requests, the mandate allows
for the PBO to largely set the work programme at his or her own discretion. While the mandate is not
specific on timelines for providing analysis, in practice the PBO typically produces two forecasts per
year in spring and fall, just before the Government‘s forecasts and provides analysis of the
Government‘s draft budget in time for legislative debate. Given resource limitations, PBO has set
additional priority setting parameters for requests for costings and other analysis in its Operational
Plan17 based on ―materiality‖ and ―contribution potential‖. Of these two concepts, materiality is the
PBO‘s primary over-riding principle for setting priorities.
Materiality is defined as a project or request that can reasonably be expected to have a substantive
impact on the government‘s finances, estimates or the Canadian economy. Materiality is relative to
total annual programme spending and the size of the economy (PBO, 2008c, p. 3). Contribution
potential is defined as a project or request has the potential to increase budget transparency and/or
inform Parliamentary and public dialogue towards implementing sound budget policy and financial
management by: i) strengthening fiscal discipline; ii) better allocating the government‘s resources to
priorities; and/or iii) increasing operational efficiency‖ (PBO, 2008c, p. 3) For requests that meet
materiality and contribution potential thresholds, further priority is given to requests supported by a
consensus of Committee members, followed by requests from individual parliamentarians. The PBO
also can and does undertake analysis at its own initiative.

17

In the summer of 2008, the PBO undertook a series of stakeholder consultations with Senators, Members of
Parliament, key parliamentary committees, retired and current senior bureaucrats, think tanks, academics, and
peer organizations in other jurisdictions. 17 These consultations contributed to the development of the PBO‘s
first Operational Plan (December 2008) outlining the office of the PBO‘s operating principles and goals for
the first two years of operations and its plan and proposed resource allocation to achieve these goals. This
framework continues to guide much of the office‘s work, although some provisions are under review
following the Joint Committee‘s June 2009 report.
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VIII. Functions
The PBO‘s Operational Plan (p. 5) defines three basic types of PBO products and services
(committee requests, regular products, and independent research) and three basic formats for the
office‘s regular analytical products:
1. Fact sheets: short background summaries, up to two pages; a format that is relatively
uncommon.
2. Briefing notes: somewhat more detailed analysis, up to five pages.
3. Independent, in-depth economic and financial analysis reports and research working papers.
Currently the office of the PBO provides the Parliament with comprehensive analysis of the
government’s budget proposals. Although the office of the PBO has no legal obligation to produce
forecasts, it produces two alternative forecasts per year in spring and fall, released just before the
government‘s forecasts. These forecasts take a medium term (five-year) perspective. The fiscal
forecasts are based on the office‘s own model and assumptions but, unlike the private sector, the office
uses the same accounting basis as the government. In terms of economic projections, for the first two
years of its existence, the office of the PBO used the average forecasts of its own survey of private
sector economists and Finance Canada‘s survey of private sector economists, but is now making its
own economic projections. The office also typically produces a short analysis of the government‘s
forecasts. Since 2010, the office of the PBO has also released a ―Fiscal Sustainability Report‖ with
long term projections of up to 75 years. While the scope of 2010 FSR was limited to the federal
government, the 2011 report expanded the analysis to include provincial-territorial governments on a
consolidated basis. The government does not currently produce long term forecasts of this kind.
The office of the PBO also undertakes costings but, as noted in Section VII, is selective when
doing so given its limited resources. Often the office chooses instead to scrutinize Treasury‘s costings,
putting them through ―tests of reasonableness‖. To date the office has carried out several high profile
cost assessments on, for example, Canada's mission in Afghanistan; Aboriginal education
infrastructure; the ―Truth in Sentencing Act‖; the proposed acquisition of the F-35 Lightening II Joint
Strike Fighter; and several Private Members Bills.
The office of the PBO can undertake analysis and other projects at its own initiative. In 2011,
with a view to enhancing parliamentary oversight throughout the fiscal year, the PBO introduced the
Integrated Monitoring Database (IMD). The IMD is a searchable database of budgeted and in-year
expenditures listed by vote for each federal department and agency and updated every three months.
As such, it attempts to ensure congruence between the Estimates and in-year financial reporting. The
IMD uses non-confidential Government data and is adjusted for Supplementary Estimates throughout
the year to allow parliamentarians to track the increase (or decrease) of authorized expenditures over
the course of a fiscal year, as well as compare this evolution to previous years.
As Canada does not currently have fiscal rules, the office of the PBO does not monitor
compliance with fiscal rules although nothing would preclude it from doing so if new fiscal rules were
adopted. As a nonpartisan body, the office does not make normative policy recommendations nor does
it have a role in costing election platforms.
IX. Access to information
The PBO‘s right to information necessary to perform its mandate is covered by s. 79.3 (1) of the
Parliament of Canada Act which states that:
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Except as provided by any other Act of Parliament that expressly refers to this subsection, the
Parliamentary Budget Officer is entitled, by request made to the deputy head of a department
within the meaning of any of paragraphs (a), (a.1) and (d) of the definition ―department‖ in
section 2 of the Financial Administration Act, or to any other person designated by that deputy
head for the purpose of this section, to free and timely access to any financial or economic data in
the possession of the department that are required for the performance of his or her mandate.
The Act provides for several exceptions, including personal information, which is restricted under
Section 19 of the Access to Information Act, and information deemed to be a cabinet confidence.
The office of the PBO has developed its own information protocol which includes a template for
its information requests (all of which are published along with department‘s responses), request
categories (urgent, normal, or low priority) and a suggested timeline for departments to respond based
on those categories (24 to 48 hours, five working days, and 30 working days respectively). The
protocol also lays out actions the PBO will take when denied access to requested information, or when
there what is considered an unreasonable delay in providing information. First, the PBO proposes to
report the matter to Parliament. In cases of deadlock and as a last resort, the PBO reserves the right to
seek a legal remedy in the Federal Court of Canada. For cases when access to information is denied
because the department deems it to be a cabinet confidence, the PBO may request that the Clerk of the
Privy Council certify this position in writing. The PBO has often reported difficulties getting the
information it requires and federal officials have complained that they are burdened by requests for
information (Plecash, 2012).
X. Transparency
During the PBO‘s 2008 stakeholder consultation, parliamentarians and others were
overwhelmingly supportive of the PBO‘s proposal to use a ―fully transparent, open publishing model‖
and the PBO committed to having all analysis openly reported to committees and parliamentarians and
freely-accessible to the public on the PBO‘s website in the office‘s Operational Plan. This is in line
with good practice in other countries with similar institutions.
While the PBO‘s open publishing model is accepted today, initially it created a sort of
organizational cultural dissonance with the model of the Parliamentary Library which guarantees the
confidentiality of the questions submitted to it by parliamentarians and of the support services it
provides to parliamentary committees. During the 2009 Joint Committee inquiry into the operations of
the PBO within the Library of Parliament, the PBO‘s open publishing model was questioned and the
Joint Committee made two recommendations: (1) ―that a response to a request made by a
parliamentarian or a parliamentary committee in accordance with the legislated mandate shall remain
confidential, until the confidentiality is lifted by the parliamentarian or the parliamentary committee
making the request‖ (see Rec. 6); and (2) that ―the Parliamentary Budget Officer not to release any
report during a general election‖ (see Rec. 7).
To date, all of the PBO‘s reports and analysis are published on their website along with data sets
and methodologies or models.18 Types of publications include: economic and fiscal assessments;
reports and briefing notes; committee appearances; presentations; and letters. Regarding the latter,
correspondence with government departments and agencies is made available on the website to
the extent that it is not classified. In line with the Joint Committee‘s recommendation, the PBO does
not publish communications from parliamentarians or parliamentary committees without permission,
18

Parliamentarians are provided with hard copies upon request.
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nor do they usually publish letters from the public. As noted in Section VI, the PBO also publishes
information requests to government departments, status updates on these information requests, and
copies of responses.
Finally, the PBO publishes contact information for all PBO staff, as well as ―proactive
disclosures‖ on staff travel expenses, hospitality expenses, and any contracts over CAD 10 000.
The PBO, and more importantly the office‘s work, have received substantial media coverage
from the outset. Although the PBO‘s staff does not include a press officer or liaison, every effort is
made to make the PBO‘s work relevant and accessible to the media including, for example, trainings
for the media on how to understand and use PBO reports and databases. In practice, the Parliamentary
Budget Officer speaks on behalf of the office during press conferences and in interviews.
XI. Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation
As part of the Library of Parliament, the PBO is subject to oversight by the Speakers of both
Houses who are assisted by the Joint Standing Committee on the Library of Parliament. The
Parliament of Canada Act mandates the Speakers, assisted by the Joint Committee, to direct the dayto-day functioning of the Library, and, with the approval of both Houses, make orders and regulations
to govern how the Library is managed and how its budget is spent (see Parliament of Canada Act
s. 74(1), subsection 75(2), and s. 74(2)) The Joint Committee also plays a role in assuring that the
Library officers and other staff ―discharge their official duties faithfully‖ (s. 78 of the Parliament of
Canada Act) and, according to the Rules of Procedure of both Houses undertake studies or inquiries on
orders of reference from the two Houses.
The PBO regularly collaborates with other institutions (e.g. universities, think tanks, the
Canadian Association for Business Economics, the United States Congressional Budget Office, the
IMF, etc) and has actively sought to have its work peer reviewed for external validation and to ensure
the rigour of the methodology and results. For example, the independent peer review panel for the
PBO‘s March 2011 report entitled ―An Estimate of the Fiscal Impact of Canada‘s Proposed
Acquisition of the F-35 Lightning II Joint Strike Fighter‖ included:




Andrew Davies, Ph.D., Program Director; Australian Strategic Policy Institute (ASPI) Visiting
Lecturer, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University (ANU),
Canberra, Australia;
Douglas Bland, Ph.D., Professor and Chair of Defence Management Studies, Queen‘s
University, Kingston, Canada; and
David A. Arthur, Ph.D., Principal Analyst, National Security Division, United States
Congressional Budget Office (CBO), Washington DC, United States.

XII. Concluding remarks
Despite a difficult ―birthing process‖, the limitations inherent in its current legislative framework,
its small size, and the often critical stance of the government, the office of the PBO has built a
reputation domestically and internationally as a highly credible independent institution whose work
has increased budget transparency and enriched the parliamentary and public debate on the public
finances. The Economics Department at the OECD noted in their 2010 economic survey of Canada
that ―the PBO has proved useful at providing an independent, sometimes discordant, opinion on the
federal government‘s fiscal forecasts, which can only improve the transparency and debate around
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federal fiscal policy‖ (OECD, 2010, p. 72). It further recommended that ―the federal government
should continue to support the Parliamentary Budget Office, and provinces should consider
establishing similar independent fiscal agencies that can assess compliance relative to objectives and
reinforce accountability‖ (OECD, 2010, p. 61).
The office of the PBO will face several tests in the near future. The current PBO‘s tenure is up in
March 2013 and he will not seek renewal.19 The status of the office of the PBO will depend very much
on who is next appointed. In addition, it remains to be seen how the office of the PBO will fare if there
is a change to the party in power despite the fact that the opposition parties are generally supportive.
The Conservative government which established the office of the PBO (and which has remained in
power during the office‘s short lifetime) is among its fiercest critics. Moreover, weak separation of
powers in a Westminster-based system like Canada‘s increases the risk that during majority
governments parliamentarians in the majority will be politically reluctant to champion a parliamentary
budget office when government is not supportive.
Given past difficulties and future uncertainty, the Parliament may wish to take advantage of the
upcoming transition period to consider amendments to clarify the PBO‘s current enabling legislation
and enhance the PBO‘s independence. As has been suggested in several Private Members Bills, this
could be accomplished by changing the PBO‘s status to that of a full Officer of Parliament who serves
during good behaviour and by providing the PBO with clear administrative independence including
full control over the office‘s financial and human resources.
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DENMARK

Economic Council (Økonomiske Råd)
Established 1962
Establishing legislation Law No. 574 on the Economic Council and the Environmental Economic Council
(Lov om Det Økonomiske Råd og Det Miljøøkonomiske Råd), 6 June 2007
Mandate To monitor economic development, analyse long-term development prospects, and contribute to
the co-ordination of the various economic interests.
Budget DKK 23.5 million (actual spending in 2010)
Staff 4 Co-chairs and 21 other Members; 30-35 Secretariat staff (30 in full time equivalent terms)

I.

Context

The initial idea behind the creation of the Economic Council in 1962 was to bring together
various economic interests in a forum that could be used for wage negotiations and settlements. The
Council never played an effective role in this regard, but its structure survived and over the years it
developed into an independent voice on economic policy.
The law establishing the Economic Council was adopted with the votes of the governing parties,
the Social Democrats and the Danish Social Liberal Party. The opposition voted against the
legislation, except two members of the Conservative Party who voted in favour. In total, 91
parliamentarians voted in favour, 72 against and 12 abstained. The small centrist Social Liberal Party
had proposed the creation of a similar institution in 1957, but at that time the Social Democrats
opposed the initiative. The idea to create such a body was fostered by a parliamentary commission on
co-ordination (Samordningsudvalget) in 1956. The term ―co-ordination‖ had several meanings: coordination between different government agencies (ministries) and between the government and the
central bank; and unions and employer organisations discussing and co-ordinating cost developments.
Fiscal policy in Denmark is subject to international fiscal rules and domestic political
commitments. Denmark has to comply with the 3 per cent deficit and 60 per cent debt limits in the
Stability and Growth Pact, and regularly produces the required Convergence Programmes. It has
generally adhered to these rules and was found in breach of the deficit limit only a single time thus far,
in July 2010. Periodically since the 1990s, Danish governments have produced medium-term fiscal
plans that set out a number of rules and commitments.
Although the impact of the global economic crisis has been less severe than in many other
European countries, government policy reflects the need to respond to the crisis. The programme of
the government that took office in October 2011 contains four major fiscal commitments: The
structural budget balance must be at least zero by 2020; compliance with the EU‘s recommendation of
a structural improvement of the budget balance by 1.5 per cent over the period 2011-2013; a positive
sustainability gap as measured by the so-called S2 indicator (European Commission, 2006); and debt
levels well below the EU‘s 60 per cent limit.
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In addition, the coalition government of the Social Democrats, the Danish Social Liberal Party
and the Socialist People‘s Party, which took office in October 2011, plans to introduce statutory and
binding multiannual expenditure ceilings for the state, municipalities and regions to help ensure
increased budgetary discipline.20 The reform would also entail a formal role for the Economic Council
in monitoring adherence to the announced ceilings (Sørensen, 2011; Jensen and Davidsen,
forthcoming). These ideas go back to proposals published by the previous coalition government of the
Liberal Party and the Conservative People‘s Party in April 2011 and the initiative is expected to have
broad political support in the Parliament. The proposals have also been endorsed by international
organisations (OECD, 2012:24). In the public debate of these proposals reference has been made to
the example of the Swedish Fiscal Policy Council.
II.

Legal basis for establishment

The legal origin of the Economic Council was Law No. 302 on Economic Co-ordination (Lov om
Økonomisk Samordning) of 5 September 1962. The most recent legal framework is Law No. 574 on
the Economic Council and the Environmental Economic Council (Lov om Det Økonomiske Råd og
Det Miljøøkonomiske Råd) of 6 June 2007. This reform created the Environmental Economic Council
and integrated it into the structure of the Economic Council. Formally, the new structure is known as
The Economic Councils (De Økonomiske Råd), which is made up of the Economic Council and the
Environmental Economic Council. In the following text, the singular ―Council‖ refers to the Economic
Council, whereas the two bodies collectively are referred to as the ―Councils‖. The main focus in the
context of this publication is the work of the Economic Council.
It is almost certain that in 2012 there will be another change in the law governing the Economic
Council in order to amend its mandate. In the context of the proposed budget reforms, the Council will
have a role in monitoring fiscal policy with specific attention to the expenditure side of the budget.
The government will present a new law with expenditure ceilings and the Council is intended to play a
formal role in monitoring compliance with these ceilings and their coherence with expected revenues.
III.

Mandate

The 2007 law provides a broad mandate for the Economic Council. Its mission is to monitor
economic development, analyse long-term development prospects, and contribute to the co-ordination
of the various economic interests (Article 1). The mandate of the Environmental Economic Council is
to analyse the interaction between economic performance and the environment, and assess the
effectiveness of environmental policies (Article 1a). The law does not spell out any more specific tasks
or specific deadlines for any reports. It does require the Economic Council to meet at least twice a
year, while the Environmental Economic Council has to meet at least once per year. Effectively, this
leaves ample scope for the Economic Council to determine its work programme and to choose its
priorities. The Council‘s mandate also imposes no particular limits with regard to the institutional
coverage of its work; it is not restricted to central government.
IV.

Relationship with the Executive and the Legislature

The Economic Council is an independent body that advises the executive and the legislature. It
was under the formal authority of the Ministry of Economic and Business Affairs until 2011, when
20

Up until three years ago, the Danish state budget was in a surplus for many years. However, local
governments - which account for considerably more than half of public spending – have, as a whole, had
difficulty in balancing budgets.
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changes to Danish government ministries gave responsibility to the Ministry of Economic and Internal
Affairs (Økonomi og indenrigsministeriet). Its reports are submitted to the government, which has no
legal obligation to respond. In practice, there is substantial media interest in the work of the Council
and its analyses are referred to in the budget documents and political debates. Since its creation in
1962, the Council has existed under a number of different governments; its role is well established and
it currently faces no existential threat.21 It has its own offices, which are separate from those of the
Ministry of Economic and Internal Affairs. The legal framework of the Council also provides a formal
mechanism that protects the independence of the Council. Although the Minister of Economic Affairs
formally appoints the chairmanship, the incumbent co-chairs nominate the individuals (see Section
VI).
The Finance Committee of Parliament discusses the reports of the Council in a two-hour session
that is not open to the public. The committee values the Council as an independent, politically neutral
source of expert advice.
The Economic Council has no formal relationship with other official institutions. However, there
are professional interactions with institutions who work in related areas, such as the Ministry of
Finance, the National Bank of Denmark, Statistics Denmark, researchers at universities, and
economists at different private institutions and organisations, including those that are members of the
Economic Council (see Section VI). There are also several think tanks that analyse economic policy,
such as Arbejderbevægelsen Erhvervsråd, Kraka, Concito and Cepos. However, most of these have a
particular political stance. At the international level, the secretariat of the Economic Council
participates in the Association of European Conjuncture Institutes (AIECE), which consists of about
40 forecasting institutions in 20 countries.
Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
Denmark has a parliamentary system of government and a unicameral Parliament, the Folketing, with
179 members. Of these, 175 members are elected in Denmark, two in the Faroe Islands and two in Greenland.
There are no constitutional restrictions on the Folketing’s authority to modify the budget, and several hundred
amendments are typically proposed. In aggregate, however, the impact of any changes is modest. The budget is
typically presented in Parliament at the end of August, more than four months ahead of the beginning of the new
fiscal year. It is immediately referred to a 17-member cross-party Finance Committee, which holds a two-day
technical review of the proposals in early September. Members of the Committee are assigned different parts of
the budget and formulate questions, which are put to the relevant Ministers in a series of short hearings. The first
reading allows the Minister of Finance to explain the budget and the different political parties to outline their views.
This is followed by elaborate and less public political negotiations. The second reading of the budget takes place
in the beginning of November, but this is a perfunctory event. At this time, the Finance Committee publishes a
report clarifying any technical aspects of the budget and listing all significant changes between this budget
proposal and the budget currently in effect. Sectoral committees have no formal role in the process, but some
conduct hearings on relevant parts of the budget and exert informal influence. Committee meetings are held
behind closed doors unless a committee decides otherwise. All changes to the budget are approved in the third
reading in December. The Finance Committee is also actively involved in approving about 200 in-year
adjustments each year, often to move money between different items. A small team of researchers – currently
one economist and two students – support budget-related discussions. Moreover, the Danish National Audit
Office, or Rigsrevisionen, is an organisation under the Folketing with 270 staff. The Danish Auditor General
assists the Public Accounts Committee in its review of the accounts and carries out examinations at its request.
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The first decade of the Council‘s existence was somewhat more turbulent. On several occasions, members of
the Council were upset with the chairmanship‘s analysis and recommendations. In the winter of 1972/73
there were discussions in Parliament and the Fiscal Affairs Committee whether the Council should be
dissolved. The Minister of Economic affairs at the time (Per Hækkerup) argued in favour of dissolution, but
there were no formal legislative proposals to do so.
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V.

Budget

The secretariat of the Economic Council is financed mainly through the national budget. To a
limited extent, it can supplement its appropriation with research grants from external sources. The
allocation for the Economic Council has been part of the budget of the Ministry of Economic and
Business Affairs, and now the Ministry of Economic and Internal Affairs, and is decided during the
regular annual budget process. In its 2010 annual report, the Council reports actual operating revenues
of DKK 24.9 million for that year. The respective totals for 2008 and 2009 were DKK 24.2 million
and 25.2 million. During these years, externally generated income never exceeded 2 per cent of total
operating income. Its actual operating expenditures in 2010 amounted to DKK 23.5 million. In the two
previous years, actual spending totalled DKK 22.8 million (2008) and 22.9 million (2009).
In general, funding has been commensurate with the tasks of the Council, and it has also not been
threatened with budget cuts. In fact, there have been occasions where it was exempted from general
cuts in the central government budget. The relatively benign treatment of the Council‘s budget is
reflected in the steady rise of the number of staff employed at its secretariat. This has grown from 5½
in 1963, to 10 in 1972, 12 in 1987, approximately 15 in 1995, and about 30 full-time equivalent staff
in 2007. In anticipation of the Council‘s new role in fiscal surveillance, it was granted an increase in
funding of DKK 4 million in 2012 and onwards. The explicit role as a ―fiscal watchdog‖ is only new
in a formal sense, as the Council has for many years assessed fiscal policy both in terms of
stabilisation as well as long-term sustainability. However, an explicit mandate in fiscal surveillance
requires it to devote further resources to this topic, which is reflected in this increase.
VI.

Staffing

Leadership
The Economic Council and the Economic Environmental Council are presided over by a common
―chairmanship‖ consisting of four co-chairs who are academic economists – the so-called ―wise men.‖
Formally, the Minister for Economy appoints the co-chairs for a period of up to six years, which is
longer than the four-year electoral term of the government. In practice, the government always
appoints the persons nominated by the incumbent co-chairs, following an informal tradition that has
not been broken in at least 25 years. One of the chairs acts as head chair. The position does not imply
any additional formal powers, but it means that this individual acts as the primary spokesperson. This
does not preclude any of the other co-chairs from also interacting with the media.
The law does not rule out multiple terms, and in practice some members have been appointed as
members or co-chairs several times. The Minister cannot dismiss a co-chair prior to the expiry of their
term of office. An individual appointed as co-chair cannot hold a seat in Parliament and must be
independent of interest groups. In principle, the appointment of non-nationals is a possibility. In
practice, this would also require knowledge of the Danish economic and institutional context, and
foreign appointments are rare. In fact, this possibility has only been used once, when it proved
important for accessing relevant expertise in environmental economics. Of four incumbents, three are
Danish nationals and one is Norwegian. All of them are men. They have full-time jobs as professors in
economics and exercise their function as co-chairs on a part time basis.
In addition to the four co-chairs, the Economic Council can have up to 22 other members
appointed by the Minister for Economy for up to three years. One of these represents the Minister,
who also appoints up to three further members, one each of these upon the recommendation of the
Research Council, a research funding body, and the Rectors‘ Conference of Danish universities. Of the
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remaining 18 members, one each is nominated by: the Minister for Finance; the National Bank; the
Employers Confederation; the Confederation of Commercial Transportation and Service Industries;
the Construction Association; the Confederation of Professional Associations; the Employees
Association; the Economic Council of the Labour Movement; the Confederation of Danish Industries;
the Crafts Council; the Agricultural Council; the Danish Chamber of Commerce; the Consumer
Council; the Bankers Association; and local government. The Confederation of Trade Unions
nominates three members. There is currently a discrepancy between the total of 22 ordinary members
provided for in the law and the actual total of 21. This is due to the merger, in 2008, of two of the
nominating organisations: the Confederation of Commercial Transportation and Service Industries and
the Confederation of Danish Industries. Similarly, the Economic Environmental Council has 20 other
members to represent various interests relevant to environmental affairs. In practice, the leaders or
high-ranking officials of the relevant nominating organisations attend full meetings of the Economic
Council or the Economic Environmental Council.
All of the co-chairs are remunerated. The head chair receives a remuneration of around DKR 300
000, while the other co-chairs receives around DKR 200 000. None of the other members of the
Economic Council or the Environmental Economic Council receive remuneration.
All staff
Paragraph 4 of the 2007 law requires a secretariat to support the work of the Economic Council
and the Environmental Economic Council by conducting research and drafting documents. The current
organisation of the secretariat reflects four main areas of analyses: macroeconomics, public finances,
structural economics and environmental economics. The secretariat employs mainly professional
economists, plus several administrators and a number of students. It has an overall staff total of about
30 to 35 (30 in full time equivalent terms). It is not uncommon for staff to move from the Ministry of
Finance to the Council, or vice versa, but not as secondments. Based upon a recommendation of the
co-chairs, the Minister for Economy appoints a Director who has operational responsibility for the
management of the secretariat and its staff. This individual may not be a Member of Parliament and
has to be independent of the different interest groups that are represented on the Council. In practice,
the incumbent is typically a professional economist. The current Director (2012) worked in the
secretariat of the Economic Council for about a decade and a half before his appointment to the
position.
The staff members of the secretariat are paid according to standard collective agreements between
the central government and the relevant unions. These agreements leave ample room for individual
wage elements as well as different policies regarding promotions. Overall, wages are comparable with
other public institutions. The secretariat does not make temporary appointments, but it does employ
outside consultants for specific purposes. For example, it has employed consultants for setting up and
using an energy model, for building a model on traffic and congestion, and for the analysis of
biodiversity. On a regular basis, the secretariat uses the DREAM model, which is designed to analyse
fiscal sustainability and other demographic, long-term issues. The use of this model is very specialised
and is ―bundled‖ with consultant-like services. Total expenditure on consultants can vary greatly
between years, but on average it is around DKR 500 000 annually.
VII.

Work Programme

Paragraph 3 of the 2007 law requires that the Economic Council meets at least twice a year to
discuss a report prepared by the co-chairs. The Environmental Economic Council is required to meet
at least once per year. A meeting takes place at the request of the four co-chairs or a minimum of three
other members. The Council, specifically the co-chairs, have substantial discretion in determining the
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work programme and the focus of particular inquiries. Draft reports are circulated to Council members
in the form of a discussion document that is confidential until a formal meeting. Members‘ comments
are included with the final report, but the report itself does not change even if some of them disagree
with certain aspects.
The Economic Council publishes a report entitled ―Danish Economy‖ (Dansk Økonomi) twice a
year, in spring (May or June) and the autumn (October or November). These reports assess
international economic developments and the outlook for the domestic economy. Each report also
covers certain special topics. In recent years, these have covered a wide variety of subjects, such as the
distribution of income, early retirement and the retirement age, tax evasion, productivity, and the longterm evolution of public finances. Up until now, the Economic Council has not had a formal role in the
budget process, although this is likely to change in the near future (see Section I above). The Ministry
of Finance has responsibility for the preparation of the economic assumptions for the budget.
However, the scrutiny of the budget by Parliament‘s Finance Committee entails a review of the
economic assumptions and a comparison against forecasts produced by other institutions such as the
National Bank of Denmark and the Economic Council (Blöndal and Ruffner, 2004:60).
VIII.

Functions

Perhaps the central role of the Economic Council has been the production of independent shortterm and medium-term macroeconomic forecasts, although these have no formal role in the budget
process. It is well known for the development of the Simulation Model of the Economic Council, or
SMEC (Andersen 1991), which it uses for its macroeconomic forecasts. SMEC is one of the main
macroeconomic models in use in Denmark, although the Ministry of Finance has used other models
(Andersen and Madsen 1992). The Council also uses several other models, for example a
microeconomic simulation model that allows it to study the effect of tax changes on labour supply.
Further tasks carried out by the Economic Council include analyses of the current fiscal stance,
long-run fiscal sustainability, and trends in income distribution. It also makes recommendations on
short-term fiscal stabilisation policy as well as structural policy questions with an emphasis on labour
market policy, tax policy and pension reform (Sørensen 2011). More recent is the work of the
Environmental Economic Council, which includes analyses of the economic consequences associated
with reaching given energy targets, the environment or climate policy objectives. Reports are based on
rigorous quantitative analysis in combination with narrative information.
The Economic Council does not play a role in evaluating or costing the fiscal component of the
election platforms of political parties, nor does it cost individual pieces of legislation for the legislature
or the executive. However, its work on the budget and fiscal policy has expanded in recent years. For
example, the spring 2010 report of the Economic Council contained a special focus on long-term
developments in public finances. The Council assessed the development of the budget deficit to be
worse than in the Convergence Programme of the government. It urged spending restraint in order to
contain public consumption relative to the size of the economy. The planned introduction of statutory
and binding multiannual expenditure ceilings is likely to lead to a further expansion of its public
finance work and, for the first time, give the Economic Council a formal role in fiscal surveillance
(See Section I above). A new division in the secretariat is being created to focus on the analysis of
public finances; the head of this new division commences work in March 2012.
The Council can and does make normative policy recommendations, which can have an influence
on public debate. These recommendations are grounded in objective and technically competent
analyses of relevant issues. According to Sørensen (2011), the Council has over the years produced
several policy recommendations that were rejected at first but ended up being implemented later on.
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For instance, it first recommended labour market reform in 1988, but actual changes occurred only
from 1994 and more recently in 2010. It also recommended the introduction of an earned income tax
credit in 1998, which was implemented in 2004. It has also repeatedly advocated retirement reform
since the mid-1990s, which followed in 1998, 2006 and 2012.
IX.

Access to Information

The Councils have access to all publicly accessible economic data and government information.
In practice, relevant government bodies such as the Ministry of Finance or the National Bank of
Denmark are usually very willing to provide any information that may be required. There are no
specific statutory guarantees or memoranda of understanding, nor specific restrictions, and the
Councils have not been threatened with limits on access to information by the government. At present,
there is no explicit agreement on the exchange of information relating to the Economic Council‘s new
role as financial watchdog. However there is a clear understanding that the secretariat should have
access to the relevant information and data in order to fulfil the new task.
X.

Transparency

All of the reports of the Economic Council are published in electronic form and in hard copy. The
official website contains a complete archive of its reports going back all the way to 1962, the first year
of its existence. An English summary has been included with the reports since 1982. The website also
contains descriptions of several economic models that are used by the Council, including links to
working papers that contain a description. The release of a report is accompanied by a press
conference. The Council publishes various supplementary materials on the website, including the
submissions it received from its members, as well as background notes and data. In addition, members
of the Council and the secretariat publish a number of opinion pieces and academic contributions each
year; the website contains an archive of these contributions. The co-chairs of the Economic Council
also frequently comment on economic developments and policy in their personal capacities.
XI.

Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation

The governance of the Councils relies on the guidance of the four ―wise men.‖ This arrangement
helps to create a buffer between the interest groups represented by the other members, as the co-chairs
have overall responsibility for giving direction to the work and any recommendations. There is no
formal process of peer review for reports. However, the projections of the Economic Council are
regularly compared to those of other institutions, which creates a degree of peer pressure and
competition. Moreover, the co-chairs have an incentive to ensure that the Councils produce highquality work, as substandard reports would damage their academic credentials and reputation.
XII.

Concluding remarks

The Economic Council has an institutional history of half a century, which involved a
considerable evolution of its role towards an economic policy watchdog. Its structure reflects an
organic process and is difficult to replicate outside its particular context. Over the past decades, the
Council has on several occasions brought policy options into public discussions that have contributed,
sometimes with considerable time lags, to actual reforms (see Section VIII above). The work of the
Council is widely respected as technically competent and politically neutral. Since the Council has no
formal powers over economic policy, its influence depends on the quality of its analysis.
In recent years, the Council has increasingly developed into an ―implicit fiscal council‖
(Andersen 2010). Forthcoming legislation is likely to, for the first time, give the Council a formal
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mandate to assess fiscal policy in relation to a set of expenditure ceilings. The fact that the Council is
envisaged to play a key role in fiscal surveillance is evidence of its achievements. On the other hand,
such a new role also has potential risks, as it would bring the Council much closer to political debates.
If these proposals are implemented, a key challenge for the Council will be to maintain its hard-earned
reputation for political neutrality.
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IRELAND

Irish Fiscal Advisory Council (IFAC)
Established: 2011.
Enabling legislation: The Irish Fiscal Advisory Council is in its interim form. It will be legally established in
Ireland’s new Fiscal Responsibility Law, expected to be adopted in the second half of 2012.
Mandate: The overarching mandate of the Council is to assist the government to adhere to its fiscal targets.
To this end, the Council assesses the appropriateness and soundness of the government’s macroeconomic
projections, budgetary projections and fiscal stance.
Budget: EUR 650,000 (FY 2012).
Staff: 5 council members (part-time) and a three-person full-time secretariat (as of January 2012).

I. Context22
The establishment of the Irish Fiscal Advisory Council (IFAC) in June 2011 was part of a larger
package of reforms. During 2009-2010, as the financial and fiscal crises in Ireland deepened, budget
management came under closer scrutiny, both within Ireland and internationally. The EU/IMF
programme accelerated the budget framework reforms that were underway.
Ireland‘s traditional budget framework was cash-based and focussed on managing annual budget
spending. During 2006-08, some reforms in the budgetary process were made. These included: the
introduction of a pre-budget outlook and a unified budget (whereby central government revenue and
expenditure policy decisions were announced on budget day and Social Welfare spending was
integrated with the estimates of departmental spending). However, with the underlying general
government deficit rising sharply, to 12% of GDP in 2009 and burgeoning public debt23, there was
need to accelerate the budget management reforms as part of a comprehensive set of measures.
During 2010, proposals to further strengthen budget frameworks, both in Ireland and in the EU
area, were developed. At the EU level, the focus was on strengthening the Stability and Growth Pact
(SGP). All EU member States were encouraged to put in place stronger fiscal frameworks, including
an effective medium-term planning horizon, numerical fiscal rules, and clear and credible budget
forecasts. The establishment of an independent fiscal council was also recommended.
22

This section has benefited greatly from section 1 of Department of Finance (2011), which provides details on
the Budgetary and Economic Context of Fiscal Reform. Haugh (2011) also provides useful background. In
this text, ―Department of Finance‖ is used generically, covering both the present Department of Finance and
the new Department of Public Expenditure and Reform that was created when the previous Department of
Finance was split.

23

For an evolution of the underlying general government deficit, see Figure 1.1 of Government of Ireland
(2011). General government gross debt rose from 44% of GDP in 2008 to 105% in 2011.
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Within Ireland, Parliament‘s (Oireachtas) Joint Committee on Finance and the Public Service
analysed different options for establishing independent fiscal institutions and recommended
establishing two independent councils, an Economic Advisory Council and a separate Budgetary
Review Council.24 The Department of Finance favoured creating a single Fiscal Council (Department
of Finance, 2011), which would be part of a package of budget-related reforms.
In late 2010, Government commitments aiming at reducing the high fiscal deficits and restoring
the sustainability of public debt were set out in the annual budget for 2011 and the National Recovery
Plan 2011-2014 (Government of Ireland, 2011). The measures to improve budget management
included: establishing a Medium-Term Expenditure Framework with multi-annual ceilings on
expenditure; creating a Budget Advisory Council to provide an independent commentary on the
Government‘s budgetary planning; and preparing a draft Fiscal Responsibility Law to put key reform
measures on a statutory basis. An IMF/EU programme to support the government‘s measures was
agreed in December 2010. One structural benchmark of the programme was the establishment of a
Budgetary Advisory Council by the end of June 2011 (IMF, 2010).
On 7 July 2011, the Minister of Finance announced the establishment of the interim Irish Fiscal
Advisory Council. Although no particular model was followed, Sweden‘s Fiscal Council was
influential on IFAC‘s design, as it has part-time council members, a strong leaning towards academics
as Council members, and no forecasting role.25 What makes Ireland‘s Fiscal Council distinct is its
mandate to assess the government‘s fiscal stance.
There was broad support across political parties for the establishment of IFAC. The December
2010 agreement to set up the Council was made by the coalition government in which Fianna Fáil
was the main party. In January 2011, when the junior coalition partner, the Green Party, withdrew its
support for the government‘s proposed budget for 2011, the new elections of February 2011 resulted
in a new coalition government being formed from the Fine Gael and Labour parties. The new
government also supported IFAC‘s establishment.
To get the Council up and running quickly, support services and accommodation were provided
to the Council by the Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI), an independent research
institute that is partly funded by government.26 These arrangements are likely to continue, with the
ESRI being reimbursed from the IFAC‘s budget for the services provided.
The forthcoming Fiscal Responsibility Bill (FRB) will cover the fiscal framework
comprehensively – including providing the legal basis for the medium-term budget framework, fiscal
rules consistent with EU rules, and the statutory footing for IFAC. The presentation of the FRB to the
Oireachtas (Parliament) – a structural benchmark of the IMF/EU programme – was originally
scheduled for the end of December 2011. To allow more time to develop the draft law, the FRB‘s
submission to the Oireachtas has been delayed until the end of June 2012. At the time of drafting this
note, the draft FRB was not publically available. As a result, there are uncertainties concerning how
the law will ensure IFAC‘s independence (see section XII below).

24

One council would have a short-term focus (the annual budget) and the second body would focus on the
medium-term, including monitoring compliance with fiscal rules. See Oireachtas (2010, pp. 32-38).

25

In May 2011, the experience of Sweden‘s Fiscal Council was presented and discussed at a Department of
Finance seminar. See www.finance.gov.ie/viewdoc.asp?DocID=6868).

26

The ESRI researches economic and social issues; it maintains a macro-economic model. ESRI publications
include a Quarterly Economic Commentary and a Medium Term Review.
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II. Legal basis for establishment
The FRB will provide the legal underpinnings for the IFAC‘s establishment. It is expected that
the law will elaborate on the issues raised in the statement made by the Minister of Finance in July
2011 when the interim Council was set up (see www.finance.gov.ie/viewdoc.asp?DocID=6927).
III. Mandate
The Council‘s present mandate is to assess the government‘s macro-fiscal projections and the
appropriateness of the government‘s fiscal stance set out by the Government in its annual budget and
Stability Programme updates. The Council will also examine the extent of compliance with the fiscal
rules that are being formulated in the forthcoming FRB. The following are the key elements of the
Council‘s current mandate:


To provide an assessment of the soundness of the economic and budgetary projections and forecasts
set out by the Government in the annual Budget and the Stability Programme Update (SPU).



To provide an assessment of the appropriateness of the fiscal stance set out by the Government in the
Budget and Stability Programme Update, including, the Government‘s stated medium-term budgetary
objectives, with particular regard to whether they are conducive to prudent economic and budgetary
management, including by reference to the provisions of the EU Stability and Growth Pact.



To provide an assessment of whether the budgetary plans as set out in the Budget and Stability
Programme Update are consistent with fiscal rules (to be laid out in the FRB).



To perform such other functions, including an assessment of the implications of budgetary plans for
economic growth, investment and employment, as may be assigned by the Minister for Finance.

New tasks for the Council could be proposed when the FRB is debated in the Oireachtas. Also,
EU member countries are encouraged to make realistic macroeconomic and budgetary forecasts
for which an independent council could play a role (Department of Finance, 2011, p.6). Although
forecasting could possibly be delegated to the IFAC, the addition of this task to the Council‘s mandate
would necessitate substantial increases in the Council resources. Moreover, it would compromise the
Council‘s mandate to assess the fiscal stance as, under this scenario, IFAC would be preparing the
projections and, at the same time, ―independently‖ assessing the realism of the fiscal projections.
IV. Relationship with the Executive and the Legislature
The IFAC is independent from both the government and the Oireachtas in its operations.
However, the Minister of Finance appointed the five interim council members following a
Government decision. Procedures for ensuring IFAC‘s independence are expected to be laid out in the
FRB. In considering future relationships between the Council and the Minister of Finance, IFAC
(2012, p. 35) discusses the need for accountability of the Minister of Finance with respect to the
Council and also the accountability of the Council itself. As regards the former, the Council suggests
that the Minister (or Department) of Finance be required to respond in writing to the Council‘s regular
assessments and recommendations (IFAC, 2012). For the latter, a peer review process has been
proposed (see section XI below).
Concerning the Oireachtas (Box 1), in November 2011, upon invitation of the Oireachtas Joint
Committee on Finance, Public Expenditure and Reform, the Chair of the IFAC presented the
Council‘s first Fiscal Assessment report to this committee (see presentation to Oireachtas committee),
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which was followed by questions from Committee members and discussions on the report. To
maintain close relations with the Oireachtas, IFAC would like such meetings to continue. In the
future, the Oireachtas will play a role in overseeing IFAC‘s annual budget appropriation which will
appear as a line item in 2013. At the ex ante stage, the Committee on Finance, Public Expenditure and
Reform will consider IFAC‘s annual spending estimates and, at the ex post stage, the Public Accounts
Committee will examine IFAC‘s budget execution in the Appropriations Accounts.
Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
Ireland has a parliamentary system of government. The Parliament (Oireachtas) consists of two parliamentary
Houses – the 166-seat Dáil Éireann (lower house elected by proportional representation) and the 60-seat Seanad
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Éireann (upper house) whose members are nominated or elected indirectly) . The Dáil has more budgetary
powers than the Seanad. Bills to amend ―money bills‖ (the Finance Bill and Appropriations Bill) can only be
initiated in the Dáil. The Seanad can make recommendations on such bills, but cannot amend them. The role of
the directly elected President (for a 7-year term) is largely ceremonial however he or she appoints the Prime
Minister.
The Dáil gives legislative effect to the budget measures announced by the government. In the week before
Budget Day, the White Paper on Receipts and Estimates is presented to the Dáil, as required by Article 28 of the
Constitution. Budget Day is in early December, when the Minister of Finance announces new tax and revenue
measures in an annual Financial Statement that sets out fiscal targets for the following year. Most attention at this
stage is paid to changes to taxation and social welfare. On Budget Day, Financial Resolutions are passed by the
Dáil, which give immediate effect to some of the budget’s changes. These relate mainly to excise taxes and
changes in other taxes that come into operation from 1 January (the beginning of the tax administration year). The
Financial Resolutions passed on budget day are confirmed by the passing of the Finance Act within four months.
The Estimates of Expenditure included in the annual Budget Day documents set out the Government’s
proposed allocations for each Department and the main State agencies. A more detailed breakdown of the
proposed allocations – the Revised Estimates -- is presented to the Dáil in February. The time available for
legislative debate on these estimates is about one month and takes place in February-March. The Select
Committee on Finance, Public Expenditure and Reform scrutinises the estimates after which the Dáil votes on
spending. The Dáil cannot amend the spending estimates. It can only approve or reject proposed expenditure.
The Dáil is further constrained by the convention that the vote on the budget can be considered a vote of
confidence in the government. The annual budget cycle is completed when the Appropriation Act is passed in
December.
The Select Committee on Finance, Public Expenditure and Reform can invite the Minister of Finance or
other ministers to assist it to carry out its scrutiny role. The Standing Committee on Public Accounts plays a key
role in ensuring that there is accountability and transparency in the way government agencies allocate, spend and
manage their finances. The PAC examines and reports on the reports of the Comptroller and Auditor General
(C&AG), notably those relating to Departmental expenditure and other accounts, as well as the C&AG’s Value for
Money reports. Hearings of parliamentary committees are open to the media and the public, and their
proceedings are usually published.
Technical support on the budget is available to the Oireachtas from the staff of the Library and Research
Service, which has a small budget for providing expertise on public finance issues. Also, some parliamentary
committees have their own staff.
Sources: Oireachtas Library and Research Service (2011), www.oireachtas.ie/parliament, www.president.ie,
http://per.gov.ie/public-expenditure.
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43 are elected by five panels representing vocational interests (Culture and Education, Agriculture, Labour,
Industry and Commerce and Public Administration), 3 are elected by the National University of Ireland and 3
by the University of Dublin (Trinity College) and 11 nominated by the Taoiseach.
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In order to assess government‘s fiscal and economic projections, the Council needs to understand
recent budget outcomes and the modeling approaches used by the Department of Finance (DOF). The
Council will therefore need access to information from (DOF), the Central Statistics Office and the
National Treasury Management Agency (NTMA). IFAC (2012, p. 35) suggests that it would be useful
to have written Memorandums of Understanding with some of these bodies, so as to ensure an
appropriate flow of statistical or other information.
V. Budget
For FY 2011 and FY 2012, the Council is being funded through a grant-in-aid provided by the
Government. The Council‘s spending in 2011 (EUR 222 000) covered the period from July to the end
of December. The budget allocation for FY 2012 is EUR 650 000.
The basis for determining the Council‘s long-term funding will be included in the FRB. For
financial independence, the Council will need to be able to prepare its budget independently and have
it approved without interference from the Government. In this context, IFAC (2012, p. 34) suggests
that its budget be based on fulfilling the Council‘s ongoing activities and any special tasks that the
Minister of Finance may request within the ambit of the Council‘s mandate. It also recommends that,
after discussion with the Council, the Secretary General of the Department of Finance writes a letter
and seeks the Government‘s support for the Council‘s proposed multi-annual budget covering three
years. The indicative multi-year budget would not be changed unless there are changes in the
Council‘s tasks that require additional resources. Such an approach mirrors the practice adopted by the
United Kingdom‘s OBR. IFAC (2012) also recommends that the Council‘s annual budget be shown as
a separate line item in the estimates of spending and that IFAC has full flexibility on how to spend its
funds within the global limit approved by the Oireachtas. Provisions along these lines are needed in
the FRB so as to ensure that the Council has the necessary financial autonomy.
VI. Staffing
Leadership
The interim Council has five members: the Chair and four members, all appointed by the Minister
for Finance in July 2011 after a search for qualified people and a government decision. Four members
of the Council are university professors with extensive experience in economics and public finance
(two live outside Ireland and one is a former Deputy Director at an IMF department) and one Council
member, an OECD staff member, is not an Irish citizen. The international presence on the Council is
thought to enhance its objectiveness. It is uncertain whether residency and nationality will be amongst
the criteria in the FRB for selecting and appointing Council members.
IFAC (2012, p. 33) suggests that all members be appointed by the Minister of Finance with the
approval of the Government. The aforementioned report also proposes that the Minister would seek
the names of potential nominees from the existing Council and would consult the relevant Committee
of the Oireachtas in advance of making appointments. DOF (2011, p. 37) makes a similar
recommendation. IFAC (2012, p. 33) also recommends that the standard tenure of members be four
years, with the possibility of one four-year extension, to be approved by the Minister of Finance (c.f.,
the standard five-year term for Dáil elections). To permit non-simultaneous departures, the first
appointments to the interim Council were staggered by arrangement with the members. One member
was appointed for two years, two members were appointed for three years and two members were
appointed for four years. So far, there have not been any recommendations to restrict Council
nominees from having held previous political positions (and none of the current members has been
actively involved in politics).
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Concerning dismissals of council members, IFAC (2012, p. 33) recommends a restricted list of
criteria for possible dismissals of a Council member. The only reasons for the Minister of Finance to
shorten a Council member‘s term involuntarily would be misconduct, conflict of interest or the
inability of the member to carry our his or her duties. Any such termination would require the prior
approval (not merely notification) of the relevant committee of the Oireachtas.
All members of the interim Council are part-time and essentially working as volunteers without
remuneration. The three (two) Council members who are employed elsewhere in the Irish public sector
(notably universities) receive no payment for their role as IFAC members. The two (three) Council
members who are not working in the Irish public sector receive a stipend of EUR 5 000 per annum.
Expenses incurred in attending meetings of the Council are refunded in accordance with public sector
domestic rates. The interim Council chair, Professor John McHale, spends approximately 60% of his
total working time for the Council but is not paid. Other Council members spend about 20% of their
working time on Council activities. Given experience with the initial operations of the Council and the
planned future activities, the work of the Council will entail a very significant time commitment by
members.
The current model for remuneration appears to be unsustainable. IFAC (2012, p. 34) proposes a
time buy-out, whereby members‘ institutions would be compensated for hours spent on IFAC
activities. Detailed provisions for remuneration of council members could be included in the FRB.
Alternatively, the FRB could include general principles for remuneration, with details for the
determination method and levels of remuneration spelt out in IFAC‘s internal regulations. Such issues
include: the determination method of (part-time) salaries; pension and other social contributions;
allowances for travel and days spent in Dublin. Draft internal IFAC regulations could be reviewed by
all interested parties (the DOF, the relevant committee of the Oireachtas, the Comptroller and Auditor
General, etc.) prior to placing them on the IFAC website once they are finalised.
All staff
Since September 2011, IFAC has three full-time secretariat staff: a chief economist (on
secondment from the Central Bank of Ireland), an economist, and an administrative assistant (both
seconded from ESRI). The Council would like to recruit one more person in 2012 to further develop
econometric and fiscal modelling. However, with the capping of salaries within the overall
government and the Council‘s present link with the DOF budget for salaries, this is proving difficult.
For 2012, the Council has a binding sub-limit on salary spending. If this is exceeded (which it would if
another economist were to be recruited), the Department of Finance salary bill would decline on a
1:1 basis under the interim IFAC funding arrangements.
For IFAC‘s independence, IFAC will need to be able to recruit and pay staff within its approved
medium-term budget, without the present constraint of the Department of Finance on the salaries and
number of new staff. In this context, for hiring staff, IFAC (2012, p. 34) recommends that the Council
decides the terms and conditions of appointments, subject to compliance with accepted public sector
norms for grading and remuneration. Finally, IFAC can use outside consultants – and has already done
so – subject to its ―consultancies‖ budget constraint.
VII. Work programme
The Council is responsible for setting its own work programme. Given its mandate, the priorities
in any given year are to prepare two Fiscal Assessments (in March and October, to precede SGP
updates and annual pre-budget discussions respectively). The Council also plans to prepare an annual
report, with the first such report (for FY 2012) scheduled for mid-2013. The content of the annual
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report is likely to include a summary of IFAC activities in the previous 12 months and a section that
focuses on longer-term issues of fiscal sustainability. The Council can undertake analysis at its own
initiative. For example, it commissioned a consultant to prepare a study on Fiscal Rules for Ireland,
which was timed to provide input to the fiscal rules sections of the forthcoming FRB.
VIII. Functions
Consistent with its mandate, IFAC began publishing assessments of the government‘s medium
term fiscal outlook in October 2011. In its first fiscal report (IFAC, 2011), there are three substantive
parts, notably the assessments of: i) the macroeconomic outlook (including a comparison of the
growth forecasts of the Central Bank of Ireland, the EU and the IMF); ii) the budgetary situation; and
iii) the fiscal stance, all from a medium-term perspective, with a particular focus on 2012-15. This
report sought to provide an assessment of the fiscal stance set out in the SPU of April 2011, taking into
account recent macroeconomic and budgetary developments.
The Council has developed a fiscal-feedback model for assessing the potential impacts of
macroeconomic/budgetary developments and changes in the fiscal policy stance. The model was used
to assess whether the targets for the general government deficit for 2011 and 2012 would be achieved.
In implementing IFAC‘s mandate to assess the fiscal stance, the Council took the view that a faster
pace of fiscal consolidation (relative to that targeted in the SPU) was warranted, in order to achieve a
faster reduction in the debt/GDP ratio. More specifically, the Council indicated that a general
government deficit target of around 1% of GDP for 2015 would be more appropriate than the SPU
target of 2.8%.
Given its macro-fiscal focus, the Council does not scrutinise each new budgetary policy proposal
presented by the Government to the Oireachtas in its annual Finance Bill and detailed spending
estimates for each fiscal year. It is outside the Council‘s mandate to conduct detailed costing of policy
proposals, including the fiscal component of election platforms of the various political parties or of the
coalition agreements of incoming governments.
IX. Access to information
To date the Council has been provided with good access to government information, notably by
the Department of Finance and the National Treasury Management Agency. So far, there has been
little discussion on proposing ―access to information‖ provisions in the draft FRB. Such provisions
would require the Government to provide all relevant information necessary for the Council to fulfil
its mandate. If the FRB contains only general principles in this area, a specific protocol between the
Council and the Government may need to be signed. Such a protocol would require relevant
government departments to provide the Council with the necessary databases, macro-fiscal models,
projections, underlying assumptions, etc. to fulfil its mandate. Ireland also has a Freedom of
Information law which, if necessary, could be used as a last resort.
X. Transparency
The Council has been highly transparent concerning its activities. Its main reports have been
published on its website, as well as its meetings with government, the Oireachtas and other agencies
(see fiscal advisory council external meetings).
IFAC (2012, pp. 34-35) proposes that these practices continue, with all reports (as well as
official communications) being published on its website. The IFAC will also continue to be
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transparent concerning its methodology used for assessments. For example, Box 3.2 of IFAC (2011)
describes the Council‘s fiscal-feedback model.
Press Conferences are envisaged for each biannual Fiscal Assessment report. There was high
media interest in the October 2011 release. For special studies, the Council will decide on the most
appropriate outlet for presentation. For example, IFAC (2012), which is a formal response to the
Department of Finance (2011), was presented by the Chair of the Council at an economics conference
in Dublin in late January. Professor McHale and some Council members have participated in
interviews with the media. Finally, the positive role of the Council is already being highlighted in
respected periodicals, e.g. Ferris (2012).
XI. Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation
Being a government-funded institution, the Council will be subject to audits by the Comptroller
and Auditor General. The Council‘s annual report will include IFAC‘s audited financial statements.
The relevant committee of the Oireachtas may choose to scrutinize the audit report.
Besides oversight by the external auditor and the Oireachtas, the Council has suggested strong
accountability arrangements for its activities. More specifically, IFAC (2012, p. 35) proposes that a
peer review takes place on a regular basis, e.g. every four years. Under this proposal, the Minister of
Finance would request recognised outside experts to conduct such a review; the experts may suggest
amendments to the Council‘s mandate or operations. For transparency, the peer review would be
published on the Council‘s website.
XII. Concluding remarks
In its interim form, the Irish Fiscal Advisory Council has begun to establish itself as a new and
independent voice advising the government, parliament and the public on short-term and medium-term
fiscal adjustment and debt sustainability issues. However, more time is needed to fully establish the
Council‘s credibility.
The most pressing issue is to put the Council on a permanent legal footing. This is planned in the
context of the adoption of the FRB by the Oireachtas, which is likely to take place in the second half
of 2012. The new law is expected to elaborate on the Council‘s mandate and specific tasks including
reporting requirements, as well as the Council‘s governance structure, budget, staffing and access to
information. To guide this process, the Council itself has made a number of useful recommendations
(see IFAC, 2012). Measures to safeguard IFAC‘s independence will be critical to its success. It is
important that the new legislation ensures that both the Government and the Oireachtas – and possibly
other independent institutions28 – have adequate voice in assuring that the Council and its budget are
safeguarded from political vicissitudes.

28

See the country note for Portugal, which assigns to the central bank and the supreme audit institution unique
roles in appointments of Council members and staff, its budget and assurance of access to fiscal information.
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KOREA

National Assembly Budget Office (NABO)
Established: 2003.
Enabling legislation: National Assembly Act 1948 and National Assembly Budget Office Act 2003.
Mandate: To provide the National Assembly with objective budget analysis and evaluation.
Budget: USD 12.7 million (2010).
Staff: 125 (2011).

I. Context
The establishment of the NABO in 2003 was linked principally to political developments rather
than to a need for an independent body to monitor fiscal imbalances. Indeed, Korea has persistently
followed a prudent fiscal stance. Even at the time of the Asian crisis in 1997-98, the consolidated
fiscal balance for general government remained in surplus.29 When NABO was being established,
general government gross debt was less than 25% of GDP.
In the 1990s, Korea was deepening the democratisation process that had begun in 1987 under the
sixth republic. In 1992, the country's first civilian president in 30 years was elected. Parliament was
strengthened and given new capacity including the National Assembly Legislative Budget Office,
established in 1994 and part of the parliamentary service. In 2000, this office was reorganised into a
Legislative Counseling Office and a Budget Policy Office. Then in 2003, NABO was formally
established by law as an independent office.
The main impetus for establishing NABO in 2003 stemmed from the political situation. In
December 2002 a candidate from the Democratic Party won the Presidency for the first time.
However, in the National Assembly, the Grand National Party still held the majority of seats. With
divided government, the National Assembly majority had a strong interest in creating an independent
budget office to scrutinise the new President‘s draft budgets. Nevertheless there was broad cross-party
consensus for the establishment of NABO and NABO continues to enjoy cross-party support today.
Although divided executive and legislative power in 2003 was the major reason why NABO was
formally created, the legislature also struggled with a lack of transparency in the government‘s
budgetary data. The Asian crisis had revealed the problems associated with having a segmented
budget system. General and special accounts were presented to the National Assembly, but public
funds were outside the purview of parliament in 1997/98. While efforts had been made to broaden the
coverage of the annual budget, in 2000 there was still a need to rationalise extrabudgetary funds and
29

General government consolidates central and local governments and social security funds. Public enterprises
are excluded. During the Asian crisis years, the fiscal surpluses of social security funds and local government
surpassed the central government deficit. Government-guaranteed debt is excluded from debt data. For
details, see IMF WEO database, www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2011/01/weodata/index.aspx.
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special accounts (which had been growing), to integrate all central government fiscal activities into the
budget, and to publish consolidated data for general government in a timely manner (see IMF, 2001).
There was also a debate at political level on the size of public debt, especially as to whether
government-guaranteed debt should be included in the definition of public debt.
Korea looked to the United States Congressional Budget Office (CBO) as a model for its
legislative budget office and certain similarities between the two are evident. For example, NABO
serves only the legislature and has similar functions and internal structures. However, NABO has a
unique evaluation role, discussed in Section VIII below.
II. Legal basis for establishment
Two laws underpin NABO‘s creation. First, the National Assembly Act 1948 was amended in
July 2003 to establish NABO‘s autonomy within the National Assembly. Second, the National
Assembly Budget Office Act, also adopted in July 2003, elaborates on the duties and organisational
arrangements for NABO.
III. Mandate
NABO has a broad mandate for budget analysis and evaluation. According to Article 22-2(1) of
the amended 1948 legislation, NABO is ―to research, analyse and appraise matters concerning the
settlement of the budget, and the management of funds and finances of the State as well as to support
parliamentary activities‖. The NABO Act 2003 further identifies five specific duties: budget analysis;
costing; forecasting; evaluation; and research (see Section VIII below). The institutional coverage of
NABO‘s activities in the NABO Act is stated to be the budget and funds.30
The National Finance Act 2006 and its subsequent amendments specified new documents that the
government must submit to the National Assembly. These include a National Fiscal Management Plan
and a Fund Management Plan. Both plans require medium and long-term projections. This has
expanded NABO‘s mandate since NABO has a duty to analyse the documents that the government
prepares on these issues. NABO has therefore extended the projection period for its own baseline
fiscal projections, and analyses more fully the management of autonomous government funds and
long-term structural fiscal issues (e.g. future Pension Fund spending).
IV. Relationship with the Executive and the Legislature
NABO exclusively serves the National Assembly. The House Speaker appoints NABO‘s director
(see Section VI below). The NABO Act 2003 indicates that NABO must prepare reports for
committees and members of the National Assembly. However, the law does not contain specific
reporting requirements, which provides NABO with some discretion. In practice, each year NABO
provides extensive budget-related documents to the National Assembly (see section X below).
Although NABO‘s main means of communicating with the legislature is by written documents, the
NABO chief provides evidence before the two budget-related committees mentioned in Box 1 below.31
Appearances of senior NABO staff before parliamentary committees are rare , in part because the
committees have their own staff to respond to their budget-related questions.
30

31

There are two types of funds: ―special accounts‖ and ―public funds‖. Since 2001 the distinction between them
has lessened since the revenues and expenditures of both types of funds are now required to be approved by
the National Assembly. For further details, see Lienert and Jung (2004) pp. 292-294.
This is typically less than 10 times per year.
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Both the Board of Audit and Inspection (BAI) (which is also an independent institution under the
executive32) and NABO prepare evaluations of government programmes and projects. However, the
BAI and NABO do not typically co-operate on this work, since the BAI focuses on financial audits of
government programmes, whereas NABO focuses on describing specific government programmes,
analysing their effectiveness and, in some cases, making policy recommendations.33
In its operational work, NABO is entirely independent of the executive. For example, NABO‘s
medium-term fiscal projections are prepared completely separately from those of the government.
Nonetheless, NABO communicates with government departments to obtain information for its
analytical work (see section IX below).
In Korea, there are autonomous think-tanks that publish studies on budget-related issues and
whose reports are complementary to those of NABO. Examples include: the Korea Institute of Public
Finance, which analyses tax and expenditure policies and publishes various fiscal studies; and the
Korea Development Institute (KDI), which researches economic and social issues. The KDI has
analysed public finance issues (e.g., medium-term expenditure frameworks). Since these institutions
were set up by the Government, they serve primarily the executive, not the National Assembly.
Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
Korea has a presidential system of government. The presidential and legislative elections are on nonsynchronised cycles. The National Assembly is unicameral and 245 of the 299 seats are elected by direct
representation (54 seats are filled by proportional representation).
The 1948 Constitution requires the draft budget to be presented to the National Assembly 90 days before
the start of the fiscal year and adopted 30 days before the new fiscal year begins. This provides the National
Assembly with 60 days for scrutinising and debating the President’s draft budget. The Constitution does not allow
the National Assembly to introduce amendments to the budget that increase any expenditure item or create a new
expenditure item without the consent of the executive. In contrast, the National Assembly can amend revenue
proposals without any restriction.
The National Assembly Act 1948 established a Special Committee on Budget and Accounts, with
50 members, whose role is to review the draft annual budget, the draft fund management plan and all budgetrelated matters. Sectoral committees make recommendations to the Special Committee on Budget and Accounts,
which accepts or rejects the recommendations after reviewing them. A Finance and Economy Committee
examines tax proposals. Some reports of these two committees are published. Committee meetings where the
budget is discussed are generally open to the public. The two budget-related committees have 20-30 full-time
staff working for them.

V. Budget
NABO‘s budget is part of the overall budget of the National Assembly, which is appropriated
independently in the national budget (Article 23 of the National Assembly Act 1948). To this end, the
Speaker prepares a written budget request and presents it to the government after it goes through an
32

The BAI is composed of seven commissioners, including the chair, who is appointed by the President with
the consent of the National Assembly. The other commissioners are appointed by the President on the
recommendation of the chair.

33

For example, in September 2011, NABO examined the impact of the Social Welfare Subsidy on local
governments‘ finances and made three specific policy recommendations. See NABO (2012a) p.55.
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examination of the House Steering Committee (the committee concerned with the National
Assembly‘s operations and management). Before 30 April of each year, the Ministry of Strategy and
Finance (MOSF) provides guidelines to the National Assembly for preparing its budget. By 30 June,
the Speaker transmits the National Assembly budget to the MOSF, but only for consolidation
purposes. The National Assembly secretariat also provides to the MOSF a medium-term plan that
includes new projects to be executed over a five-year period. In these medium-term projections,
expenditures are indicative, not binding ceilings.
The publically available annual budget and medium-term project plans contain the various
subcomponents of the National Assembly‘s administrative budgets, notably those of NABO, the
National Assembly‘s General Secretariat, the Library and the parliamentary Research Service. For
NABO, a draft budget is prepared internally and submitted to the Secretary General of the National
Assembly, who in turn submits it to the House Steering Committee for approval. Later, when the
MOSF submits the consolidated draft budget to the National Assembly, the Special Committee on
Budget and Accounts examines the National Assembly‘s own budget during its budget deliberations,
before the budget is approved by the National Assembly in plenary session. In general, the NABO
budget is approved at its various stages, with little modification.
Since its creation, NABO‘s annual budget has increased significantly in real terms, mainly
reflecting the increase in full-time staff (see next section). For example, the budget increased from
USD 8.9 million in 2008 to USD 12.7 million in 2010. All of NABO‘s publications can be
downloaded from its website free of charge.
VI. Staffing
Leadership
The National Assembly Act (Article 22-2) indicates that NABO ―shall have one director and
other necessary staff. The director is appointed and dismissed by the Speaker of the National
Assembly with the consent of the House Steering Committee.‖ The NABO Act 2003 requires the
Chief of NABO to be a public official in political service34 and that ―in performing his/her duties, the
Chief shall have expertise and maintain neutrality‖. Article 4 of the NABO Act also specifies the
Chief‘s remuneration is to be the same as that of a vice minister.
The NABO Act (Article 5) elaborates on the appointment process. Prior to requesting the consent
of the House Steering Committee, ―the Speaker shall receive recommendations from a
Recommendation Committee that is composed of persons who have expertise concerning NABO‘s
duties, maintain political neutrality and make fair recommendations.‖ The members of the sevenperson Recommendation Committee are respected public policy experts who are neither members nor
public officials of the National Assembly and who are selected particularly for their objectiveness and
non-partisanship. When considering choices for a new Chief, the Recommendation Committee
considers around five candidates and then proposes a short list of two people to the Speaker, who
makes his/her choice. Apart from ―being in political service‖, ―having expertise‖ and ―maintaining
neutrality‖, there are no other written criteria or restrictions (e.g. minimum age, academic

34

Being a ―public official in political service‖ can require previous experience in the parliamentary service.
This is the case with the present chief, for example, who was Senior Staff Director of four parliamentary
committees, including the Special Committee on Budget and Accounts. He was also a Professor in the
Parliamentary Training Office and an adjunct Professor of two Korean universities. Among the final four
candidates for the fourth chief, only two have previous work experience relating to the parliament.
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qualifications, years of prior experience in public finance, nationality) to guide the Recommendation
Committee and the Speaker in making their choices.
There is no defined term or term limit for the NABO Chief. Under the National Assembly Act
(Article 9), the Speaker changes every two years, even though parliamentary elections are on a fouryear cycle. In practice, every two years the NABO Chief resigns when there is a change of Speaker. A
new House Speaker could reappoint the ―resigning‖ NABO Chief for a further two-year period.
However, since NABO‘s creation in 2003, no chief has stayed on for two complete two-year periods.
The current practice creates considerable uncertainty as to who will be the new Chief when the House
Speaker changes every two years. The House Speaker also has the power to dismiss the Chief. This
happened in 2005 when the first NABO chief was dismissed by the Speaker less than two years into
NABO‘s operations on the grounds that the first Chief was unable to provide the non-partisan stance
needed for NABO‘s activities.35
All staff
The National Assembly has an independent parliamentary service with its own entrance
examinations and its own salary scales. The majority of NABO staff are part of the parliamentary
service, although many staff are recruited on fixed-term contracts.36 According to the NABO law, staff
above Grade V – division chiefs – are appointed and dismissed by the Speaker of the National
Assembly, whereas other NABO staff are appointed and dismissed by the NABO Chief. For midcareer recruitments, NABO requires strong academic background as well as work experience. Such
recruitment is based on open competition – vacancies are posted on the NABO website and in
newspapers. In its early years, NABO experienced considerable turnover of staff under fixed-term
contracts although this has decreased recently. NABO‘s younger recruits often enter directly into the
parliamentary service from university and make a career in NABO. Candidates for professional
positions should have a PhD or equivalent education, expertise in their field, and a recognised research
and publication record. During job orientation sessions for new hires (and in job performance
evaluations as well), NABO‘s assistant chiefs emphasise NABO's non-partisan stance.
NABO has a two-track system for remuneration. Those employed under the parliamentary
service are paid according to the seniority-based system, whereas those under fixed-term contracts
follow an annual merit-based salary system. NABO‘s base salaries are broadly similar to those of the
government‘s civil service, although NABO has different allowances to those of the government. It is
infrequent that civil servants with experience in, say, the Ministry of Strategy and Finance would
transfer ―to the other side‖ and join NABO staff. Similarly it is infrequent for a NABO staff member
to be recruited by a government ministry.
With 125 staff (full-time equivalent, FTE) in 2011, NABO is the second-largest parliamentary
budget office in the world in terms of staff (the CBO in the United States is the largest). In 2000, when
the Budget Policy Office (BPO) was split off from the Legislative Counseling Office, the BPO had a
staff of 41 (FTE). Substantial recruitment took place when NABO was created in 2003: 92 positions
35

36

The dismissal was associated with the results of the by-elections in 2005 when the Grand National party lost
its majority in the National Assembly.
In February 2012, 68 NABO staff were employed under parliamentary service rules and 54 staff were on
fixed term contracts (there were three vacancies).
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were approved and filled in 2004. During 2005-08, the number of NABO staff increased very slowly.
During 2009-11 the growth of new positions accelerated, to nearly 10% per annum. 37
Administratively, NABO has four main divisions: the Budget Analysis Division (with 41 staff); the
Economic Analysis Division (31 staff); the Program Evaluation Division (30 staff); and the Planning
and Management Division (19 staff).38 NABO also makes extensive use of outside consultants for its
work.
VII. Work programme
NABO's draft annual work plan is prepared by NABO on the basis of each division‘s work plan
and projected workload. The NABO Chief presents the draft work plan to the Speaker of the National
Assembly who provides comments and recommendations, prior to approving it. Suggested changes to
the draft work plan tend to be relatively minor.
Although not specifically required by legislation, NABO produces a number of reports (see next
section) that are provided to the National Assembly budget-related committees in time for the
discussion of the draft annual budget and medium-term fiscal framework. Each year, NABO also
produces other reports, primarily for the National Assembly. NABO also prepares cost estimates of
some proposed legislation.39 NABO assesses how the new legislation would affect government
revenues and expenditures during the upcoming five years. Also, each year, NABO updates its plans
for conducting evaluations of major programmes and other specific government policies.
Any committee or individual member of the National Assembly can request NABO to conduct
studies that have an impact on the budget. NABO does not refuse such requests, e.g. on the grounds
that their impact on the budget is minimal or that the issue is ―too political‖. Since the National
Assembly‘s budget-related committees‘ requests have higher priority, individual members‘ requests to
NABO are placed on a waiting list which, at times, is quite long (especially during the annual budget
discussions in the National Assembly). Although NABO has the freedom to undertake research at its
own initiative, nearly all of its work is in response to requests coming from the National Assembly.
VIII. Functions
Under the NABO Act 2003, five main functions are identified: budget analysis; costing;
forecasting; evaluation; and research. More specifically, under Article 3, NABO is mandated to
conduct:


Research and analysis on the budget bill, the final accounts of the budget, draft plans for the
administration of funds and the final accounts thereof.



Estimation of the costs required by bills and other matters involving expenditure from the budget or
funds.



Analysis of and prospects for macroeconomic trends and the administration of national finance.

37

The largest increase was in 2010 when two new units (11 positions) were created: a Tax Counsel and a Public
Institutions Evaluation Unit. See Information on the April 2010 NABO Restructuring.

38

There are also four staff in the NABO Chief‘s Office. See Organization Chart for the full structure.

39

NABO‘s cost estimates account for 40% of all bills. Some cost estimates are prepared by staff of Members‘
offices, while other draft bills enclose a statement explaining why a cost estimate is not being made.
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Analysis and evaluation of major national projects and analysis of medium- and long-term financial
requirements.



Research and analysis on any matters required by a committee or Member of the National Assembly.

NABO strives to ensure that its analysis is provided to the National Assembly in a timely manner.
For example, for the FY2011 budget, after the President submitted the draft budget to the National
Assembly on 2 October 2010, NABO released its analysis of the budget on 20 October. Similarly, to
assist the National Assembly to analyse medium-term budget soundness, NABO presented its own
projections for revenues, expenditure (both discretionary and mandatory), the fiscal balance and
government debt. NABO‘s medium-term projections covered the same five-year time period and used
the same conceptual framework as the government to facilitate direct comparison, especially the
differences in revenue, expenditure and structural fiscal budget projections, and its analysis of ―budget
soundness‖.
The 2003 NABO law does not restrict NABO from making recommendations. However, ―the
independence of NABO‘s duties must be respected‖ (Article 2) and making policy recommendations
is not one of NABO‘s explicit duties. In its macro-fiscal analysis, NABO limits itself to making
general suggestions on the overall fiscal stance, to changes in budget processes or to technical issues.
For example, in its 2011-14 Economic and Fiscal Outlook, NABO recommended that an expenditurebased fiscal rule would be needed to restore budget soundness and to reach the government‘s fiscal
objective of achieving a ―managed budget‖ surplus by 2014.40
NABO conducts research and analysis on major taxation issues and suggests appropriate
directions for tax policies and revenue systems. To this end, NABO has developed various techniques
for estimating tax revenues over the next five years. These serve as the basis for analysing tax reform
bills proposed by members of the National Assembly.
Regarding long-term forecasting, since NABO prepares an analysis of the MOSF‘s updates of the
medium-term National Fiscal Management Plan and the MOSF prepares long-term fiscal projections
(the 2006 National Budget Act requires the MOSF to prepare such projections), NABO has begun to
prepare 50-year projections using the long-term demographic projections of the National Statistics
Office. These projections are being refined with a view to publishing long-term fiscal scenarios in
2012. NABO‘s intention is to update its long-term projections every two to three years. NABO does
not, however, cost policies promised in pre-election manifestos of major political parties.
The evaluation function is important in NABO. NABO prepares a wide range of evaluations each
year, from infrastructure projects to government assistance to autonomous public institutions. 41
Evaluations often make recommendations for improving a programme‘s operations and effectiveness.
Some evaluations have led to a Handbook on a specific issue42 to assist the National Assembly in its
future budget deliberations. In many countries, such evaluations are performed by the supreme audit
40

The government has a target of balancing the central government budget deficit (excluding social security
funds) by 2013. NABO (2011) and IMF (2011) called for fiscal rules to achieve medium-term budget targets.

41

See Program Evaluation Division for the fields of work of evaluations carried out by five teams. The
summary of 29 evaluations prepared in 2011 has been published in English. See NABO (2012a, pp. 49-73).

42

In 2010, NABO published such Handbooks on: the Government Grants Programme, the Government Loans
Programme, the Government Investment Programme (in specific ministries), Public-Private Partnerships in
Infrastructure, Programme Budget Projects, Government Subsidies to Local Government, and Finance
Programmes in Standing Committees.
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institution or by ministries‘ internal audit units. The main reason for the establishment of a strong
evaluation function in NABO is because the Board of Audit and Inspection, although independent, is
perceived by the legislature to be under the government. However, since the BAI focuses on financial
audits, the potential for overlap is small.
IX. Access to information
The NABO Act 2003 permits the NABO Chief to request State organs to submit any materials
necessary to perform his/her duties with the permission of the Speaker. Entities that receive such a
request are required to comply, unless there is a special reason such as national security concerns. In
practice, NABO receives all requested expenditure-related information from the government in a
timely manner. However, there have been cases where revenue-related data was not provided in a
timely way.
X. Transparency
All of NABO‘s regular analytic reports are published, in both printed and electronic form.
NABO‘s published documents are particularly useful for the Special Committee on Budget and
Accounts and the Finance and Economy Committee, which are NABO‘s main ―clients‖ in the
National Assembly. In 2011, the following macro-fiscal documents were published (see NABO,
2012b):


Medium-term (2011-15) Economic Outlook.



2011-2015 Total Revenue and Fiscal Analysis.



Analysis of Tax Revision Bill.



Analysis of the 2011-15 National Fiscal Management Plan.



Analysis of 2012 Tax Expenditure Budget.



Budgetary Issues on 2012 Revenue Budget Proposal.



Comprehensive Review.

The most important reports (e.g. those that analyse the administration‘s proposed medium-term
macro-fiscal strategy and the annual budget) are translated from Korean into English and made
available on NABO‘s English-language website. NABO also publishes the methodology and
assumptions that underlie its own fiscal projections.
Each year, NABO publishes over 100 budget analysis reports.43 In addition, NABO prepares 400500 cost estimates each year of various bills discussed by the National Assembly and makes about
150 estimates of tax proposals by members of the National Assembly. These estimates are not made
public immediately. However, after about 25 days NABO asks for the cost estimates to be published.
This request is usually granted by the relevant committee of the National Assembly. NABO also
publishes annually a ―case book‖ of selected costings. Finally, NABO also prepares over a thousand
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A summary of NABO‘s publications in 2011 is contained in NABO (2012a).
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on-demand research and analytical notes for individual members of the National Assembly each year.
These notes are not published, as the elected members prefer to keep them confidential.44
The NABO relationship with the media has been cautious. NABO does not have a dedicated
Press Officer to respond to questions from the media, although it monitors the frequency with which
NABO is reported in the media.45 When NABO analysis is published, it is accompanied by a written
Press Report. The published reports are designed to ―speak for themselves‖. Nonetheless, the NABO
Chief or senior NABO staff communicate directly with the media on occasion. For example, in August
2011, in an interview with the media, the NABO Chief highlighted various future spending risks (from
ageing population, low birth rate, possible reunification, etc.) and stated that “the nation needs to
restore its fiscal position to balanced finances as soon as possible.”46

Members of the National Assembly prefer to be at the forefront in direct relations with the media.
When members of the National Assembly are interviewed by the media on budget-related matters,
NABO may provide them with unpublished background briefing notes. However, NABO has recently
initiated ―grand conferences‖ on budget issues which have increased NABO‘s visibility in the media.
These conferences, which are open to the public, have been by attended by some 300 people, including
members of the National Assembly, government ministries, the public and the media.
XI. Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation
NABO has a panel of outside advisors composed of one chairperson and fourteen members. All
are acknowledged experts in public finance and economics from universities, research institutes,
government offices or the media. Members of the panel have two-year renewable terms. The panel‘s
main role is to advise the NABO Chief (rather than NABO as an institution) on NABO‘s duties or
other topics of concern.
NABO conducts annual internal audits of its activities. Regarding external oversight, the National
Assembly Steering Committee may inspect NABO during its annual investigation of National
Assembly activities. In examining the annual settlement of the budget of the legislative branch, the
Special Committee on Budget and Accounts and the National Assembly review NABO‘s budget
outcome. NABO is also audited annually by the Board of Audit and Inspection.
XII. Concluding remarks
During its eight years of existence, NABO has established itself as a reliable independent
organisation with a reputation for providing objective macro-budget analysis. The National Assembly
uses NABO analysis of the government‘s draft budget in its deliberations as well as NABO costings,
programme evaluations and other analysis. NABO‘s voice is heard and it has influenced the
assumptions underlying the government‘s budget projections. NABO makes key analysis available to
the public and has increased media and public outreach through press releases and, more recently,
through conferences on the public finances which are open to the public.
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A survey of satisfaction of the National Assembly members is conducted annually. In the surveys, a majority
of members have expressed the view that NABO should not publish on-demand research notes.
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For example, the number of TV and newspaper reports on NABO in 2009 and 2010 amounted to 1 363 and
1 233 respectively.
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See ―Korea Needs to Return to Balanced Finances‖ (25 August, 2011, News and Events, NABO website).
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One of the potential challenges faced by NABO is that the NABO chief does not have a fixed
term limit. The current practice of NABO chiefs resigning voluntarily every two years (when House
Speakers are changed) is unusual when compared with other countries. There is a risk that the
leadership of NABO may become subservient to, or be perceived as subservient to, the wishes of the
Speaker and the political interests that he/she represents.
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MEXICO

Centre for Public Finance Studies (Centro de Estudios de las Finanzas Públicas)
Established: 1998.
Enabling legislation: A Resolution in 1998 by the Chamber of Deputies. CEFP’s establishment was
confirmed in the Organic Law of Congress in 1999.
Mandate: To provide objective, non-partisan, and timely analysis to Congress on the public finances.
Budget: MXN 50.9 million (2009).
Staff: 59 (2011).

I. Context
The Centro de Estudios de las Finanzas Públicas (CEFP) was established in 1998 in the context
of increasing democratisation. All political parties represented in the Chamber of Deputies signed the
agreement establishing the CEFP and in September 1999, the CEFP was recognised in the Organic law
of Congress.
Elections in 1997 – the first under a set of reforms passed in 1996 to level the electoral playing
field – ended the domination of the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) and marked a transition
to a competitive multi-party system.47 The PRI lost its absolute majority nationwide and lost control of
the Chamber of Deputies (the lower house of the Congress).48 This period of divided government saw
the Congress beginning to take a more active role in the budget process, necessitating an increase in
Congress‘ technical capacity for independent budget analysis.
Following the 1997 elections, a delegation of new members of the Chamber of Deputies
undertook a study visit to the United States Congressional Budget Office (CBO). Although there are
marked differences between the two institutions, the design of CEFP as a non-partisan budget analysis
unit for the Mexican Congress, and its budget-related committees more specifically, was influenced by
the CBO model.
Unlike several other countries included in this study, the CEFP‘s establishment was less driven
by concerns around economic issues such as problems with deficit bias or excessive indebtedness.
47

48

With three main political parties: the PRI, the Partido Acción Nacional (PAN), and the Partido de la
Revolución Democrática (PRD).
Subsequently, in the 2000 presidential elections, PRI lost to the PAN candidate, Vicente Fox, for the first
time ever. This was a second major event for active political pluralism in Mexican politics.
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Nevertheless, there was a need to improve the efficiency and transparency of the budget framework
(IMF, 2002). Over the past decade Mexico has undertaken a series of reforms in this regard, in
particular the 2006 Budget and Fiscal Responsibility Law (BFRL). The BFRL reiterated and expanded
the role of the CEFP with, for example, provisions giving CEFP greater access to government budget
information and requiring CEFP to assess the budgetary impact of legislation proposed by Congress.49
II. Legal basis for establishment
The Centro de Estudios de las Finanzas Públicas was established by a congressional agreement
published in the Official Gazette in 1998. One year later, in September 1999, the Organic Law of
Congress formally recognised the CEFP as one of the five study centres50 serving the Congress. A first
set of internal rules for the functioning of the CEFP and its various departments was published in the
Official Gazette in 2002.51 The CEFP‘s role was subsequently recognised in the 2006 Budget and
Fiscal Responsibility Law.
III. Mandate
CEFP has a broad mandate to provide objective, non-partisan, and timely analysis to Congress on
the public finances. As noted earlier, its mandate was expanded in the 2006 BFRL to include
providing cost estimates of bills originating in Congress (see Section I). CEFP‘s activities are focused
on central government public finances, however CEFP does analyse intergovernmental transfers from
the federal budget to States.52
IV. Relationship with the Executive and Congress
The CEFP is under the jurisdiction of the legislature and while it provides independent analysis it
cannot truly be categorized as an independent institution. It is overseen by the Chamber of Deputies‘
Committee on the CEFP. Typically members of this committee may also serve on the Finance
Committee or the Budget and Public Accounts Committee, the two committees that the CEFP works
most closely with, although they may also provide analysis to other committees in the Chamber of
Deputies, to individual legislators and, on occasion, the Senate‘s Finance Committee. The Congress is
responsible for the appointment of the Director of the CEFP; the CEFP budget is a component of the
administrative budget of the Congress; and CEFP offices are located within the Chamber of Deputies.
Although both report to Congress, the CEFP and the Federal Supreme Audit Office (FSAO) work
autonomously from each other. The FSAO is an independent Constitutional body with its own
legislation. It reports to a dedicated audit committee in the Chamber of Deputies. Nevertheless the
1998 Resolution establishing the CEFP has a provision allowing the CEFP to request from the FSAO
(with permission of the relevant committee) information it deems necessary for its work.
The CEFP operates entirely independently of the executive. However CEFP does have formal
agreements with several public bodies such as: i) an agreement to exchange information and
49

The BFRL was followed by several additional pieces of legislation in 2007 and 2008 on integral fiscal
reform, public sector pension reform, and accounting. See OECD (2009) for a more in depth description of
this legislation.

50

There are four other research organisations attached to Congress that specialise in constitutional, agriculture,
social and gender issues.

51

There have been several subsequent updates to these rules.

52

Mexico is a federation of 31 states and a federal capital.
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methodologies for assessing poverty and social policies with the National Council for the Evaluation
of the Social Policy (CONEVAL)53; ii) an agreement to access information and training databases with
the National Institute of Geography and Statistics (INEGI)54; and iii) a partnership with the National
Institute of Public Administration to promote research on public finances and jointly publish a book.
Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
Mexico has a Presidential system of government with a bicameral Congress. The President is elected every
six years for a six-year non-renewable term. The 500-member Chamber of Deputies, or lower house, is elected
every three years and the Senate, or upper house, is elected every six years by a combination of proportional and
direct representation. One of the particularities of the Congress is that Deputies and Senators may not be elected
for consecutive terms, making the Mexican Congress one of the only democratically elected legislatures in the
world whose membership is completely renewed at each election. The Chamber of Deputies plays the dominant
role in the budget process.
The 2006 the Budget and Fiscal Responsibility Law (BFRL) sets out the role of the Congress in the budget
process and the timetable for legislative approval. Before submitting the budget the executive presents two
reports to Congress: the first in April contains the macroeconomic projections for the next fiscal year, the second
in June outlines the programme structure of the budget including proposed new programmes. The executive
presents its expenditure and revenue budgets to Congress by 8 September. The latter must be approved by the
Chamber by 20 October and the Senate by 31 October. The expenditure budget must be approved by the
Chamber only by 15 November, well before the start of the new fiscal year on 1 January.*
The Chamber has the power to amend the draft budget within certain limitations. It cannot change the
programmatic structure submitted by the executive or deny funding for expenditures that the executive is legally
or constitutionally obliged to make (e.g. federal transfers or entitlement spending). It may increase expenditure
only if it identifies additional sources of revenue. This may be done by increasing revenue estimates and the oil
price assumption (within limits defined in law). All amendments must also be consistent with the balanced budget
fiscal rule. As Mexico is a presidential system, a vote on the budget is not considered a vote of confidence in the
government.
The Budget and Public Accounts Committee of the Chamber of Deputies holds hearings on the expenditure
budget and hears evidence from representatives from the Ministry of Finance. It also plays a co-ordinating role
with sectoral committees submitting their proposals for amendments to be voted on by the Budget Committee
before the Budget Committee votes to submit the whole budget to the plenary for approval. The budget is read
and debated twice in plenary session before the final vote. Legislative deliberations on the budget are open to the
public and the media.
In addition to the support provided by the CEFP, the Budget Committee also has its own staff to assist it,
although they typically do not have the same level of technical expertise.
* Before the Constitutional reform of 2004, the deadline was 31 December, but this resulted in lengthy last-minute budget
negotiations that ran into the new fiscal year. For this reason, the finalisation of the budget was moved back by six weeks. An
exception is made in the year of Presidential elections (every six years); the new administration’s budget must be adopted by
31 December. Table 3.1 of OECD (2009) shows the key dates of the congressional budget approval cycle.
Source: OECD (2009)

The CEFP also co-operates informally with certain universities and think tanks. Three times per
year, the CEFP holds seminars or conferences in which a leading academics and practitioners are
invited to debate current issues in public finance. Moreover, universities promote the CEFP´s annual
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By law, CONEVAL is in charge of measuring poverty and assessing the social policy.
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INEGI is the independent institution in charge of producing Mexico‘s official statistics.
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prize (Premio Nacional de Finanzas Públicas) and frequently invite the Centre to take part in
specialised events. There are several non-governmental and academic organisations that prepare
analysis and reports on the budget and public finance and related economic or social issues that may
be complementary to the work of the CEFP, for example, the Centre for Analysis and Research
(Fundar), the Centro de Estudios y Docencia Económicas (CIDE), the Centro de Estudios Espinosa
Yglesias, and the relatively new Centro de Investigación Económica y Presupuestaria (CIEP) headed
by a former CEFP Director. As an example of their work, Fundar has a ―Legislative Watch‖ subgroup
that is in contact with the Chamber of Deputies‘ Budget Committee and for the 2012 Revenue Law,
both Fundar and CIEP examined the ways that Congress had raised projected revenues relative to the
draft budget presented by the Government.
V. Budget
Since 2010 the CEFP‘s budget is not managed by CEFP directly but by Congress‘ overall
administration, as is the case with Congress‘ other study centres. While data on the 2010 and 2011
budgets was not available for this study, the 2009 budget for CEFP was MXN 50 682 024 (nearly
USD 4 million), a decline of about 12% from CEFP‘s 2008 budget of MXN 57 809 634. This reflects
in part Congress‘ efforts to cut public spending in response to the economic crisis. The 1998
Resolution of the Chamber of Deputies does not explicitly describe funding for the CEFP. In practice,
since it is part of the legislative support services, the CEFP is a component of the administrative
budget of the Chamber of Deputies (funded entirely by annual appropriations). The steps involved in
CEFP budget approval are the following: i) the CEFP Director General submits a draft budget to the
committee responsible for congressional administration; ii) this committee scrutinises the budgets of
the CEFP in light of the total budget of the Congress and may make modifications before it is sent to
the Budget Committee; iii) the Budget Committee may also make modifications before it approves the
entire budget of Congress in the context of adopting the annual expenditure decree.
VI. Staffing
Leadership
The 1998 Resolution of the Chamber of Deputies lays out the formal procedures for appointing
the Director General of the CEFP (Articles 8-11). It provides for the position to be filled through an
open competition. To assist in the appointment process, the governing body of the Chamber of
Deputies – the Junta de coordinación politica – appoints a jury comprised of academics and wellknown professionals in the field of public finance, including two experts from the National College of
Economists55 and the National College of Political Science and Public Administration.56 The jury
helps to design the terms of reference, reviews the applicants, and establishes a short list of three
candidates. If they are unable to identify suitable candidates for the shortlist within a three month
period, the competition is re-opened. The Junta identifies and votes on their preferred candidate within
the shortlist. The proposed candidate is then put forward for approval by the plenary. If the Chamber
does not approve the candidate, the whole process is repeated.
According to the 1998 Resolution (Article 11), there are certain restrictions which any candidate
must meet. He or she must:


Be a Mexican citizen in full exercise of their rights;

55

Colegio Nacional de Economistas (CNE), a professional organisation of Mexican economists.

56

Colegio Nacional de Ciencias Políticas y Administración Pública.
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Be at least thirty years of age when appointed;



Hold a bachelors degree in economics, public administration, or a discipline related to public finance
from a recognised academic institution;



Have at least five years of professional experience in the field of public finance; and



Be of good reputation with no criminal convictions.

The five explicit criteria above do not make reference to candidates‘ political affiliation. However
CEFP is a non-partisan institution and, as such, candidates should not be chosen based on political
affiliation or act in a partisan manner during their tenure, even if they may have held political positions
in the past. CEFP Directors have come from a variety of academic and professional backgrounds in
economics, audit, accounting, business, and politics.57
The 1998 Resolution of the Chamber of Deputies provides for the Director General of CEFP to
be appointed for a five year term that is renewable once. However, none of the past five Directors to
date have served a full five-year term or been renewed. According to Article 10 of the 1998
Resolution, the Director General can be removed from office for cause by a two-thirds weighted vote,
after a hearing before the Junta.
All staff
The CEFP currently has around 59 full time equivalent staff around half of which are spread
among its core divisions for its substantive work: Macroeconomic and Sectoral Studies (8 staff),
Revenue Studies (9 staff), Budget and Public Expenditure Studies (13 staff). The remaining staff
includes the CEFP leadership and those providing administrative and technical support. The number
of staff has stayed more or less the same since CEFP‘s inception despite the additional demands on the
CEFP regarding costings since 2006 which may indicate the need for additional resources.
CEFP staff are hired through open competition.58 In practice, most applicants, especially
researchers, are drawn directly from graduate school programmes in Mexico‘s leading universities59
after passing an exam60 and interview process. They are hired by the Congress and not by the CEFP
directly and are subject to the same rules and conditions (pay scale, code of conduct, etc.) as other
congressional staff.61 As such the Congress also sets the number of CEFP staff. As the pay scales of
CEFP staff are slightly lower than that of the government‘s civil service for comparable duties, and as
CEFP is a research-oriented organisation, it is quite rare for a government civil servant with
experience in, for example, the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit, to transfer to work at CEFP.
However, there are several senior staff at CEFP with backgrounds working for NGOs or Government.
It is very rare for CEFP to make use of outside consultants for its work.
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For example: as political advisors, Member of Congress, etc.
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Article 12 of the 1998 Resolution establishing the CEFP also provides for staff to be promoted based on
merit.
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Most have a Masters degree in economics or a related field.
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The exams are announced in the major national newspapers.
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Information on the salaries and benefits of congressional staff are available online as part of the Congress‘
efforts for increased transparency: www.diputados.gob.mx/transparencia.htm. A directory with the contact
information of all CEFP staff is also available online at: www.cefp.gob.mx/institucion/directorio.pdf.
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VII. Work programme
The CEFP Director General is responsible for preparing the draft work program and submitting it
to the Chamber of Deputies‘ Committee on the CEFP for review. The Director General also appears
before the committee to present and answer questions on the draft work programme. The work
programme must be approved no later than February.62 The 1998 Resolution and the CEFP‘s internal
rules describe the types of analysis to be produced by the CEFP and its divisions (see Section VIII).
These includes requirements for certain pieces of CEFP analysis that must be incorporated into the
work programme, specifically: analysis of the government‘s quarterly reports on the state of the
economy, public finances and debt; analysis of the proposed budget (revenue law and expenditure
decree); and the annual report on the National Development Plan within one month of their receipt by
Congress. The CEFP may also propose undertaking research projects outside of what is outlined in
their mandate but this is subject to approval from the Committee on the CEFP.
The Finance Committee, the Budget and Public Accounts Committee, other committees,
individual member of Congress and the Senate Finance Committee can all request reports and analysis
from the CEFP. In executing the annual work programme, CEFP accords priority to the Chamber of
Deputies‘ Finance Committee and Budget and Public Accounts Committee, or to any committee with
pending legislation that requires budget impact analysis, and as a rule answers their requests with a
turnaround time of 30-45 days. Other committee or individual member requests may take longer to
respond to, especially if the request is received during the September-November budget cycle when
CEFP is on a tight deadline to provide analysis of the revenue and spending bills.
VIII. Functions
The various functions of the CEFP are laid out in the 1998 Resolution, the Organic Law of
Congress, the CEFP‘s internal rules, and the 2006 BFRL. Its main tasks are:


Analysis of the government‘s quarterly reports on the state of the economy, public finances and debt;
the proposed budget (revenue law and expenditure decree); the annual report on the National
Development Plan Changes; and the report on foreign trade and tariffs.



Briefing notes and/or longer studies on topics related to the public finances. It is quite common for
parliamentary committees to ask CEFP for information and CEFP typically responds in writing. In
2011, the CEFP reports receiving 286 such requests all of which were answered in writing.



Costing of legislation that originates in the legislature. In 2011, CEFP reported 288 requests for
budget and income cost impacts of new bills, again answered in writing. This task is the most timeconsuming with the CEFP estimating that around 65% of staff time is spent on it.



Analyse the government‘s short and medium-term projections and produce their own (covering one
and five years ahead). Currently neither the government nor the CEFP produce projections that exceed
five years.

In addition to the above, the CEFP seeks to enrich the public debate on the public finances
through its Journal of Public Finance (published 2-4 times a year) and activities such as conferences
or seminars and an annual prize for the best piece of new research on the public finances.
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Article 3 of the 1998 Resolution.
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As a non-partisan unit, the CEFP is precluded from making normative policy recommendations.
It is not required by legislation to monitor adherence to the fiscal rules currently in place in Mexico 63
or to cost election platforms.
IX. Access to information
The 1998 Resolution includes a provision for the CEFP to request information it deems necessary
for its work from the Ministry of Finance. CEFP‘s access to information was further strengthened in
legislation by the 2006 BFRL (see Articles 42, 106 and 107). Nevertheless, CEFP reports some
difficulties in getting information in a timely manner. Delays are due in part to procedural issues – the
Ministry provides the requested information first to the relevant Committee which is then responsible
for transmitting it to the CEFP. Similarly CEFP reports some difficulties with the format in which
information is given. For example, when CEFP requested access to the database for the draft budget,
the Ministry of Finance provided a PDF file. The CEFP then had to create its own database and
manually re-enter the information in the PDF file at a time when CEFP was on a tight deadline to
make its report to Congress. On the positive side however, in recent years the Ministry of Finance has
made a much wider variety of budget related information publically available.
X. Transparency
With the permission of Congress, much of the information produced by the CEFP is published on
its website, including key documents such as its analysis of the draft annual revenue law, the draft
annual expenditure decree, and the Ministry of Finance‘s quarterly fiscal reports. The CEFP also
publishes many studies on topics in public finance, monthly news bulletins (which follow various
economic indicators) and its own CEFP Journal of Public Finance. At times additional information
and tools have also been made publically available. For example, from 2007-09, the CEFP published
their its forecasting work. The CEFP‘s congressional clients (committees and Members) decide
whether they would like to publish other research requests; typically these are not published. Costings
of proposed legislation are treated as internal Committee documents and are also not published.
Although CEFP has a staff member assigned to respond to media questions, in practice the CEFP
avoids the limelight and lets their work speak for itself. Apart from the public outreach activities
described in Section VIII, the CEFP relies on publication of its work on its website as its main form of
communication with the media and the public. As a general rule, the CEFP does not send out press
releases or hold press conferences (although the Director General may occasionally agree to be
interviewed by the press). This is seen as the prerogative of Members of Congress. Nevertheless, the
work of the CEFP receives regular media coverage.
XI. Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation
The Chamber of Deputies‘ Committee on the CEFP provides broad oversight of all aspects of the
CEFP. The CEFP does not have an independent advisory board or a panel of outside experts that
provide comments on CEFP‘s annual work programme or the quality of its outputs. In general
evaluations of CEFP‘s work are informal, notably from comments and feedback by committees and
members in Congress, peers, or the media.
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The fiscal rule at federal level pertains to the financial balance, which includes interest payments but
excludes the cost of the banking sector rescue package, public-private partnership schemes, PIDIREGAS,
and the long-term investment schemes of PEMEX the national oil company. There are also two fiscal rules
that apply at sub-national level. OECD (2009, pp. 55-59) discusses the three fiscal rules.
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XII. Concluding remarks
CEFP was established in 1998 to provide the Congress with objective, non-partisan, and timely
analysis on the public finances. CEFP has significantly enhanced capacities within the legislature for
independent budget analysis and is a model for many Latin American countries looking to do the
same. CEFP‘s work has been widely reported in the media and contributed to the public debate on the
budget and public finances.
Although modelled in part on the United States CBO, the CEFP does not have the same
autonomy granted to the CBO and cannot claim to be fully independent. Given the difficulties that any
non-partisan institution faces when working in a highly partisan environment, it might be useful to
explore ways to enhance CEFP‘s autonomy and to protect it from political interference or perceptions
of political interference, for example, in the leadership appointment process. This could be done in
part by examining the various models for independent fiscal institutions in other OECD countries,
particularly those institutions under the legislature, and how they have dealt with similar challenges. In
addition, given the broadening of CEFP‘s mandate, particularly around costing, there is a case to be
made for increasing the CEFP‘s resources.
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Website
Centre for Public Finance Studies (Centro de Estudios de las Finanzas Públicas) :
http://www3.diputados.gob.mx/camara/001_diputados/006_centros_de_estudio/02_centro_de_estudio
s_de_finanzas_publicas
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NETHERLANDS

CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Planning Analysis
(known locally as the Central Planning Bureau, CPB)
Established: 1945.
Enabling legislation: Law Concerning the Preparation of a Central Economic Plan adopted in 1947.
Mandate: Independent analysis relevant for economic policy making, particularly macroeconomic
forecasting and the costing of policy proposals.
Budget: EUR 13 million (FY2011).
Staff: 117 full-time equivalents (2012).

I. Context
The CPB64 was founded at the proposal of Social Affairs Minister Willem Drees on 3 September
1945 and commenced its work on 15 September. Highly regarded economist Jan Tinbergen was
appointed as its first Director.65 At the time the Netherlands was faced with an urgent need to rebuild
the country following the Second World War and to restore economic and employment growth. Hein
Vos, who served as Minister of Economic Affairs in the emergency Schermerhorn-Drees
government66 asked Tinbergen to prepare a proposal for a new economic planning bureau. In an
unpublished blueprint in 1943, Tinbergen had previously argued for a small agency to quantify the
size and composition of the national economy and to analyse the policy measures needed for long run
economic development. Vos‘ idea was for a new agency that would periodically draft a
macroeconomic plan with guidelines for the government‘s economic policy. Ultimately, the CPB
chose to emphasise macroeconomic assessment and forecasting67 and its annual Central Economic
Plan has never contained any such guidelines.
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Literally translated from the Dutch, the agency is the ‗Central Planning Bureau‘. However, its English name,
CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis, better describes its function. The CPB has never
been engaged in economic planning. Rather it analyses the effects of current and future government policies.
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In 1936, Tinbergen constructed the first econometric model for the Dutch economy, which is generally
considered the first econometric model in the world, Don and Verbruggen (2006, p. 21). In 1969, he received
the Nobel Prize for his pioneering work in econometric modeling.
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In place from 4 June 1945- 3 July 1946.
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CPB‘s first macro model became operational in 1953. It served as a basis for forecasting and policy advice
for most of the 1950s. At the time, the use of such a model to analyse the expected impact of particular
policies was path-breaking. It reflected Tinbergen‘s view on planning, namely that policy makers should
define the targets of government policy while the optimal mix of instruments for achieving targets should be
chosen on the basis of an economic model, Bos and Teulings (2012, p.4).
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The first legislative proposal for the CPB (1946) was rejected by Parliament, however in April
1947, following a change of government, a second legislative proposal was approved and the CPB‘s
legal status was established in the ―Law Concerning the Preparation of a Central Economic Plan‖.
There was broad political support for the establishment of the CPB and for combining forward
planning with well-founded economic analysis. Nevertheless, the extent to which the government
should intervene in the economy was a source of debate, since there were still memories of painful
policy responses during the Great Depression. Also, Keynesian views on macro-fiscal management
were new. Another central issue at the time was whether the CPB should explicitly issue policy advice
or limit itself to analysing the effects of proposed policy measures. The latter option was chosen and is
still in place.
The Netherlands is now a member of the EU and the euro zone. As such, it is subject to the
requirements of the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP). For many decades, the Netherlands has typically
had coalition governments. Since the 1960s, coalition agreements include medium-term fiscal
objectives.68 Since 1994, the agreements between political parties in government have been
supplemented with a fiscal rule on total government expenditure. This is combined with a rule not to
introduce new policy measures that would change revenues coming from tax and social security
contributions (other than those agreed in the coalition agreement). The government‘s fiscal rule
supplements the EU fiscal rules on deficits and gross debt. Despite the various changes in the way
fiscal policy and government decision-making have been managed in the past 60 years, the CPB has
consistently provided independent analysis of the economic impact of fiscal and other policies. While
the CPB has seen many changes of government, its independence has not been compromised and its
existence has not been threatened.
II. Legal basis for establishment
In 1947, the CPB obtained a legal basis with the adoption of the Law Concerning the Preparation
of a Central Economic Plan. This law establishes the CPB as a part of the Ministry of Economic
Affairs. It briefly specifies the CPB‘s mandate and creates the CPB‘s oversight body, the Central
Planning Commission (see Section IX below). The law is worded in a general way and is not a
fundamental reference for the CPB. The law has never been amended, although new regulations on the
planning agencies were recently adopted (see Section IV).
III. Mandate
The CPB‘s mandate has consistently been to conduct independent analysis relevant for economic
policy making. The CPB is also responsible for the official government forecasts of economic and
fiscal developments.69 The only document that the CPB is mandated by law to produce is the annual
Central Economic Plan, which provides an overview of the actual and projected economic situation.70
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Box 1 of Blöndal and Kristensen (2001, p. 45) lays out the main features of coalition agreements on budget
policy.
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CPB‘s fiscal projections are for general government Local government fiscal data is submitted to the CPB
with considerable lags, which adds to the uncertainty of CPB‘s fiscal projections for local governments. In its
analysis of public policies, the CPB‘s focus is also on the impact on the central government‘s finances.
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The CPB has never prepared detailed central planning documents comparable to those of the former centrally
planned economies of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. ―Central Economic Plan‖ is a misnomer.
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Over the years, the activities within the CPB‘s mandate have broadened substantially. Since the
1960s, the CPB publishes reports on the state of public finances and costings for policy proposals.
Since the 1980s, it costs political parties‘ election manifestos71 and coalition agreements after
elections. Since the 1990s, the CPB prepares long-term fiscal and debt analyses. The CPB continues to
make spatial cost-benefit analyses and has a broad research agenda. Finally, The CPB reports on a
wide variety of microeconomic and sector-specific topics such as health care, housing, the labour
market, and welfare policies.
The CPB does not have a mandate to directly influence fiscal policy. It does not provide
normative assessments of coalition governments‘ commitments and fiscal objectives, nor does it
monitor compliance with EU fiscal rules.
IV. Relationship with the Executive and the Legislature
The CPB is an agency under the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation.72
Although the CPB is part of the executive branch of government, it enjoys considerable independence,
including by having its own advisory board with private sector representatives (see Section XI below)
and by deciding on its own annual work programme (see Section VII below). CPB‘s offices are also
physically separate from those of the Ministry of Economic Affairs.
CPB‘s independence within the executive is de facto, not de jure: ―independence‖ is not
mentioned in the 1947 law. However, a new decree relating to all Dutch planning bureaus was issued
in 21 February 2012.73 The decree clarifies some aspects of the CPB and other bureaus‘
independence, including the way the planning bureaus are to conduct research, the contents of their
reports, and the methodology to be employed.
Parliament (Box 1) can request research from the CPB. Until 2009, political parties and
Parliament had to make a formal request for CPB analysis via the Minister of Economic Affairs. This
procedure required the CPB to first report to the government after which the Ministry of Economic
Affairs sent the CPB‘s report to Parliament. In 2009, a two-day delay in releasing a CPB report raised
suspicions in Parliament that the government had tried to influence the report‘s conclusions.
Subsequently, the procedure was changed. CPB can now respond directly to parliamentary requests.
This has enhanced CPB‘s independence from the government. The February 2012 decree for the
planning bureaus provides details on the new procedure; it also includes provisions for treating nonpublic requests for policy analysis, by politicians and other actors such as national trade unions and
employers federations.
Although the CPB serves both chambers of Parliament, it is more frequently in contact with the
House of Representatives. The head of CPB regularly appears before the Finance Committee of the
House of Representatives to explain new forecasts. He/she may also appear before other committees to
explain CPB analysis of specific issues. The same holds true for deputy directors and senior members
of the CPB staff. Parliament has an opportunity to scrutinise the CPB‘s annual budget as it does for all
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Bos and Teulings (2011) discuss the 25-year experience of costing election platforms.
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Prior to 2011, the Ministry of Economic Affairs and the Ministry of Agriculture were separate ministries.
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The CPB has two sister planning bureaus: the Netherlands Institute for Social Research (SCP) and the
Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency (PBL). The directors of the three bureaus meet periodically
to discuss work plans and to ensure that efforts are complementary. As from 2015, the three bureaus will be
housed in the same building.
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government ministries. However, Parliament does not play any role in the key appointments at the
CPB or other aspects of the CPB‘s functioning.
There is no other institution that prepares budget and economic analysis to the same depth as that
of the CPB. Although the Central Bank of the Netherlands and some commercial banks also prepare
macroeconomic and financial forecasts, the CPB is the only institution that prepares detailed
projections in public finance and budget impact analysis of political parties‘ policies.

Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
The Netherlands is a parliamentary democracy. Parliament is bicameral, with a 150 member House of
Representatives (directly elected by proportional representation, on a four-year cycle) and a 75 member Senate
(indirectly elected, by 12 provincial councils). The House of Representatives has greater budgetary powers, as
the Senate does not have the right to amend a bill; it can only adopt or reject it.
The Constitution requires the budget to be presented to Parliament on the third Tuesday of September. This
happens when the Minister of Finance presents to the House of Representatives a budget overview and
23 budget bills on behalf of Cabinet ministers responsible for specific policy areas. Parliament has three months
for budget scrutiny (for the steps of budget approval, see Table 4 of Bos, 2008) and all 23 appropriation acts are
usually adopted before the end of December. The House of Representatives can amend the draft budget, in
principle without limit. However, coalition agreements, especially spending ceilings, restrict the House from
making significant modifications to the government’s draft budget. Although reallocations between the
23 spending bills by the House of Representatives are possible, in practice this rarely happens because
proposals to increase one budget line item without decreasing another line item would not be adopted by a
majority of members because of the ceilings in the coalition agreement. In Parliament, budget policies are first
discussed generally in plenary session. Later, each spending bill is examined in detail by committees and each
responsible minister must respond in writing to questions from a specific parliamentary committee before which
he/she appears.
The Finance Committee of the House of Representatives is responsible for scrutinising overall budget
aggregates. The Public Expenditure Committee is primarily concerned with budget procedures and rules, not with
the 23 spending bills. Sectoral committees of the House of Representatives and of the Senate examine the
spending bills, which are subsequently adopted in a plenary session. These sessions are open to the public.
Technical support to the legislature during the budget process can be provided by the CPB or by the Parliament’s
Bureau for Research and Public Expenditure (BOR), a small unit attached to Parliament that provides analytical
notes to MPs on budgetary and other issues. Box 2 below describes BOR’s tasks and activities.
The Parliament experimented with establishing its own independent Council of Economic Advisors (Raad
van Economisch Adviseurs, REA) from 2005-2007. There was broad cross-party support at the time of its
establishment (the vote was 100 for, 50 against). The goal was to provide the House of Representatives with
independent policy advice on financial and economic affairs. The Council's six members (university professors in
economics and public finance) were appointed by the House's Committee on Finance. To ensure the
independence of the REA, the Council members could be in no way connected to the government or other related
entities. The independence of the Council was also reflected in its agenda and the timing of advice: both were
determined by the Council itself. During its three years of existence, the Council published ten reports on macrofiscal and specific issues (e.g. the tax base, ageing, housing, government regulation). However, after a critical
interim assessment by Parliament, Council members announced that they would not seek re-appointment,
despite the fact that some parties expressed disappointment in this decision. In a self-assessment (REA, 2007),
the Council recognised that they had relatively little interaction with Parliament. In addition, some political parties
criticised the style and content of the REA reports, which were perceived to be critical of some government
policies. The Council’s website still exists and all Council reports can still be downloaded.
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Box 2. The Parliamentary Bureau for Research and Public Expenditure
(Bureau Onderzoek en Rijksuitgaven, BOR)
The BOR was established in December 2007 by merging the Research and Verification Bureau of the
House of Representatives and experts of the Public Expenditure Committee. Its creation was an internal decision
of the House of Representatives and it is not established in law or in the House’s internal Rules and Regulations.
The BOR, which is politically neutral in its work, has three main tasks:





Supporting parliamentary investigations, enquiries and research. This is done both in-house within the
BOR and by providing BOR resources for one-off studies commissioned by standing committees of the
House of Representatives;
Providing analytical notes to parliamentary standing committees, especially on budget-related matters.
All standing committees are served equally;
Advising MPs and sharing knowledge, including drafting amendments to the budget bills and providing
briefings to MPs on budget, financial and other matters.

Each year the BOR prepares about 150 written notes to MPs, including on the draft budget bills, the annual
public accounts, and other government documents with budget implications, especially major projects. These
notes suggest questions that Standing Committees may ask government ministers when called upon to defend
their budget proposals or outcomes. The BOR also supports Parliament’s efforts to prepare ―foresight studies‖ (a
relatively new development recommended to improve parliamentary oversight), ex post evaluations, and ad hoc
budget-related research of relevance to Parliament. The BOR does not prepare revenue and spending projections
to ―compete with‖ those of the CPB. Nor does it prepare assessments of the impact of new budget proposals or
draft laws.
The BOR employs about 15 staff (12 FTE), formally appointed by the Secretary General of Parliament. Staff
are recruited for their technical abilities, not by political affiliation. Most staff are generalists but they specialise
their work according to the Standing Committee they serve. The head of the BOR and all staff are recruited and
paid according to civil service rules and regulations. BOR staff salaries are comparable to those of staff in
ministries.
The BOR’s notes are not published externally. The rationale for this policy is that the BOR notes to standing
committees are comparable to the unpublished speaking notes prepared by government ministries for their
ministers. The BOR notes are, however, accessible internally to all MPs and parliamentary staff on the Intranet of
the House. Exceptionally, a standing committee may authorise the publication of a BOR note if it is considered
highly pertinent and if MPs want to use the note in a debate or receive a minister’s formal reaction on it.
The BOR’s budget in 2011 was EUR 0.9 million. The BOR’s budget is part of the administrative budget for
parliamentary support services and is integrated into Parliament’s budget that is approved as one of the
23 annual Appropriations Acts. For 2012-15, the budget of all government ministries – and that of Parliament – is
highly restrained. The BOR’s annual budget has been relatively spared. For example, the number of full-time staff
is expected to remain constant in coming years.
A first evaluation of the BOR was conducted in 2009 (see evaluation of BOR).

V. Budget
CPB‘s budget is part of the budget of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and
Innovation, which follows standard budget preparation procedures for government ministries. Based
on its coalition agreement, a new government adopts a multi-annual budget that provides the starting
point for subsequent annual draft budgets. Following a Cabinet decision on the budget framework,
usually in April, the Ministry of Finance sends ―Letters of Totals‖ to each ministry, indicating
maximum spending for the upcoming new fiscal year (which begins on 1 January).
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CPB‘s draft annual budget is first prepared internally and approved by the director. In May, it is
discussed with the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation. These discussions may
lead to changes in the budgeted amounts, not because of any specific work that the CPB is proposing,
but because the general cuts in government spending are also applied to the CPB.74 Once these
discussions take place, the CPB budget for year t+1 and four out-years is finalised by the end of June.
In August, when the Cabinet reviews the budget‘s revenue projections, the amount of proposed budget
spending may be fine-tuned. CPB‘s net spending is included in Appropriation Bill XIII (i.e. the one
pertaining to the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation).
The CPB is not entirely funded by the lump-sum allocation from the central government budget.
The CPB is authorised to receive revenues for analytical work contracted with third parties.75 CPB‘s
―clients‖ are limited to central government ministries, local governments, European institutions and
international governmental organisations. The CPB is not allowed to compete with commercial
research bureaus. The revenue for work received from external sources cannot exceed 20% of CPB‘s
spending funded through the annual budget. Recently these revenues have amounted to 10-15% of
spending.
Administrative spending in all government ministries has been falling in real terms since 2002
and the CPB‘s funding was not spared. However, the declines in CPB‘s budget have often been less
than the average for all government ministries. Nonetheless, for 2002-06 and 2008-10, CPB‘s budget
fell by 11% and 10% respectively, to 13 million Euros. A further decline of 10% has been decided for
2011-15.76
VI. Staffing
Leadership
The Director of the CBP is appointed by the Cabinet of Ministers upon a proposal by the Minister
of Economic Affairs. In selecting a new head of the CPB, the main criterion is the ability to perform
the required duties in a professional and nonpolitical manner. This is not a written rule, but a longstanding practice that is accepted by all political parties. When directors change, which is relatively
infrequently, the Minister of Economic Affairs and his/her advisors consult widely including with the
Minister/Ministry of Finance and university professors involved in economic policy making. The
background and qualifications for a new director are not formally laid out. Current informal
understandings are that the director needs to be a top Dutch economist with considerable experience in
policy issues.
Each appointment is for a seven-year period that is renewable once. The seven-year term is
delinked from changes in government that occur at least every four years. This enhances CPB‘s
independence from political influences. The formal appointment process and the director‘s salary
follow the rules applicable for higher civil servants. Should removal be necessary, this would also
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For example, in 2010, following agreement to increase civil service salaries, all ministries – and the CPB –
had to agree on a staff retrenchment plan.
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The basis for this authorisation was formalised in the February 2012 decree on the Dutch planning bureaus.
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CPB budget projections made in 2011 for the 2012 budget show CPB‘s total budget rounded to the nearest
million euros. In previous years, before the merger of the Ministries of Economic Affairs and of Agriculture,
CPB‘s budget projections were shown in slightly more detail.
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follow civil service procedures. However, during its entire 65 years of operation, no CPB director has
ever been removed.
All staff
The staff of CPB are civil servants. As such, they are recruited, dismissed and remunerated
according to the civil service regulations, and are subject to civil service rules on conflicts of interest.
The terms of employment and range of salary scales are shown on the CPB website (see
www.cpb.nl/en/working-cpb).
The CPB hires staff both domestically and internationally (strong Dutch language skills are
needed). CPB‘s professional employees are either policy analysts or researchers. Policy analysts
address short- and medium-run policy issues that are raised by the government, political parties,
parliament and other interest groups. Researchers investigate new themes or prepare the ground for
future policy analysis. Researchers must have qualifications and experience in economics or
econometrics. Although a PhD is not a prerequisite for a position at CPB, it is preferred and in recent
years, the share of research staff with PhDs has risen. Policy analysts need at least a higher vocational
education.77 Recruitment and selection policies for professional staff aim at attracting strong
candidates with a broad interest in applied policy-relevant issues, rather than highly specialised
personnel. The Bureau‘s policy is to avoid its staff becoming locked into just a single topic.
Nonetheless, CPB recognises that specialist staff need to be recruited, including mathematicians, IT
specialists, technicians and administrators. All staff are hired by the director of CPB, who is supported
by a human resources unit.
The across-the-government budget cuts have resulted in a considerable fall in the number of CPB
staff, which peaked at 158 FTE in 2002. In 2010 there were 148 FTE. In 2011, the number dropped
to 135 and in 2012 to 117, of which 91 work in economics and public finance while the others are
mainly administrative. The staff work either in one of the CPB‘s five sectors (public finance;
macroeconomics; labour and education; competition and regulation; and climate and regional
economics) or in one of the four support units (executive secretariat, human resources, internal affairs,
and IT).78
The CPB has an academic partners and visiting scholars programme for prominent university
researchers who work together with CPB staff in writing academic papers and who advise the CPB for
its research. Academic partners are appointed to work for a period of one year, with the option of
extending the appointment. With this programme in place, CPB does not use outside consultants for
operational work. Finally, CPB has ties with a number of foreign institutes for economic policy
analysis (see www.cpb.nl/en/international-partners, which includes Sweden‘s Fiscal Council and the
United Kingdom‘s OBR). Co-operation is on the basis of mutual independence: each partner remains
fully responsible for the content and quality of its work.
Until recently, the CPB had a Young Professionals Programme (YPP) which aimed at attracting
talented young academics, economists and non-economists without a PhD in economics. The YPP was
a two-year programme in which a young professional participated in three projects and took courses in
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Chart 2.1 of CPB (2009) shows the composition of staff by educational qualifications.
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For details of the responsibilities of each of the five sectors and four management support directorates, see
www.cpb.nl/en/organisation. This organisational structure is operational since September 2011; prior to this
restructuring there were six sectors (see CPB, 2009).
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the extended Masters programme at the Tinbergen Institute. Due to budget cuts, the YPP has been
suspended.
VII. Work programme
The director of CPB decides on CPB‘s annual work programme. The CPB sets its own priorities
in accordance with various needs, including: i) the preparation of certain annual outputs each year,
notably those linked to the annual budget cycle (see Section VIII below); ii) the CPB‘s perceived
research needs of the central government on economic topics; and iii) research topics suggested by
government ministries with which the CPB consults. The CPB also follows the guidance on its work
programme provided by its advisory board, the Central Planning Commission (see Section XI below),
and by the Minister of Economic Affairs. The Minister could make special requests for certain
research, although this rarely happens.
Various institutions can request analysis from the CPB. Roughly 60% of requests come from
government ministries (mainly the socio-economic departments); 30% from political parties,
parliamentary committees, and individual parliamentarians (mainly in the lower house), and the
remaining 10% are from labour or trade unions, the employers‘ federation, the Social and Economic
Council79, and others. There is no automatic system for prioritising requests. This is left to the
discretion of the director of the CPB, who is guided by the provisions of the February 2012 decree on
the planning bureaus. Currently, the number of requests received is manageable. In the future, with the
prospect of further declines in CPB staffing, it may be challenging to meet all requests, especially if
the House of Representatives seeks more analysis from CPB.
VIII. Functions
Forecasting, costing of policy proposals and research are CPB‘s major functions. Today,
macroeconomic modelling and forecasting take up less time than in the early years of the CPB, even
though these activities are still crucial. About two-thirds of CPB staff time is devoted to research and
one-third to policy analysis.80
Forecasting. The CPB is the only macroeconomic forecaster for the government and for
Parliament. Modeling is used extensively by CPB for preparing the following forecasts:


Short-term macroeconomic and fiscal forecasts. The CPB updates and publishes macro forecasts four
times per year. The main forecasts are the Central Economic Plan, published every spring, and the
Macro Economic Outlook, which is published jointly with the annual budget at the opening of the
parliamentary year each September. Short updates of these forecasts are published in June and
December. The time horizon of these projections is the upcoming budget year and one out-year. The
impact of forecast budget changes in net real income of various groups of households is also analysed.



Revenue forecasting. The CPB forecasts tax revenues. The Tax Office provides the CPB with
monthly revenue realisations and the Ministry of Finance provides information on planned changes in
tax laws in future years. The Ministry of Finance is responsible for the budget estimates of revenues.
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This council is composed of representatives from trade unions, employers‘ organisations and independent
experts. The council discusses draft agreements on major socio-economic issues like social security, wage
rates and pensions.
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Figure 2.2 of CPB (2009) discusses the various activities of CPB in more detail.
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Medium-term baseline budget projections. The CPB prepares, at least once every four years, a
medium-term baseline forecast for the upcoming budget year and three out-years. The medium term
forecast is the basis for costing political parties‘ electoral platforms and for the medium-term
expenditure framework consistent with the coalition agreement of each new government.



Pre-election forecasts. These are published six months prior to parliamentary elections.



Long-term forecasts. Every few years, the CPB publishes a long-term forecast (up to 50 years) that
focuses on the sustainability of public finances. These projections and the medium-term budget
projections are the basis for the advice for the next period of government by the National Advisory
Group on Budgetary Principles.81

Budget analysis: The CPB analyses the budgetary impact of new policy measures. At times, the
CPB‘s estimates of savings from new budget cuts are lower than the estimates of the Ministry of
Finance. The CPB also analyses the budgetary proposals of new coalition agreements and updates the
government‘s medium-term projections based on new coalition agreements. When a coalition
agreement is modified in a substantial way, the CPB analyses the economic and budgetary impact.
Costing and cost-benefits analyses are also important functions of the CPB. All major
infrastructure projects are obliged to be subjected to cost-benefit analysis, which is performed either
by the CPB or another research institute.82 The CPB may provide a second opinion on the cost-benefit
analysis of another research institute. Moreover, every ministry can request a cost estimate and/or
economic impact forecast of any policy initiative. In practice, no major policy initiative is submitted to
the Cabinet of Ministers without a forecast of its cost by the CPB. Parliament and political parties also
have access to CPB‘s costing ―service‖. For example, opposition political parties‘ ―shadow budget‖83
proposals are often first costed by the CPB, on request of the political party concerned, prior to their
presentation to Parliament.
Costing of election manifestos: Political parties and civil society organisations can request
costing and economic impact forecasts from the CPB. This tradition has grown since 1986, and
although voluntary, all major parties now ask for such costings. The scope of such evaluations has
expanded substantially as more political parties requested such analysis. CPB not only analyses the
short-term effects on economic growth and public finance, but also examines the long-term effects and
the impact of the proposals on the distribution of income and unemployment. Most major political
parties also ask the CPB to cost major sectoral policy topics, like education, mobility, environment and
the housing market. This process has had the advantage of making parties manifestos much more
specific.
Research. The CPB initiates its own research programme for analysing policy-relevant issues.
This programme is independent of ministries‘ requests for costing and impact studies. The CPB has
examined, for example, the economic effects of ageing, globalisation, health care, education, the
financial crisis, and the regulation of markets. In some instances, such work is co-financed externally.
Although the conclusions of these studies can be politically sensitive, the CPB makes every effort to
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The group is comprised of senior government officials responsible for financial and economic policy making,
the director of CPB, and the Governor of the Central Bank. For more details, see Bos (2008).
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Examples are: Netherlands Economic Institute and the Tinbergen Institute
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―Shadow budgets‖ are selected policy proposals made by political parties during the annual budget debate in
Parliament. See Box 8 of Blöndal and Kristensen (2001).
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maintain its reputation of being strictly neutral. CPB researchers also conduct research for the
European Commission, often as part of international consortia.
Areas where the CPB does not play a role. The CPB does not provide policy advice to the
government. Nor does the CPB comment on the government‘s economic or budget policies apart from
considerations of feasibility and impact. As noted earlier, the CPB does not monitor compliance with
fiscal rules.
IX. Access to information
Although ministries are not legally obliged to provide information to the CPB, they co-operate
with the CPB for making the official economic forecast and providing other information needed by the
CPB to respond to requests for analysis. Being an ―insider‖ of government, the CPB has relatively
easy access to non-published information held by the ministries and information is received in a timely
manner. For costing, the Ministry of Finance provides much of the needed information. For
specialised issues such as health and social security, the CPB receives the required information
directly from the relevant ministry.
There are no standard procedures for communicating with ministries. At the working level, there
is regular contact between ministry and CPB staff. At higher levels, the CPB director or senior CPB
staff meet with high-level civil servants in different government committees, such as the Central
Economic Committee. Within the Ministry of Economic Affairs, the CPB director holds regular
meetings with the Secretary General.
X. Transparency
All CPB reports are publically available in electronic form. These are published by the CPB
under its own authority. The CPB‘s analytical methods are fully transparent: all assumptions,
empirical data and economic models are fully specified and published. All major CPB publications are
accompanied by a press release. For its spring forecast (the Central Economic Plan), a press
conference is normally organised. If the CPB director judges that a major CPB study warrants a press
conference, he/she may choose to hold such a conference. Press conferences are attended by
journalists from all major daily newspapers, and the remarks of the director are typically reported by
the major radio and TV stations.
Special costing requests done by the CPB and submitted to a ―client‖ remain confidential until
the client reviews them. If the request for CPB analysis is formal (e.g. a contract), the CPB normally
publishes the report. It is rare for a CPB client not to publish an analytical report prepared by CPB
under contract, although it has happened. If the request is informal, the client decides on its
publication. However, should the client mention part of the report in public, the CPB will publish the
full report.
Most requests to the CPB from the media are channelled through the CPB press officer.
Nonetheless, CPB staff members may explain to the media their technical research results. Each CPB
staff member is listed on the CPB website, facilitating media contact with a CPB staff member
directly. The CPB keeps internal records of media coverage of its work.
XI. Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation
The 1947 law establishes an advisory board for the CPB: the Central Planning Commission
(CPC). The CPC advises the management of the CPB on its work programme. CPC members, who are
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well-respected experts in economic policy making and public finance, are formally appointed by the
Minister of Economic Affairs for a three-year term, with the possibility of renewal for one consecutive
term, after consultation with the Cabinet of Ministers. Currently there are eight members of the board.
The management of the CPB takes the CPC‘s advice very seriously and incorporates CPC suggestions
as much as possible.
About every five years, the work of the CPB is evaluated through peer reviews by academics (on
scientific value) and by clients (on policy relevance). Nearly all of the academics for the scientific
review are non-Dutch, which enhances objectivity.84 Finally, the CPB encourages close contact with
the academic community, and CPB staff are encouraged to publish in academic journals and to work
with academics.
XII. Concluding remarks
As a 65-year old independent government institution, with a reputation for providing objective
analysis, relatively accurate and unbiased forecasts85 and cost-benefit analyses, the CPB has
considerable credibility in the eyes of the government, parliament, the media and the public. It is the
government‘s and the parliament‘s only forecaster of macroeconomic and budgetary developments.
CPB‘s short-, medium- and long-term projections of economic and fiscal developments serve as the
backbone of budgetary processes and policy discussions. The five-year projections on the basis of
unchanged revenue and expenditure policies provide a firm basis for assessing the cost of new election
platforms of political parties and also the coalition agreements of new governments. The CPB‘s
costings of election platforms have had a positive impact in terms of making party manifestos more
specific so that the costings are meaningful.
The CPB has considerable autonomy despite the formal appointment of the CPB director by a
government minister, the lack of a separate status of CPB staff from the civil service, and the financial
dependence of CPB on the national budget. Several elements contribute to CPB‘s de facto
independence, including: the seven-year renewable term of the CPB director (c.f. four-year election
cycles), the extensive discretion given to the CPB director for establishing the annual work
programme; an independent advisory board that oversees the CPB annual work programme; periodic
independent evaluations of CPB outputs (by academics and by CPB ―clients‖); the authority granted to
the CPB to respond directly to requests for policy analysis from Parliament; and the publication of
CPB forecasts and analyses under its own authority.
While the CPB‘s specific contribution to Dutch fiscal performance is difficult to measure, the
following are channels of influence. First, before elections, the National Advisory Group on Budgetary
Principles, which includes the CPB Director, suggests fiscal targets and a medium-term fiscal
framework. Although a new government is not obliged to take on board the advice, the group‘s views
have influenced government coalition agreements. Second, the CPB‘s analyses of election platforms
have raised awareness of the need, at a political level, for prudent and sustainable budget policies.
Third, CPB‘s pre-election analyses of political parties‘ proposed policies are subsequently used in
negotiations for the four-year coalition agreement by the parties forming a new government. These
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CPB (2009) is the most recent such evaluation; Annex A identifies the members of the Review Committee.
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Bos (2008) discusses the accuracy of projections and refers to a more detailed CPB study in 2006 by
Kranendonk and Verbruggen; Box 6 of Bos discusses the CPB‘s use of cautious economic assumptions from
1994 to 2007.
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features make the CPB an independent institution that plays a wider role than similar agencies in other
countries.86
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PORTUGAL

Council on Public Finances (CPF)
Established: 2011.
th

Enabling legislation: The 2001 Budget Framework Law (5 amendments, Law 22/2011, 20 May 2011)
formally established the council. The CPF’s Statutes were adopted in Law 54/2011 in October 2011.
Mandate: To undertake an independent assessment of the government’s fiscal strategy (Section III below
elaborates).
Budget: To be established.
Staff: Five council members; staff to be recruited in 2012

I. Context
The creation of the Council on Public Finances (CPF) in 2011 was part of a broader package of
reforms to improve budget management. During 2010, the government had been considering the
establishment of such a council and a working group to draw up its statutes was established in January
2011. The plans for the CPF were subsequently included as part of the bailout agreement with the
IMF/EU signed on 17 May, 2011.
The new CPF is not the only independent body providing budget analysis. In 2005, the Budget
Committee of Parliament recognized that an independent office would be useful to serve its need for
technical budget analysis. Subsequently, in 2006, a Parliamentary Technical Support Unit (acronym
UTAO in Portuguese) was established by law. In 2011, Parliament confirmed that it would like UTAO
to continue its activities. More details on UTAO – its legal basis, functions, budget, staffing, and
reporting – are described in Annex 1.
Prior to 2005, there was little integration of medium-term fiscal developments and annual budget
processes. Moreover, coverage of general government accounts was incomplete and budget processes
were fragmented. To address these shortcomings, the Socialist governments of 2005-11 decided to
revise the 2001 Budget Framework Law. In April 2010, the then Minister of Finance set up a task
force to propose amendments to the law.87 Issues addressed included: establishing a multi-annual
budget framework and a balanced budget rule; addressing budget fragmentation and control;
introducing programme budgeting; and creating an independent fiscal council. In October 2010, a
protocol was signed by the government and the largest opposition party to enable adoption of the
budget for 2011. The protocol included a reference to the creation of an independent fiscal agency.
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For the task force‘s report, see Sarmento (2010).
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The Governor of the Central Bank of Portugal also provided strong support for the establishment of
the CPF.88
In December 2010, the incumbent Socialist government and the Social Democratic party signed
an agreement that included the appointment of a group of non-partisan experts to prepare draft statutes
for an independent fiscal council. 89 In April 2011, the working group delivered their proposals and
made them available on their website.
Regarding fiscal rules, in addition to the EU-wide deficit and debt rules applying to all member
states, Portugal now has a structural deficit rule, which was introduced in the amendments to the 2001
Budget Framework Law in May 2011, which also re quires a multi-annual framework for budgetary
planning. The medium-term framework defines ceilings on expenditure of the central government.
Transfers made in the social security financing law and the financing laws in autonomous regions and
local governments are also subject to ceilings. Besides these national fiscal rules, subnational
governments and autonomous regions have limits on net debt. A fiscal rule also applies to government
entities with financial autonomy (these account for over one-fifth of general government spending):
they are required to balance their budgets.
The IMF/EU programme lent support to the various budget reforms and included specific
deadlines for adopting the Council‘s statutes and making the Council operational.90 Following a
parliamentary debate, the statutes were approved by Parliament in October 2011; they did not diverge
significantly from the draft of April 2011. In December 2011, the five members of the CPF‘s Senior
Board were chosen. In February 2012 the Council members‘ tenures officially began and the first
Council meeting in Lisbon was held. At this time, the CPF was working on the necessary preconditions to become fully operational, such as finding appropriate premises and finalizing its work
plan, budget, staffing requirements, and remuneration policies for Council members and staff.
II. Legal basis for establishment
The fifth amendment to the Budget Framework Law 91/2001 (Law 22/2011) formally established
the Council in May 2011. The CPF‘s Statutes are laid out in Law 54/2011, adopted in October 2011.
On 2 February 2012, the Council was officially registered as a new legal entity.
III. Mandate
The CPF‘s mandate is clearly laid out in Laws 22/2011 and 54/2011. The latter law specifies that
the council ―is to undertake an independent assessment of the consistency, compliance and
sustainability of fiscal policy and to enhance, through increased transparency, the quality of
democracy and economic policy-making and to reinforce the financial credibility of the State.‖
Article 12-I(1) of Law 52/2011 is more specific regarding the council‘s assessments of fiscal
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See Speech of Governor in November 2010 at the 6th annual conference of the Portuguese Economists
Association.
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The members of the working group, who had university or Bank of Portugal experience, were: António Pinto
Barbosa (Coordinator), Teodora Cardoso (who was later appointed Chair of the CPF) and João Loureiro.
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The May 2011 agreement with the IMF/EU required the publication of a medium-term fiscal strategy
document (see IMF Memorandum of Economic and Financial Policies (MEFP) May 2011). In the first
review of the programme, the government committed to adopt the Statutes of the Fiscal Council by the end of
September 2011 and to make the Council operational by end December 2011 (see IMF MEFP September
2011) and paragraph 3.14 of IMF (2011).
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projections and monitoring of compliance with fiscal rules. The CPF is ―responsible for undertaking
an assessment of the objectives proposed for the macroeconomic and fiscal projections, the long-term
sustainability of public accounts and compliance with the budget balance rules and the rules on
expenditure by the central government (both laid down in law), and the indebtedness rules of
autonomous regions and local governments enshrined in the respective financing laws‖. The CPF‘s
statutes identify eight specific tasks and various reporting requirements (see Section VIII below).
IV. Relationship with the Executive and the Legislature
The CPF is independent of both the Executive and the Parliament. Its Statutes indicate that, in
performing its functions, the Council cannot request or receive instructions from the Parliament, the
Executive, or any other public or private entity. Both the Government and Parliament will receive the
Council‘s reports. To support its independence from the Government and Parliament, the Court of
Auditors and the Central Bank of Portugal are to play a unique role in its budget and appointment of
council members (see sections V and VI).
The focus of the Council‘s work will be on assessing fiscal projections and compliance with
fiscal rules. This will require the CPF to interact with other independent institutions, notably the
National Institute of Statistics, the Court of Auditors and the Central Bank of Portugal. It will also
require the Government to provide information to the CPF. The failure to provide information will be
subject to dissuasive actions (see section IX below).
Parliament will play no role in appointing Council members. However, the Parliament will
scrutinise and approve the CPF‘s annual budget in the context of approving the annual budget for all
State-financed entities. The Budget Committee plays a pivotal role in budget discussions in the
Parliament (Box 1). It is served by UTAO whose tasks overlap somewhat with those of the CPF: both
the CPF and UTAO analyse the draft annual budget and updates of the medium-term projections of the
Stability Programme.
Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
The Portuguese system of government is semi-presidential. Presidential elections are held every five years.
The Prime Minister is the leader of the majority party (or coalition of parties) in the 230-seat unicameral
Parliament, to which members are elected by proportional representation for four-year terms.
The Budget Framework Law requires the government’s proposed budget to be presented to Parliament by
15 October and approved by the end of November. This leaves a relatively short period of 45 days for
parliamentary budget review. The draft annual budget and the draft budget execution law (on the State General
Account) are discussed in the Budget and Finance Committee, which holds hearings and allocates articles to be
discussed in various committees or the plenary session. Discussions in the Budget and Finance Committee are
open to the public. The Budget and Finance Committee votes on amendments proposed by other committees and
individual Members of Parliament. While Parliament has unlimited power to amend the draft budget, in practice
few amendments are adopted, despite a large number of proposals from opposition parties.
The Parliamentary Technical Support Unit (UTAO; see Annex 1) provides analytical support to the Budget
and Finance Committee. In 2011, Parliament confirmed that it would like UTAO to continue its activities (i.e., the
CPF would not replace UTAO) and endorsed a higher level of staff than in 2009, when there were only two staff
members.
Source: OECD (2008).
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V. Budget
The financial independence of the Council and its capacity to fulfil its mission are guaranteed
through State budget appropriations, which ―can only be reduced in duly justified exceptional
circumstances‖ (Statutes, Article 27[3]). The Senior Board of the CPF is responsible for preparing the
Council‘s draft budget, which is subject to a favourable opinion of the President of the Court of
Auditors and the Governor of the Central Bank of Portugal. Once this opinion is obtained, the CPF‘s
annual budget will follow the budget review and approval procedures that apply to comparable
independent or constitutional bodies (e.g. the budget of the Court of Auditors). The budget of CPF will
be a separate line item in a revised 2012 budget and in the annual budget as from the 2013 fiscal year.
The funding of the CPF in 2012 is being provided under one-off transitional arrangements. At the
time this note was written, arrangements for remunerating council members had not been decided and
the recruitment of secretariat staff had not begun. The size of actual spending in 2012 is therefore
uncertain. To defray its expenses, the council has access to the unallocated general appropriation in the
annual budget, which is expected to be adequate for its 2012 spending. During the course of 2012, a
draft budget for 2013 and indicative levels of the CPF budget for future years will be prepared. At the
time of writing this note in early 2012, the size of the 2013 was unknown, as key decisions on the
number of staff (in addition to Council members) had not been taken.
VI. Staffing
Leadership
The Statutes specify that there are three governing bodies of the Council: the Senior Board, the
Executive Committee and the auditor (for the auditor‘s role, see section XI below).
The Senior Board
The Senior Board is a collegial body of five members: a President, a vice-President, one
executive member and two non-executive members. The President convenes meetings of the Senior
Board after hearing the vice-President‘s opinion. She/he also presides over meetings of both the Senior
Board and the Executive Committee, and takes part in the day-to-day running of the Council.
Each member is appointed by the Government (Council of Ministers) on a joint proposal of the
Governor of the Central Bank and the President of the Court of Auditors. The terms of all members
will be for seven years, non-renewable. Only the non-executive members are eligible for a once-only
renewable term. During an initial five-year transition period, members‘ terms are staggered: the
President for seven years (non-renewable); the Vice-President and the executive member for five years
(non-renewable); and the two non-executive members for three years (renewable once). The Senior
Board‘s terms are delinked from election cycles; this enhances the independence of the CPF.
None of the five Council members is eligible for appointment to the Senior Board if he/she has
held political positions during the previous two years. The Statutes are specific on previous political
positions: not being a Member of Parliament (neither European nor national), of the Government
(national, regional or local), of an executive body of a political party, or a public manager (these
include managers of autonomous public entities, notably State Owned Enterprises, municipal
enterprises, public institutes, and the central bank). The Statutes also elaborate on qualifications for
membership:
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Personalities of acknowledged merit, with experience in the areas of economics and public finance
and a high degree of independence;



Nationality (a maximum of two non-national members, preferably from EU member states; the
President must be a Portuguese citizen);



Residency (the President and the executive member must reside in Portugal);



Gender (all five members cannot be of the same gender);

The Statutes specify a limited number of reasons for dismissing a member. Apart from permanent
incapacity or death, these are: conflicts of interest, legal restraint or incapacity decreed by the courts,
being found guilty of a crime (once all appeals are exhausted), unjustified absences from two meetings
and serious misconduct. Dismissal for serious misconduct would follow a procedure jointly agreed by
the President of the Court of Auditors and the Governor of the Central Bank of Portugal. These
provisions reduce the risk of dismissals for political reasons. A member may also voluntarily resign
from the Council.
On 19 January, 2011, the five Senior Board members were formally appointed. All members
have had extensive experience in public finance. Two members, including the vice-President, are nonPortuguese citizens, which enhances the independence of the Council‘s assessments of the consistency
of fiscal policy. The two foreign CPF members will work part-time, whereas the three Portuguese
members will be full-time. All Senior Board members cannot hold any other public or private
positions in Portugal (and abroad if these conflict with their tasks at the CPF). Unpaid higher
education teaching or academic research is the only exception allowed.
The remuneration of the Senior Board members and CPF staff is determined by a special threeperson Remunerations Committee appointed by the Minister of Finance upon a joint proposal of the
Governor of the Central Bank and the President of the Court of Auditors. This committee, while
safeguarding its independence, will take into account the budgetary situation of the State and any legal
constraints on higher salaries (Article 20 of the Statutes). Remuneration is to include social security
provisions. In early February 2012, the level of salaries had not yet been set by this committee. For the
foreign council members, the possibility of providing a regular base salary (a fraction of the
President‘s salary) and a variable amount (to cover days spent in Portugal) was under consideration.
The Executive Committee
The Executive Committee will ensure the day-to-day running of the Council. The committee is
comprised of the President and the executive member of the Senior Board and the Head of Staff. All
three are full-time positions. In early 2012, the organisation and agendas of meetings of the Executive
Committee had not yet been laid out (in internal regulations).
All staff
The CPF will be supported by a full-time Secretariat. The head of the Secretariat staff is to be
appointed by the Senior Board for a renewable three-year contract. Other staff will be recruited
according to terms defined by the Remunerations Committee mentioned above, with priority being
given to staff already employed in the public administration. CPF staff cannot hold other posts in
public or private entities. The Statutes prohibit university professors from receiving remuneration from
both the Council and a university, which forces academics to resign should they be selected for
membership to the Council. The ―exclusive employment‖ condition also applies to Secretariat staff.
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As of early February 2012, no decisions had been taken regarding the number of Secretariat staff
needed to fulfil the CPF‘s mandate. A figure of 15 was floated at the time the Statutes were being
drafted in early 2011. However, this number was not based on an exhaustive study of the estimated
needs. In addition to the need for staff capable of macro-fiscal analysis, the Secretariat will require
specialists in specific areas of public finance analysis, notably pension and health systems, publicprivate partnerships (PPPs), and the financial positions of autonomous regions, local governments, and
public enterprises. In some of these areas, the challenges are great, including understanding complex
arrangements and obtaining viable data for analysis and fiscal risk statements.
The recruitment of staff in 2012 is not expected to be easy. First, although staff salaries do not
necessarily have to follow civil service scales – individual contracts including remuneration levels will
be determined by the Remunerations Committee – the total remuneration of CPF staff will be subject
to the ceilings applied to the civil service salaries (which have been reduced twice recently as part of
the crisis-management government spending cuts). Second, although the CPF would prefer public
finance specialists with considerable experience, the pool of such candidates is not large. Universities
are a potential source of staff. However, the lack of portability of university remuneration packages
and the legal requirement that CPF hires on an exclusive basis could make it difficult to recruit from
this source. Some CPF support functions (e.g. accounting and IT) may be outsourced. External
consultants also may be used for specific tasks or projects.
VII. Work programme
Specific procedures for determining the CPF‘s annual work programme have not yet been
formalized but in general the CPFs annual work programme will be based on the eight specific tasks
and the obligatory reports outlined in the CPF‘s Statutes (see Section VIII below). Initially, priority
will be given to ensuring that the obligatory reports are prepared in a timely manner. In 2012, , the
CPF will also need to spend a certain amount of time on logistical issues associated with making the
CPF operational: e.g., recruitment of Secretariat staff; preparation of the 2013 CPF budget; setting up
its offices; and ensuring adequate IT support and website development.
VIII. Functions
The CPF‘s specific tasks are spelt out in its Statutes. Notably the Council is to:


Assess the macroeconomic scenarios adopted by the Government and the consistency of forecasts of
budget projections with these scenarios;



Assess whether fiscal rules laid down in law are complied with;



Analyse the dynamics of public debt and its sustainability;



Analyse the dynamics of existing commitments, with special emphasis on pension and health systems,
and PPPs, including an assessment of their implications for fiscal sustainability;



Assess the financial position of the autonomous regions and local governments;



Assess the economic and financial situation of public enterprises and their potential impact on
consolidated public accounts and their sustainability;



Analyse tax expenditure; and



Monitor the budget out-turn.

Consistent with these tasks, the CPF intends to publish various annual reports, notably its
assessments of the government‘s multi-annual framework of budget planning, the government‘s
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Stability Programme updates (consistent with EU requirements) and the draft annual State budget. For
the latter, the CPF report will be released to assist parliament‘s debate on the budget in late October.
Given the relatively short time of parliamentary debate on the annual budget (45 days), a major
challenge for CPF will be to conduct its analysis and present its report to the Government and
Parliament in a timely manner. Finally, concerning the sustainability of the public finances, the
frequency of reports is to be decided by the CPF.
It is not expected that the CPF‘s reports will contain specific policy recommendations. However,
if fiscal outcomes diverge from the Government‘s fiscal objectives, the direction of desirable policy
changes will be clear from the Council‘s reports.
IX. Access to information
The CPF‘s Statutes state that the CPF shall have access to all the economic and financial
information necessary for the accomplishment of its mission and all public bodies are duty bound to
supply this information in a timely manner. In particular, the Government is required to provide the
Council with the macroeconomic models used and their underlying assumptions. If a public body does
not fulfil the duty of providing the information in good time, this shall be stated on the Council‘s
webpage. If inability to access information becomes a serious issue, the Government, the Parliament,
the Court of Auditors, and the Central Bank of Portugal shall be informed.
For its part, the Council will indicate to various agencies the information it must have on a
regular and automatic basis. According to its Statutes, access may be limited in cases where there are
legal restrictions in terms of State secrecy, judicial secrecy and banking secrecy.
X. Transparency
The CPF intends to be very transparent in its activities. Its Statutes require all Council reports to
be sent to the President of the Republic, the Government, the Parliament, the Court of Auditors and the
Central Bank, with all reports being made publicly available on the Council‘s website, in Portuguese
and English. A priority task in the months ahead is to establish the CPF website.
Relations with the media and the Parliament will evolve as 2012 progresses. Amongst the
specific responsibilities of the CPF President and Vice-President is holding press conferences and
taking part in parliamentary hearings, notably when CPF reports are released.
XI. Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation
According to its Statutes, an internal auditor is an integral part of the Council. The auditor will be
responsible for the control of the CPF‘s financial and asset management. He/she will make regular
examinations of the financial and economic situation of the Council and ensure that there is
compliance with norms that govern the Council‘s activities. The auditor will issue an opinion on the
management report and accounts of the Council. The auditor will be a chartered accountant or from an
audit firm, and will be appointed for a five-year non-renewable term by the Minister of Finance, on a
joint proposal of the President of the Court of Auditors and the Governor of the Central Bank of
Portugal.
The CPF is also subject to legal and financial control by the Court of Auditors which could, in
principle, evaluate the performance of the CPF. In practice, the CPF‘s credibility is likely to be
established informally, especially by feedback from the media, parliament and spokespersons for
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major political parties. The Statutes do not include any provisions for a periodic peer review
(e.g. every 4-5 years) of the CPF‘s performance.
XII. Concluding remarks
The newly established Council on Public Finances has a well-conceived and clear legal
framework, which provides firm underpinnings for its independence from both the government and
parliament. The role of other independent bodies – notably the Court of Auditors and Central Bank of
Portugal – in assuring the council‘s independence is unique. In particular, these two institutions play a
role in issuing an opinion on the CPF‘s budget, the appointment of Council members and its internal
auditor; they would be notified should the government not provide necessary information to the CPF.
The CPF‘s mandate to assess the consistency and sustainability of public finance is huge task,
especially given that Portugal‘s new budget procedures – the medium-term budget framework and
expenditure ceilings – are still evolving. The budget framework‘s emphasis on comprehensiveness
will require the CPF to examine specific budget issues such as pensions and health-care systems, and
public finances in autonomous regions, local governments, public enterprises and PPPs.
The Council‘s immediate challenge is to decide on major logistical issues, including the move
into appropriate office space and the recruitment of competent secretariat staff. Once these initial steps
are taken to make the Council operational, attention will be turned to preparing the CPF‘s key reports.
The Council and staff will need to move quickly to gather fiscal data and construct analytical tools for
assessing the government‘s medium-term fiscal outlook and draft annual budget (the latter will be in
October 2012). This first report will be an important first step in establishing the CPF‘s credibility.
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PORTUGAL: ANNEX 1
THE PARLIAMENTARY TECHNICAL SUPPORT UNIT
(UTAO: UNIDADE TÉCNICA DE APOIO ORÇAMENTAL)

Background to the establishment of UTAO. UTAO‘s creation in 2006 was linked to the need
to provide non-partisan budget analysis to Parliament, particularly the Budget and Finance Committee
(hereafter ―Budget Committee‖). The emphasis was on establishing a unit that could provide technical
and non-partisan analysis of the draft annual budget and budget execution. Prior to 2005, poor
recording of budget transactions had led to fiscal surprises, with Portugal being subject to the EU‘s
Excessive Deficit Procedure in 2002 and 2005. In 2006, the Socialist Party had the absolute majority
in Parliament although the chairman of the Budget Committee is by tradition from an opposition party
(in 2006, a Social Democrat). This contributed to the broad political consensus for establishing a small
UTAO in August 2006. It was envisaged that UTAO would be staffed by three to five persons.
Legal basis. UTAO was established by Resolution 53/2006 of Parliament. Its formal existence
was confirmed by Law 13/2010, which amended the Law Governing the Organisation and Modus
Operandi of the Departments and Services of the Assembly of the Republic.
Mandate and functions. UTAO‘s mandate is to provide technical support to the Budget
Committee. UTAO‘s functions are to prepare studies pertaining to: i) technical analysis of government
bills on the State Budget; ii) technical assessment of the General State Accounts; iii) technical
monitoring of budget execution; iv) technical analysis of revisions of the Stability and Growth
Programme; v) technical studies on the budgetary impact of legislative initiatives that are transmitted
to the Budget Committee at the discretion of the Speaker of Parliament; and vi) other studies submitted
to UTAO by the Budget Committee.
Administrative arrangements. UTAO is a specialised unit within the Parliament‘s Directorate
of Technical Support and Secretarial Services (DSATS). UTAO functions under the Speaker of
Parliament, who acts on proposals from the Budget Committee.
Budget. UTAO does not have a separate budget. UTAO‘s expenses are funded from the
parliament‘s administrative budget. Each year, at least 15 days before the draft State Budget Law is
presented to Parliament, the draft budget for Parliament is drawn up by the competent departments and
services, under the co-ordination of the Secretary General of Parliament, and in accordance with
guidelines and objectives set in advance by the Board of Administration. The draft budget is presented
to and approved by this Board, before it is subjected to the approval of Parliament in plenary session,
after which Parliament passes the State Budget. The UTAO Co-ordinator plays no role in executing
the ―budget‖ of UTAO. Until now, there have been no blockages for obtaining material resources to
conduct UTAO‘s work. Decisions on individual spending items (such as for meeting travel costs) are
made by the Director of the Directorate of DSATS or by the Secretary General of Parliament (for
major spending requests). UTAO‘s main costs are for staff salaries (about EUR 350 000 per annum).
Salaries were reduced by 10% on average in 2011 and by nearly 14% in 2012, in line with the
spending cuts applied to civil servants.
Staffing: appointments and dismissal. From March 2011, a Co-ordinator is chosen from among
UTAO‘s staff. Presently, all staff, including the Coordinator are seconded from other government-
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funded bodies.91 Secondments are annual and renewable for the duration of the legislature, when all
secondments end. Recruitment follows DSATS‘s procedures: the parliamentary service advertises
UTAO positions, using qualification criteria formulated by the Budget Committee. The Secretary
General of Parliament (who is appointed by the Speaker of Parliament) creates a selection committee
to choose among the candidates for UTAO positions. The Budget Committee is not involved in the
selection process, nor is the UTAO Co-ordinator consulted on appointments of UTAO staff. The short
duration of secondments and the lack of a formal employment contract with the Parliament create
considerable uncertainty for UTAO staff. Moreover, there are no written provisions for dismissals.
Hence a UTAO member can be removed relatively easily, as happened in 2009. In contrast, the new
legislature in June 2011 did not bring about any changes to UTAO‘s composition and the secondments
of its members were renewed. UTAO staff may resign after giving one month‘s notice.
Number of staff. In 2006, UTAO began with three staff, which dropped to two during 2007-09.
In October-November 2009, UTAO was closed down for two months. Later in 2009, the UTAO‘s staff
of two was asked to return until a new selection procedure was completed. In 2010, following an
agreement between the two major political parties, Parliament passed the Resolution 57/2010 that
envisages an increase in staff to 8-10. However, in December 2011, because of the spending cuts that
were being applied across the civil service and potential overlap with the work of the newly created
CPF, the Budget Committee decided not to increase the number of staff to beyond the present six.
Staff in relation to UTAO’s functions. Since UTAO has always had limited staff, it has not
been able to fully perform all of its functions. For example, it has not been able to develop in-house
macro-fiscal models to develop a baseline ―no policy change‖ budget forecasts, on which alternative
budget scenarios could be prepared. Also, the task of costing the budget impact of draft legislation has
not been well developed, again because of lack of resources. OECD (2008) recommended that
Parliament should consider increasing the number of staff of UTAO. Staff growth in 2011 (relative to
earlier years) has enabled UTAO to increase the number of documents it produces. For example, it has
started producing monthly analysis on budget execution and on public debt.
Annual work programme. UTAO‘s annual work programme is prepared by UTAO and
approved by the Budget Committee. Most of UTAO‘s work is the making of regular reports. The
releases of UTAO‘s main reports on the annual budget and Stability Programme update are timed to
coincide with parliamentary discussions. A very small portion of UTAO‘s work is to meet on-demand
requests from the Budget Committee. Any budget-related requests from other parliamentary
committees or from individual MPs are transmitted to UTAO via the Budget Committee, who decides
whether or not UTAO should conduct it. There is one exception: the Speaker of the House may
directly request UTAO to analyse a specific issue. This rarely happens.
Access to information. UTAO experienced poor access to information from the government
during 2006-09. However, since the adoption of Law 13/2010, access has improved greatly and the
Ministry of Finance now provides online access to its budget execution database.
Transparency. UTAO prepares reports for the Budget Committee. Subject to the committee‘s
approval, the reports are published on the website of the Budget Committee of Parliament. As
stipulated in Law 13/2010, in exercising its competences UTAO must act with strict impartiality and
objectivity. Each year, about thirty analytical and technical notes are prepared, however the key
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Most staff are on secondment from the Ministry of Finance; one is from the Central Bank of Portugal, and
until recently, one was from a public university.
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documents which receive the most attention are the of the government‘s annual update of the Stability
programme (i.e. proposed medium-term budget strategy); the proposed annual budget; monthly budget
execution (and debt) reports; and the government‘s report on the State General Accounts. Once its
reports or notes are published, they often receive attention from the media and national fiscal policy
experts. UTAO itself does not deal directly with external bodies; this is the role of members of the
Budget Committee.
Oversight. UTAO is overseen by the Budget Committee of Parliament. There is no other
advisory board that oversees UTAO‘s work, although the quality of its work is under permanent
scrutiny by national experts in fiscal policy, by MPs and by the media.
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SLOVAK REPUBLIC

Council for Budgetary Responsibility (Rada pre rozpočtovú zodpovednosť)
Established: To be established.
Enabling legislation: Constitutional Law on Budgetary Responsibility (Ústavný zákon o rozpočtovej
zodpovednosti), 8 December 2011.
Mandate: Publish a report on fiscal sustainability; submit to Parliament an evaluation of fiscal policy in
relation to fiscal rules and transparency rules; on its own initiative, publish costings of draft legislation; and
perform related activities and other activities prescribed by law.
Budget: To be determined (initial budget planned for up to EUR 2 million).
Staff: To be determined (recruitment of 15-20 analysts planned).

I. Context
The idea for an independent fiscal watchdog in the Slovak Republic originated with a working
paper by the National Bank of Slovakia (Horváth and Ódor, 2009). This gave rise to discussions with
the various political parties prior to the elections scheduled for June 2010, and the idea found its way
into the government programme of the centre-right coalition published in August 2010. During 2011, a
cross-party parliamentary committee developed the draft legislation, which was presented in
September 2011. The draft legislation was signed by a Member of Parliament from each of the
political parties represented in the National Council of the Slovak Republic. In December of the same
year, the National Council passed the Constitutional Law on Budget Responsibility, including
provisions for the establishment of a Council for Budgetary Responsibility (CBR), with a majority of
146 out of 147 parliamentarians (Ódor, 2012).
The negotiations leading up to the adoption of the legislation took place in the context of a
fundamental economic crisis in Europe and sovereign debt crises in a number of countries.92
Slovakia‘s fiscal position was not unaffected by these developments, which led to rising debt levels,
although still within the European Union‘s official limit of 60 per cent of gross domestic product.
Despite this international dimension, the process remained grounded in domestic politics. Yet, the
resulting legislation is compatible with the new fiscal treaty adopted by some European governments,
which promotes domestic fiscal rules and independent fiscal institutions.
The main comparative reference during the drafting of the provisions on the Council for
Budgetary Responsibility in the Slovak Republic was the experience of Hungary‘s Fiscal Council
(Porubský, 2011). The initial idea was to create a fiscal watchdog under the Parliament, which was
thought to protect its independence. However, when the Hungarian government replaced the original
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The crisis directly affected the political situation within the Slovak Republic as a first vote to approve the
expansion of the European Financial Stability Fund in October 2011, which was linked to a confidence
motion, toppled the centre-right coalition government in power since June 2010. This triggered new elections
in March 2012 that were won by the socialist Smer party. Smer pledged to stick with the previous
government's policy of reducing the deficit.
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Fiscal Council, with had been under the authority of the Hungarian Parliament, with a much weaker
body in 2011, it was felt in Slovakia that institutional independence along with financing from the
central bank might offer greater protection from potential political interference. The latter arrangement
resembles the institutional setup of Austria‘s Government Debt Committee (and to some degree the
newly established Portuguese Council on Public Finances), although this example did not play a major
role in the discussions leading up to the creation of the Committee for Budget Responsibility.
The creation of the Council is part of a broader set of measures. These include a constitutional
debt limit, expenditure ceilings, strengthened fiscal rules for municipalities, and enhanced fiscal
transparency. The Council is seen as the watchdog that works to enforce this fiscal framework. The
debt limit is set at 60 per cent of gross domestic product and relates to the official Eurostat figure.
From 2017, the debt limit will gradually decrease until it reaches 50 per cent of gross domestic product
from the 2028 fiscal year onwards. Several fully automatic sanction mechanisms are triggered at
different levels below the limit. The debt limits are subject to four numerically defined escape clauses,
relating to major recessions, banking system bailouts, natural disaster, and international guarantee
schemes.
The statutory debt limit is not the operational target; expenditure ceilings are expected to play this
role and underpin the implementation of the debt limit. The Constitutional Law on Budgetary
Responsibility also contains a no bailout clause and automatic financial sanctions for municipalities
breaching a debt threshold of 60% of their revenues. With regard to fiscal transparency, the law
provides a statutory basis for two independent committees responsible for macroeconomic and tax
forecasts for the budget (see Section IV below). There is also a requirement to include several
important pieces of information in the budget and the accounts. These relate to consolidated budget
figures, tax expenditures, implicit and contingent liabilities, net worth, one-off effects, financial results
of state companies, and a debt management strategy.
II. Legal basis for establishment
The legal basis for the establishment of the Council is the Constitutional Law on Budgetary
Responsibility (Ústavný zákon o rozpočtovej zodpovednosti), which received parliamentary approval
on 8 December 2011. Hereafter, it is referred to simply as ―the law‖.
III. Mandate
Article 4(1) of the law spells out five specific duties of the Council. It must:
a) Develop and publish a report on sustainability, including the baseline scenario and the
determination of sustainability indicators, annually by 30 April and always within 30
days after consideration of a government programme and expressed confidence in
government.
b) Prepare and submit to the National Council a report evaluating the implementation of
the fiscal rules and fiscal transparency rules established in the law with reference to
the previous fiscal year, each year by 31 August.
c) Prepare and publish at its own initiative opinions on draft legislation submitted to the
National Council, particularly in terms of implications for the general government
budget and long-term sustainability. Such advice may also develop at the instigation
of a parliamentary group.93
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This does not include normative advice.
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d) Perform other activities related to monitoring and evaluating economic development
in the Slovak Republic and the assessment of compliance with the rules of budgetary
responsibility.
e) Perform other activities prescribed by law.
The mandate is clear and provides a relatively narrow primary focus on fiscal sustainability
analysis and the assessment of compliance with fiscal and transparency rules. These two items are
linked to specific reporting deadlines. Costing activities are also possible, but not required. Moreover,
the possibility to carry out ―other activities‖ related to the mandate provides flexibility and appears to
allow the Council to engage in a range of complementary activities – as long as they do not distract
from its core mandate. Institutional coverage is comprehensive, including general government and
other entities as well if their operations may affect public finances. The law does not specify any
particular limitations.
IV. Relationship with the Executive and the Legislature
The Council is an independent institution. The National Bank of Slovakia provides funding for its
operation (see Section V below). Initially, the idea was to place the Council under the authority of
Parliament, but institutional autonomy along with financing from the central bank was thought to be
better able to guarantee its independence (see Section I above). It was thought that the governor of the
central bank would arguably suffer higher reputational costs than the government from any attempt to
eliminate an independent fiscal watchdog, since fiscal stability directly supports monetary policy.
Most likely, the European Central Bank would also question such an attempt and thus exert peer
pressure. Parliament has a role in appointing members of the Council (see Section VI below), and it is
also a statutory recipient of one of the Council‘s required reports (see Section III above).
Since the Council is tasked with assessing the government‘s compliance with the debt limit, it has
a potential role in triggering the sanctions outlined in Articles 5 and 12 of the law. These depend on
various thresholds in relation to the debt limit, and increase in severity: first an open letter by the
Minister of Finance to the National Council; then reform proposals from the government; an
expenditure freeze, including politician‘s salaries; a balanced budget requirement; and ultimately a
vote of confidence in the government once the debt limit has been reached or exceeded.
Article 8 of the law provides a statutory basis for two complementary institutions, which are
already operational: the Committee on Tax Revenue Forecasts and the Macroeconomic Forecasting
Committee. These committees are advisory bodies to the Minister of Finance and produce their
forecasts twice a year, which inform the budget preparation process. The existence of these institutions
limits the need to give such forecasting responsibilities to the Council, which is left with a more
focused mandate.
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Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
The Slovak Republic is a parliamentary republic. The government is led by the Prime Minister and exercises
executive power. The President is the head of state and the formal head of the executive, though with very limited
powers. The President is elected by direct, popular vote for a five-year term. The National Council of the Slovak
Republic is a unicameral legislature with 150 seats. Members are elected for four-year terms on the basis of
proportional representation.
The draft budget has to be presented to the National Council by 15 October, two and a half months prior to
the start of the fiscal year. The constitution does not impose constraints on the powers of the National Council to
amend the budget proposal. The 13-member Committee on Finance and Budget plays the central role in
examining the budget, with input from other parliamentary committees. In practice, parliamentary amendments to
the budget are not uncommon, but their overall impact is typically limited. The National Council does not have a
budget research unit to support its scrutiny of the budget.

V. Budget
Article 3(8) of the law stipulates that the expenditures for the office that supports the Council are
financed from the budget of the National Bank of Slovakia. The National Bank must be immediately
reimbursed for these expenses from the State Budget, if it makes such a request to the Ministry of
Finance. The Council has autonomy in determining the allocation of funds across various items of
expenditure, within the overall spending limit established by the National Bank. According to the
memorandum that accompanied the draft of the establishing legislation, the intention is to fund the
Council with approximately EUR 2 million in 2012, and to subsequently link its allocation to the
nominal growth of the current budget of the National Bank.
The envisaged process for funding the Council is rather unique among the independent fiscal
institutions reviewed in this publication. When the initial proposals were being discussed, the
European Central Bank objected that direct central bank funding for the Council constituted monetary
financing. As a result, the construction was inserted to allow the National Bank to immediately
reclaim the money from the State Budget. Interestingly, the Government Debt Committee in Austria is
also attached to that country‘s central bank and funded directly from its budget, but apparently this has
not given rise to similar concerns.
VI. Staffing
Leadership
Article 3 of the law regulates membership of the CBR. The Council has three members: one chair
and two other members. The chair is elected (and can be recalled) by the National Council of the
Slovak Republic with the support of at least a three-fifths majority vote of members, based on a
proposal by the government. One council member is elected (and can be recalled) by the National
Council with an absolute majority of members present, based on a proposal of the President of the
Slovak Republic. Another member is elected (and can be recalled) by the National Council with an
absolute majority of Members present, based on a proposal by the Governor of the National Bank of
Slovakia. Council members have the status of public officials.
The chair is expected to be full time. The two other Council members could potentially be part
time, but at least half of their time should be spent on their work with the Council. There are no
statutory rules for remuneration. An earlier draft of the law set an exact figure for remuneration of the
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chair and Council members but this provision was removed in the final approved legislation. It is
expected that the chair‘s remuneration will be similar to that of the vice-governor of the central bank.
Council members serve seven year non-renewable terms. If a member‘s term expires, a member
resigns, or dies or is declared dead, the relevant nominating body is entitled to propose a replacement
to the National Council within one month. If a member becomes ineligible to serve on the Council due
to a conviction for an intentional crime, the National Council itself nominates a replacement within
one month. A Council member may be removed from office only if convicted of an intentional
criminal act, if a court decision deprives them of their legal capacity, or if they are unable for a period
of six months to carry out their functions.
Council members must have appropriate expertise and experience, at minimum a completed
master‘s degree and at least five years experience in public finance and macroeconomics. A person
who has been convicted of an intentional crime is not eligible to be a member, and full legal capacity
is required. Membership of the Council is also incompatible with holding a position with a political
party or political movement, or with a company. Also excluded are the President of the Slovak
Republic, Members of Parliament, Members of the European Parliament, members of the government,
members of the European Commission, mayors, governors of a region, members of a municipal or
regional council, or individuals on the board of the National Bank of Slovakia. A former Council
member may not become a member of the government until more than three years have expired since
the end of their membership. These provisions allow for the appointment of foreign nationals, if they
have sufficient knowledge of the Slovak economy, and officials involved in the process expect this
possibility to be utilised in practice.
The first appointments fall under special provisions contained in Article 10 of the law. The
National Council has to elect the first members of the CBR with a three-fifths majority of deputies
present. Moreover, the start of the first term of each member will be staggered to avoid all terms
expiring at the same time and thereby disrupting the work of the Council. The CBR has to submit its
first required report (on fiscal sustainability) six months after the election of all members, and the
second required report (on the implementation of the fiscal and transparency rules) twelve months
after the election of all members.
All Staff
According to Article 3(7) of the law, the Council will have the support of a secretariat in an office
located in the capital city. According to the memorandum that accompanied the draft legislation, staff
will be recruited based on their ability to carry out the required analytical and administrative tasks to
enable the Council to fulfil its functions. The recruitment of about 15-20 analysts is planned. Once
appointed, the full Council will be responsible for hiring the staff for its office.
VII. Work Programme
The work programme will be guided by the mandate of the Council (see Section III above). It
establishes two specific annual reporting deadlines: 30 April for the report on fiscal sustainability, and
31 August for the report to the National Council on government‘s compliance with fiscal and
transparency rules. Parliamentary groups can request the Council to cost particular pieces of
legislation, but ultimately the Council has discretion in deciding whether to do so. As noted above, the
mandate also provides a degree of flexibility in terms of the Council‘s engagement in other activities
that are related to its mandate. The legal framework allows the Council to determine its own work
programme, within the requirements of its mandate.
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VIII. Functions
The mandate of the Council (see Section III above) requires it to conduct analyses of long-term
fiscal sustainability, which the law defines as a situation where general government revenues and
expenditure under a baseline scenario for the next 50 years will not increase public debt above the
upper limit of public debt enshrined in the legislation. Article 2 of the law provides precise definitions
of a range of related concepts, including the long-term baseline, the indicator of fiscal sustainability,
the structural primary balance, net wealth of the Slovak Republic, public enterprises, commitments
and tax expenditures. The second core function of the Council is to assess compliance with the fiscal
and transparency rules contained in the legislation (see Section I above). Finally, the Council can
choose to cost individual pieces of legislation.
The nature of the Council‘s work is positive, or descriptive, rather than normative. It has no
mandate to formulate explicit policy recommendations. The Council‘s mandate calls for a high level
of expertise in fiscal analysis. The Council has no role in macro-economic forecasting for the
government, which is the task of a separate body (see Section IV above). Moreover, it has no mandate
to cost the election platforms of political parties. Its functions are both prospective, when analysing
long-term fiscal sustainability, and retrospective, when assessing the government‘s compliance with
fiscal and transparency rules. The legal mandate of the Council prioritises these two functions, leaving
the costing of legislation as optional.
IX. Access to information
According to Article 4(2) of the law, the Council has the right to require government entities to
provide data that are necessary to carry out its functions. Public entities must provide advice and the
necessary assistance upon request. The Council and the National Bank of Slovakia exchange relevant
data. The law does not contain specific restrictions with regard to the Council‘s access to relevant data
held by government entities.
X. Transparency
The mandate contained in Article 4(1) of the law prescribes the publication of the required
reports. In addition, Article 7(1) requires the Council to publish on its website its methodology and
assumptions for analysing fiscal sustainability.
XI. Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation
The law establishing the Council does not make provision for an oversight board or advisory
panels, other than the distinction that it makes between members of the Council and the staff of its
office. The law does not mention systematic peer review of the reports of the Council, or any other
monitoring and evaluation arrangements.
XII. Concluding remarks
Slovakia‘s Council for Budgetary Responsibility was created on the basis of a unique consensus
that brought together all political parties in support of its legal framework. This approach has led to a
solid statutory basis for this new institution. The intended funding and staff level would seem to allow
the Council to meet the requirements of its mandate. Ultimately the functioning of the Council in
practice will depend on the effective implementation of these plans.
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SLOVENIA

Fiscal Council (Fiskalni svet)
Established 2009
Establishing legislation
Zakon o javnih financah), 2009.

Act Amending the Public Finance Act (Zakon o spremembah in dopolnitvah

Mandate Assess the stability and sustainability of fiscal policy and compliance with the Stability and
Growth Pact; the adequacy of fiscal targets in the medium-term fiscal framework; the effectiveness of public
spending; trends in individual categories of revenues and expenditures in terms of their impact on the
sustainability of public finances; the compatibility of fiscal policy with the long-term sustainability of public finances
due to population aging; the transparency of public finances and the quality of economic forecasts; structural
policies in terms of long-term sustainability of public finances, economic growth and employment; the effect of
general government debt and guarantees on the sustainability and stability of public finances
Budget EUR 100 000 (FY 2012)
Staff 7 Council Members; no staff.

I. Context
Slovenia is a member of the European Union and joined the Eurozone in 2007. At this time, the
general government debt and deficit figures had been well within the requirements of the Stability and
Growth Pact for several years. The subsequent economic crisis led to the deterioration of public
finances, and in 2009 the deficit breached the 3 per cent of GDP limit in the Pact. This was
accompanied by an even sharper increase in the stock of general government consolidated gross debt,
from 21.9 per cent in 2008 to 35.2 per cent in 2009 according to Eurostat. During 2009, the National
Assembly approved several amendments to the Public Finance Act (PFA; Zakon o javnih financah)
that, amongst others, demanded the creation of the Fiscal Council (see Section II below). The Council
was set up with a broad mandate aimed to promote prudent and sustainable public finances (see
Section III below).
The main governing party proposed the establishment of the Fiscal Council. At the time, the
Social Democrats headed a coalition government with the Social Liberals, the Democratic Party of
Pensioners of Slovenia and Liberal Democracy of Slovenia. The coalition agreement originally
envisaged the creation of an economic council to independently assess economic policy and structural
reforms, but later on the mandate of this body was narrowed to fiscal policy. The international trend
towards independent fiscal institutions provided inspiration for the proposal, including the example of
the Swedish Fiscal Policy Council.
Budgeting in Slovenia operates within a medium-term framework. Fiscal targets are set in
nominal terms, which limits flexibility in case of a change in economic circumstances. Slovenia has a
unique system where the government drafts a budget for the upcoming year together with a budget for
the subsequent year. In other words, the government presents two consecutive annual budgets every
year (Kraan and Wehner, 2004:60-62). At the start of the budget process, government determines
expenditure ceilings, as well as targets for debt and the budget balance. In 2011, the medium-term
objectives of the government were to bring the deficit down to below 3 per cent of GDP by 2013, to
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achieve a cyclically adjusted deficit of 1 per cent of GDP by 2015, and a balanced cyclically adjusted
budget by 2016. It also aimed to contain public debt below 48 per cent of GDP during the
consolidation period. A key function of the Fiscal Council is to comment ex post on government‘s
compliance with its fiscal targets.
II. Legal basis for establishment
An amendment to the PFA created the legal basis for the establishment of the Fiscal Council. The
Act Amending the Public Finance Act (Zakona o spremembah in dopolnitvah Zakona o javnih
financah) was adopted by the National Assembly on 17 June 2009 and promulgated by the President
on 26 June 2009. Other provisions in the amending act dealt with cash management and restrictions on
lending by certain financial institutions.
III. Mandate
Article 106 of the amended PFA establishes the Council as ―a consultative body for the
independent evaluation of fiscal policies and structural reforms.‖ Article 106.d spells out eight specific
functions and reporting requirements. By 30 April each year, the Council is required to prepare an
annual report in which it has to:
(1) Provide a retrospective assessment of the stability and sustainability of fiscal policy, the
annual Budget Memorandum and the Stability Programme, and compliance with the rules
of the Stability and Growth Pact. Assessments of compliance must take into account the
economic cycle and may be based on an independent assessment of economic trends by
the Fiscal Council.
(2) Assess the adequacy of fiscal targets in the medium-term fiscal framework.
(3) On the basis of the accounts, provide an annual assessment of the effectiveness of public
spending, including funds from the EU budget.
(4) On the basis of the accounts and adopted budgets for the coming year, assess trends in
individual categories of revenues and expenditures in terms of their impact on the
sustainability of public finances.
(5) Assess the compatibility of government fiscal policy with the long-term sustainability of
public finances due to population aging.
(6) Assess the transparency of public finances and the quality of economic forecasts used in
the process of budget preparation.
(7) Assess the effectiveness of the implementation of structural policies in terms of long-term
sustainability of public finances, economic growth and employment.
(8) Assess how general government debt and guarantees affect the sustainability and stability
of public finances.
Overall, this mandate can be described as broad. The PFA is very specific with regard to the
functions of the Council, but the individual components appear to allow some discretion in how these
requirements are met. Although parts of the reporting requirements refer to the central government
budget, many parts require a broader look at ―public finances‖ or general government. The law does
not specifically exempt any items from the remit of the Council.
IV. Relationship with the Executive and the Legislature
The Council falls under the statutory authority of the executive and is located with the General
Secretariat of the Government. This gives it a similar status as the Economic and Social Council, a
tripartite body created in 1994 for wage negotiations. The location of the Fiscal Council under the
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General Secretariat creates a degree of formal institutional separation from the Ministry of Finance.
There is no formal mechanism from parliamentary oversight of the Council, or the appointment of its
members, other than that Parliament has to approve the budget, including that of the Council. There is
also no official role for or relationship with other institutions that work in the area of budgets and
fiscal policy, such as the Bank of Slovenia, the Court of Audit, or the government‘s forecasting body
(see next paragraph). The government has not responded in detail to the annual report of the Council,
and it is under no legal obligation to do so. A new government took office in February 2012, but the
Council is yet to deliver its first report under the new prime minister.
Slovenia has a separate forecasting body, the Institute of Macroeconomic Analysis and
Development (IMAD). IMAD is an independent government office with its own budget allocation and
its director answers directly to the prime minister. It has 65 staff, mostly consisting of trained
economists. Unlike the Fiscal Council, IMAD has the status of a direct budget user and receives a
dedicated allocation from the State Budget. Twice a year, IMAD publishes detailed medium-term
forecasts for the main macroeconomic aggregates, including a discussion of economic risks and their
implications. It also produces a wide range of other publications, including monthly economic updates,
as well as reports on sustainable development, human and social development, methodological issues,
working papers, and occasionally books. Since 2007, IMAD has also published an annual report that
analyses key macroeconomic and fiscal developments and addresses current economic policy issues
and fiscal challenges. The existence of this highly professional and respected forecasting institution,
with operational independence from the Ministry of Finance, explains why the Fiscal Council does not
have any forecasting functions, other than the mandate to evaluate forecasts (see Section III above).

Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
Slovenia has a semi-presidential system with a directly elected president who has mostly ceremonial
functions and plays no role in the annual budget process. Parliament is bicameral. It consists of the National
Assembly, which has 90 members elected by popular vote for four-year terms. The National Council has 40
members who are indirectly elected by the National Assembly for five-year terms. They represent social,
economic, professional, and local interests. The role of the National Council is advisory and it has no role in the
annual budget process. The head of government is the prime minister, who is nominated by the president and
elected by the National Assembly.
The budget has to be tabled by 1 October, three months prior to the fiscal year. Slovenia has a unique
system of two-year budgets, where Parliament approves spending for two fiscal years. One advantage of this
system is that there is no need to seek approval for funding for election years, which can be fiscally dangerous.
The PFA prohibits amendments to increase expenditures without offsetting increases in revenues or expenditure
cuts elsewhere in the budget. Increases may also not be financed with cuts to the budget reserves. Following the
presentation of the draft budget by the Minister of Finance, various parliamentary committees propose
amendments to those parts of the budget that fall within their jurisdiction. The Committee on Finance and
Monetary Policy then co-ordinates these proposals and prepares a report. There is no specialised budget analysis
unit to support this process.
The government reacts to the report of the Committee on Finance and Monetary Policy and tables a second
budget proposal that responds to the amendments put forward by members. At this point, the Government has to
explain which amendments it does not accept, and provide reasons. A second round of amendment proposals is
now possible. Members typically generate several hundred proposals for amendments, although only a handful of
these are actually adopted. Deliberations in the plenary as well as the committees are open to the public and the
media covers proceedings.
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V. Budget
The Council has no significant expenditures of its own, as its members are not remunerated (see
Section VI below). Moreover, Article 106.e of the amended PFA requires free access to the fiscal data
from government bodies (see Section IX below). The same article requires the Council to have a line
within the budget of the General Secretariat of the Government. Its allocation is set each year as part
of the regular annual budget process of the government. The Chairman is responsible for issuing
orders for the payment obligations of the Council. In practice, the Council had a budget of EUR 50
000 in 2011 and its allocation for 2012 is EUR 100 000. The performance information that
accompanies the budget documents explains that these funds are used to organise 12 Council
meetings, publish one report, and hold one conference per year. So far, the budget has expanded,
although from an extremely low base. Given the demanding mandate of the Council (see Section III
above), its near-notional allocation of resources is insufficient to enable the independent production of
substantive pieces of technical and analytic work.
VI. Staffing
Leadership
According to Article 106 of the amended PFA, the cabinet appoints the members of the Fiscal
Council on the proposal of the Minister of Finance. The Council has seven members, of which at least
four must be Slovenian citizens. At least four members must have experience in public finance. All
members must meet the requirements for membership set out in this Act. The Council has a chair
elected by the members from among themselves.
The term of office of members of the Fiscal Council is five years (Article 106.b). This is the same
length as the electoral term of the president, and one year more than the electoral term of the
Parliament. The term of office of a member cannot be renewed after its expiry, and they may not be
appointed twice in succession. A member of the Fiscal Council can be dismissed early if the member
does not qualify for appointment in accordance with the PFA (see further below). A member of the
Fiscal Council may also request to be dismissed early, or resign. In these cases, the cabinet, based on a
proposal of the Minister for Finance, has to appoint a new member for the period until the expiry of
the term of the other members.
Article 106.c requires members of the Council to be experts from the public finance field,
university professors from the field of economics, and researchers from the field of economics. A
person sentenced by final judgment for a premeditated offence to a prison sentence of more than six
months cannot a member of the Council. During their term of office, Fiscal Council members may not
be in an employment relationship with a ―direct budget user‖. These include all bodies and
organisations that are financed by the State Budget, mainly the ministries and their administrative
bodies and organisations, as well as Parliament, the Court of Audit and all the judicial bodies.
Members are not remunerated (Article 106.č). However, they are entitled to the payment of an
attendance fees on a scale set by the government for the payment of members of expert and other
councils, and return travel costs. In addition, the chair may contract out the preparation of research and
documents related to the duties of the Council, including to individual members of the Council, which
can involve remuneration. This aspect is further discussed below in relation to the staff of the Council.
The members have to adopt a code and rules of procedure.
The government appointed the first set of member of the Council on 3 November 2009. These
included four professors of economics or public finance (three from the University of Ljubljana and
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one from the University of Maribor), a tax consultant and accountant, the chief executive director of a
Hungarian bank, and an Austrian official from the federal tax administration. The possibility of
appointing foreigners to the Council is particularly important for Slovenia, since it is a comparatively
small country with about 2 million inhabitants. There are four public universities plus some private
institutions to provide a pool of relevant academic experts.
As required, the Council adopted a Code of Conduct on 15 February 2010. It affirms the need for
members to act independently from the government, as well as political or special interests (Article 4).
Members are not allowed to pursue private interests that conflict with the Code, namely those that
compromise or appear to compromise the impartial and objective performance of their duties (Article
5). Moreover, they are not allowed to use the Council‘s activities for political purposes, or to be office
bearers of political parties (Article 7). Members are free to carry out and publish research (Article 6),
and to present their personal views in public, to the media, and at professional conferences (Article 8).
The Code also affirms that the Council has free and direct media access (Article 10). In addition, the
Council has adopted Rules that further regulate its proceedings, some aspects of which are discussed
further below (see Sections VII, VIII, X).
All staff
The Council has no offices and no dedicated staff of its own. It receives administrative support
from the General Secretariat of the Government, which also hosts the Economic and Social Council
(see Section IV above). Article 106.č of the amended PFA allows the chair of the Council to contract
out the preparation of research and draft documents. This aspect is further regulated in the Rules of the
Council. Article 15 of the Rules specifies that individual members contribute to the drafting of
opinions on particular topics. It also allows for necessary background material to be prepared by
professional staff. At the request of Council, ministries and government agencies are to supply expert
reports on specific issues and actions in the area of fiscal policy. Article 15 also states that individual
members of the Council may also contribute research and drafts, and that the Council may decide to
remunerate them for these services. In practice, the allocation of the Council does not allow it to
commission substantial research projects (see Section V above).
VII. Work Programme
The mandate of the Council includes an unambiguous reporting requirement: it has to publish an
annual report by the end of April each year (see Section III above). So far, the Council has published
annual reports in 2010 and 2011, each time at the end of April (see Section VIII below). The Rules of
the Council allows any dissenting member to prepare a separate opinion (Article 10), but the first two
reports produced by the Council did not include any such statements. April is also the start of the
annual budget process of the government, when IMAD releases its spring economic forecast (Kraan
and Wehner, 2004:65).
So far, the Council has also published two working papers, one on social security and the other
on labour market conditions. On one occasion thus far (December 2010) the Council also released a
shorter document containing the opinions of some of its members on the 2011-12 budget documents.
The provisions in the amended PFA do not allow for the government, parliament, or any other bodies
or individuals, to request the Council to carry out a particular piece of analysis. In practice, given that
the Council has no staff of its own and few financial resources at its disposal, the scope for carrying
out any additional substantive analyses is very limited.
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VIII. Functions
The functions of the Council are closely aligned with the eight items that are listed as part of its
mandate (see Section III above). These are closely mirrored in the sections of the annual reports. The
sections include quantitative information, but are mostly narrative and reflect qualitative assessments.
The Council has no role in macroeconomic forecasting, which is the function of IMAD. It does not
cost individual pieces of legislation or policy proposals, nor does it have a role in costing the fiscal
component of the election platforms of political parties. Instead, the Council has a mandate to monitor
compliance with the EU‘s fiscal rules and the Stability Programme submitted by the government. It is
also tasked with assessing long-term sustainability, including in the context of an aging population.
There is no explicit weighting attached to the eight tasks enumerated in the legislative mandate of
the Council (see Section III above). In practice, some themes get more coverage than others. In the
2011 annual report, for instance, pension reform and tax policy received substantial attention. Most of
this work is based on the previously approved budget and legislation, but recently the Council has also
started to comment on the government‘s budget proposals presented to Parliament (see Section VII
above). The Council does provide plenty of normative advice and recommendations on particular
policy issues throughout its reports. In the 2011 report, for instance, it evaluates recent pension and
disability insurance legislation and endorses it ―in its entirety‖, but admonishes the government for
being ―too passive‖ in the area of tax policy (p. 5). The reports contain a number of normative
statements of what government ―should‖ or ―needs to‖ do. Overall, this makes the content of the
reports more normative than the mandate might suggest.
IX. Access to Information
Article 106.e of the amended PFA requires all ministries and government departments and the
Statistical Office of Slovenia to provide free access to the fiscal data that the Council requires to carry
out its work. There are no formal restrictions or privileges on information provided by the
government, and in practice the Council has not been refused access to information. According to the
Code of Conduct adopted by the Council, information obtained by members as part of their official
duties has to be treated with ―the necessary confidentiality‖ (Article 11). So far, this provision has had
little practical relevance.
X. Transparency
The annual reports of the Council are published in printed form and available on its website in
both Slovenian and English. The release of a report also involves a press conference. The meetings of
the Council are generally closed to the public, although its Rules make provision for the possibility of
holding a public hearing to which external experts can also be invited (Article 17). Moreover, the
Rules state that minutes of each meeting of the Council are sent to the Office of the President of the
Republic, the Prime Minister's Office, the Ministry of Finance, Government Office for Development
and European Affairs, the National Assembly‘s Committee on Finance and Monetary Policy and the
Bank of Slovenia. Minutes are not published on the Council‘s website.
XI. Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation
The Council does not have an oversight board or other advisory panel. Its work is not subject to
independent peer review. There is no formal process in place to monitor or evaluate the work of the
Council. The budget documents contain a small number of performance indicators, which specify the
number of particular activities to be delivered. However, this information is not suitable for evaluating
the effectiveness of the Council (see Section V above).
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XII. Concluding remarks
Slovenia‘s Fiscal Council is a young institution and it may still be too early to assess its
effectiveness. However, it is already clear that the broad and demanding mandate of the Council is
fundamentally at odds with its resources. It has no staff and no offices of its own. In practice,
therefore, Slovenia‘s Fiscal Council is in no position to produce substantial pieces of independent
technical analysis. This may also explain why some critics have argued that the reports of the Council
resemble a collection of opinions and lack a coherent message.
If the Council is to make a meaningful contribution to fiscal surveillance, it requires access to
professional economists and policy analysts. This could take the form of an independent and properly
resourced secretariat. Another proposal is to transform the Fiscal Council into a parliamentary budget
office (Caprirolo, 2011:52). However, the problem with both of these options is the shortage of
suitably qualified staff in a comparatively small country such as Slovenia, which can be a problem
even for the Ministry of Finance. Alternatively, the Council might be given access to the already
substantial analytic capabilities of IMAD. However, this would require safeguards so that IMAD is not
drawn too far into normative political debates, as this would threaten its hard-earned reputation for
independent analysis.
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SWEDEN

Swedish Fiscal Policy Council (Finanspolitiska rådet)
Established: 2007.
Enabling legislation: Ordinance with Instructions for the Fiscal Policy Council (Förordning med instruktion
för Finanspolitiska rådet, SFS 2007:760), 28 April 2011.
Mandate: The Council is to review and assess the extent to which fiscal and economic policy objectives are
being achieved; and assess whether fiscal policy is consistent with long-term sustainable public finances and the
budgetary targets. It shall also assess the fiscal policy stance in relation to cyclical developments; assess whether
fiscal policy is in line with healthy long-term sustainable growth and leads to long-term sustainable high
employment; examine the clarity of the budget bills; and analyse the effects of fiscal policy on the distribution of
welfare in the short and the long run. It may also review and assess the quality of forecasts. It should further
promote public debate on economic policy.
Budget: SEK 8 931 000 (FY2012).
Staff: 6 Council members (as from 1 July 2011; previously 8), 4 Secretariat staff, 1 Secretariat
administrator.

I. Context
A government-appointed commission recommended the creation of an independent fiscal policy
council in 2002 (Commission on Stabilisation Policy in EMU, 2002). The recommendation was
inspired by earlier proposals in the policy debate (Calmfors, 1999, 2001, 2002) and by a background
report prepared for the commission (Wyplosz, 2002). Unlike in some other countries, the proposal was
not made in a context of an acute fiscal crisis. Sweden had recently rebalanced the budget and
recorded positive general government balances. Instead, the commission worried that fiscal policy
would be too loose in good economic times in order to retain sufficient fiscal space for countercyclical measures during downturns (Calmfors, 2011a:50).
The creation of a fiscal policy council was not part of a broader set of budget reforms, but it was
meant to complement and reinforce new institutional arrangements introduced in the 1990s following
a deep economic and fiscal crisis (Molander, 1999). These reforms had strengthened top-down
budgeting in the executive as well as the legislature and introduced a new fiscal framework (Blöndal,
2001; Wehner, 2007). The latter includes a surplus target for government net lending of 1% of GDP
over the business cycle, a three-year expenditure ceiling for central government and a balanced budget
requirement for local authorities (Ljungman, 2006; Ministry of Finance, 2011).
The Commission on Stabilisation Policy in EMU had been tasked by the government to analyse
the steps necessary in the event of the country‘s adoption of the euro. The recommendation to create
an independent fiscal policy council was not endorsed by the then Social Democratic government.
However, the recommendation received support from the liberal-conservative opposition, including
the chief economist of the Moderate Party, Anders Borg. The 2006 elections led to the formation of a
liberal-conservative government. Following his appointment as Minister for Finance in the new
government, Borg initiated the creation of the Swedish Fiscal Policy Council (FPC) in 2007.
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All three opposition parties – the Social Democrats, the Left Party and the Greens – voted against
the creation of such a body in a parliamentary vote. For example, the former communist Left Party
criticised that the council would provide ―false scientific clothing for the government‘s right-wing
policy‖ (cited in Calmfors, 2011a:56). An agreement between the government and opposition parties
subsequently established a broader consensus on the remit of the Council (see Section IV below). Prior
to the creation of the FPC, several models were considered in the general debate (Calmfors, 2003,
2005). One question was whether certain fiscal policy decisions should be delegated to an independent
body or whether its role should be advisory only. However, the idea of delegating actual fiscal policy
decisions remained largely academic and lacked support from political decision makers. Reference
was made to advisory bodies in Belgium, Denmark and Germany, for instance.
II. Legal basis for establishment
The first Ordinance with Instructions for the Fiscal Policy Council (SFS 2007:760) was issued on
1 November 2007. It was replaced by a new ordinance (SFS 2011:446) on 28 April 2011. The revision
created a separate Head of the agency, apparently to relieve the chair of the Council from burdensome
administrative duties. The membership of the FPC was also reduced from eight to six. These changes
might make it easier for the government to appoint members to the Council (see Sections V and VI
below). The 2011 revision also introduced a more focused mandate so that some tasks of the Council
receive greater emphasis, while others have lower priority or are optional (see Section III).
III. Mandate
The mandate of the FPC is clearly defined in paragraphs 5-9 of the 2011 ordinance. The Council
is to review and assess the extent to which the fiscal and economic policy objectives proposed by the
government and decided by the Parliament are being achieved and thus contribute to more
transparency and clarity about the aims and effectiveness of economic policy. In particular, on the
basis of the Spring Fiscal Policy Bill and the Budget Bill, the Council has to assess whether fiscal
policy is consistent with the long-term sustainability of public finances and the budgetary targets,
particularly the surplus target and the expenditure ceiling. It also has to assess the fiscal policy stance
in relation to cyclical developments in the economy; assess whether fiscal policy is in line with healthy
long-term sustainable growth and leads to long-term sustainable high employment; examine the clarity
of the budget bills, particularly with respect to the stated basis of economic policy and the reasons for
proposed measures; and analyse the effects of fiscal policy on the distribution of welfare in the short
and the long run. In addition, the Council may review and assess the quality of the forecasts presented
and the models on which the forecasts are based. Furthermore, it should promote public debate on
economic policy.
In the first four years of its existence, the FPC understood its legal framework as giving it a broad
mandate to comment on government policy, including normative policy recommendations (Calmfors,
2011a:51-55). Its specific functions include the evaluation of fiscal transparency, the ex post and
ex ante evaluation of fiscal policy, assessing the government‘s adherence to its fiscal rules, and the
evaluation of fiscal sustainability. The requirement to evaluate the distributional effects of fiscal policy
was added in 2011, based on an initiative by the opposition parties. The 2011 revision of the ordinance
also reordered the different components of the mandate so as to emphasise as priorities the
assessments of fiscal sustainability and the government‘s adherence to its fiscal rules. Unlike in some
other countries, the FPC has no formal forecasting functions, although it has the option to evaluate the
quality of forecasts and the underlying models (see Section IV below). The institutional coverage of its
remit does not explicitly exclude it from considering developments beyond the central government
level. Moreover, the ordinance does not specify any particular limitations on the work of the FPC.
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According to paragraph 12 of the 2011 ordinance, the FPC has to submit a report to the
government no later than 15 May of each year. The deadline is 10 May for years with elections to the
European Parliament. The report contains the analyses and assessments carried out by the Council, and
it must include any dissenting opinions from any of its members. The FPC has also chosen to
commission and publish background papers on various aspects of economic policy.
IV. Relationship with the Executive and the Legislature
The FPC is a government agency that is accountable to the Ministry of Finance. The FPC has no
formal relationship with the Riksdag (the Swedish Parliament) or any other institution involved in the
surveillance of public policy, such as the National Audit Office or the central bank. Moreover, there is
no specific legislative requirement for the government to respond to the recommendations of the FPC.
The government has, however, chosen to include a chapter commenting on the Council‘s report in the
annual Budget Bill. In practice, the FPC interacts with the Finance Committee of the Riksdag in a
public hearing following the publication of its report, which is also attended by the Minister for
Finance. The Finance Committee also draws on the FPC report during its deliberations on the Spring
Fiscal Policy Bill and its report on the bill includes comments on the analysis of the Council.
The status of the FPC as an ordinary government agency accountable to the Ministry of Finance
might be criticised as limiting its independence, and the possibility of placing it instead under the
authority of the Parliament has been raised (Calmfors, 2011a:58). This would give it as similar status
as the National Audit Office, Sweden‘s supreme audit institution, which is an independent
organisation under the Riksdag. On the other hand, government agencies in Sweden generally have a
high degree of independence. Formally, a minister cannot directly instruct an agency what to do in a
specific situation, although pressure might be exerted in other ways (see Section V below). One
specific mechanism that helps to protect the independence of the FPC is that its members are
appointed on the basis of recommendations from the Council itself.
So far, the FPC has not yet experienced a change in government. However, the current
government itself has, at times, been highly critical of the role and work of the FPC. The Council‘s
new ordinance in 2011 was based on a cross-party agreement between the government and the three
opposition parties in the then red-green alliance (the Social Democrats, the Greens and the Left),
which meant that these parties gave up their earlier resistance to the FPC and endorsed it. This has
created a stronger political basis for the Council. The agreement also means that changes to the legal
status of the FPC are unlikely in the near future.
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Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
Sweden has a parliamentary system with a unicameral Parliament, the Riksdag. The Riksdag considers and
approves broad guidelines for fiscal policy in a Spring Fiscal Policy Bill, which is presented in April. The
publication of the FPC’s report follows the presentation of this bill and supports its evaluation. The annual budget
is presented in September, more than three months prior to the start of the fiscal year. Formally, the Riksdag has
unfettered powers to amend the budget. Procedural reforms in the mid-1990s introduced a strict top-down
budgeting procedure which requires individual amendments to be within previously approved aggregates for
overall spending as well as 27 expenditure areas. Prior to these reforms, the Riksdag frequently made
amendments to the government’s budget proposal, but this has been rare in recent years. The Finance
Committee plays a central role in discussing the overall expenditure total as well as its distribution across the
27 expenditure areas, while different sectoral committees discuss allocations within these areas. Parliamentary
committees can hold public or closed meetings. Open meetings are for public hearings only, not for deliberation or
decision-making. Committee reports are published and made available to the public. The Finance Committee is
assisted by a small secretariat of about 10 people, including economists and lawyers. Political parties, committees
and individual MPs may also request analytic support from a budget office comprised of 6-7 economists and
statisticians that is part of the Riksdag research service.

The role and mandate of the FPC must be understood within a broader institutional context. There
are several other bodies with substantially larger resources that carry out complementary roles, in
particular macroeconomic and fiscal forecasting (Calmfors, 2011b). For example, the National
Institute for Economic Research produces regular macroeconomic forecasts and can model the effects
of policy proposals. Both the Office for Budget Management and the National Debt Office produce
central government budget forecasts. The existence of these other government agencies helps to
explain why the FPC does not have an independent forecasting function and why it can operate with a
comparatively small amount of resources (see Section V below). In addition, the National Audit Office
audits and evaluates government, including its adherence to the fiscal framework. Sweden also has a
tradition of academic involvement in economic policy debates and some think tanks produce work on
fiscal policy and the budget.
V. Budget
The FPC received an appropriation of SEK 8 931 000 in 2012 and SEK 7 357 000 in 2011. The
2010 appropriation was SEK 7 297 000 but the available funds totalled SEK 7 867 000 due to savings
from past years. The actual outcome in 2010 was SEK 7 550 000. Similarly, available funds in 2009
amounted to SEK 7 877 000 which exceeded the appropriation of SEK 7 070 000. The actual outcome
for that year was SEK 6 471 000. In 2008, the appropriation was SEK 5 975 000 but the Ministry of
Finance made available SEK 7 095 000 to help set up the Council. Actual spending in the FPC‘s first
year amounted to SEK 6 473 000.
The FPC has the status of an agency under the Ministry of Finance, which means that its budget
is set as part of the regular annual budget process (see also Sections VI and XI below). Each autumn,
the government proposes an annual allocation which is discussed and approved by the Riksdag. The
level of funding has been subject to controversy. Ordinary members of the Council receive only a
small stipend that does not appear to be commensurate with the time and effort they invest (Calmfors,
2010:25; see Section VI below). Instead, members rely on funding from their regular employers, such
as research institutes and universities. Given the Council‘s broad and challenging remit, it can be
argued that the overall funding level of about one million euros in 2011 is not commensurate with the
agency‘s mandate.
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On 18 November 2010, the FPC wrote an open letter to the government to highlight the perceived
lack of funding. The Minister for Finance was reported to have reacted negatively to the letter and
instead suggested cutting the Council‘s allocation. Outright cuts to the FPC‘s budget did not occur.
While the 2012 allocation is an improvement compared to previous years, critics argue that this may
not be enough to resolve the tension between the Council‘s mandate, and its funding and members‘
pay. On the other hand, the Ministry of Finance points out that members have the support of the
secretariat and are not supposed to write the annual reports by themselves (see Section VI below).
VI. Staffing
Leadership
The composition and appointment procedure is regulated in the 2011 ordinance that governs the
Council (paragraphs 4 and 11). The FPC consists of six members since 1 July 2011. This is the
maximum permitted by the ordinance. Previously, the Council had eight members. The FPC has a
chair and a deputy chair. The government appoints all of the members, following proposals from the
Council itself. The government is not required to appoint the proposed individuals. However, given
that the proposals are public, there would presumably be a ―reputational cost‖ attached to ignoring the
Council‘s suggestions (Calmfors, 2011a:58).
Appointments are valid for a fixed period of time: no more than six consecutive years for the
chair and no more than three consecutive years for other members. In contrast, the electoral term is
four years, which means that it is possible that members appointed by a previous government continue
to serve on the Council after a new government has taken office. The ordinance does not prescribe a
particular process for the removal of the chair or any of the members prior to the expiration of their
term, but formally the government could remove members.
The FPC has to submit its proposals for members to the government no later than three months
before appointments expire. Appointments are on a part-time basis. There are no explicit restrictions
on who may be appointed to the FPC, but the ordinance requires the Council to present proposals that
balance scholarly expertise in economics with practical experience in economic policy making, and it
should strive for a gender balance. The Council may include non-nationals. Of the members serving in
early 2012, two are women and four are men. In terms of professional background, five are economists
with full-time positions at universities and one is the chair of another agency with previous work
experience as Budget Director in the Ministry of Finance and as one of three heads of the Swedish
National Audit Office. In terms of nationality, one member is Norwegian; previous appointments have
included nationals of Denmark and Finland.
As compensation for their service, the chair receives about EUR 1 600, the vice chair EUR 1 100
and ordinary members EUR 1 000 per month. These amounts have been criticised as insufficient (see
Section V above). The response of the Ministry of Finance to this criticism is that pay levels are not
unfavourable compared to other agencies. For example, board members of the Swedish Social
Insurance Agency with around 13 000 employees receive the same remuneration.
All staff
The secretariat of the FPC consists of four analysts plus an administrator who support the work of
the Council. The secretariat is located on the premises of the National Institute of Economic Research,
but operates independently from it. Since the legal changes in 2011, the chair of the FPC is no longer
the administrative head of the Council. Instead, the Head of the agency is appointed by the
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government and runs the secretariat, including the appointment and dismissal of staff. This is the
structure that generally applies to government agencies in Sweden.
The government announced the first appointment to this position on 13 October 2011. Under the
new legal framework, the Head of the agency is also solely in charge of the budget. The chair and
members have no formal control over the budget. On the other hand, the Council is responsible for the
annual report and for its work. In practice, as in other agencies, this arrangement relies on the cooperation of the individuals involved. It may work less well when there are disagreements.
Of the five current staff members, three are senior economists with a PhD in economics and
previous work experience in government (including the Ministry of Finance), one is a junior
economist hired straight from university, and the administrator has a business degree and previous
administrative experience in government. The staff of the FPC is employed under the standard
conditions that apply to Swedish government agencies. There are no specific formal conflict-ofinterest regulations that apply to the members or staff of the Council. The FPC can use outside
consultants, for instance to prepare background analyses for its annual reports.
VII. Work programme
The Council‘s single obligatory task is to write an annual report. Within the limits of its mandate,
it has full autonomy to determine the specific content and focus of a report. As discussed in Section III
above, the annual report is due in mid-May, about one month after the presentation of the
government‘s Spring Fiscal Policy Bill which contains guidelines for economic policy and the budget.
The Riksdag adopts a decision on the Spring Fiscal Policy Bill in June. The Council‘s report is timed
to support this debate as well as the following preparation of the annual budget, which is presented in
September.
The Council‘s instructions describe its duties in general terms and are issued by the government,
not by the Minister of Finance. In theory, the government could ask the Council to carry out a
particular analysis, but this has not happened in practice. There is no formal requirement for the FPC
to respond to requests for analysis from other actors, such as the Riksdag or political parties. In
practice, the Council‘s mandate provides substantial autonomy to undertake analyses on its own
initiative. For instance, each year it publishes several background papers on diverse topics. Examples
include papers on the effects of health insurance reforms, fiscal consolidation, risk premia on
sovereign debt, the effects of education reforms and labour market policies, and net wealth analysis.
All of these are available in electronic form from the Council‘s website.
VIII. Functions
The FPC‘s mandate allows it to produce a wide range of analyses. These include analyses of the
executive budget proposals, budget policy options (for example, changes in spending and taxation),
the economic impact of government regulation, macroeconomic developments, taxation, and medium
and long-term estimates. In 2009, the FPC provided written comments on the government‘s Budget
Bill, citing its mandate to stimulate debate on economic policy. The document is much shorter than the
Council‘s regular report, and mostly of a qualitative nature. Overall, the resources of the FPC are
entirely focused on the production of its annual report.
A separate agency under the Ministry of Finance – the National Institute of Economic Research –
performs analyses and forecasts of the Swedish and international economy and conducts related
research. The FPC is not required to provide macro-fiscal forecasts, but it may choose to evaluate the
quality of forecasts and their underlying models (see Section III above). For instance, the Council
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evaluated the quality of government forecasts in chapter five of its 2010 report. Also, the FPC has no
role in costing individual policy proposals and legislation, nor does it assess the fiscal consequences of
the electoral programmes of political parties.
On the other hand, the FPC has a clear mandate to evaluate the long-term sustainability of public
finances and the government‘s compliance with its fiscal rules (see Section III above). For instance, in
its 2009 report (p. 15), the Council criticised the government for weakening the credibility of the
expenditure ceiling by manipulating the timing of local government grants. The government chose to
disburse some of these grants in December 2009, when there was sufficient space under the
expenditure ceiling, while the Spring Fiscal Policy Bill had announced the payments for 2010. The
FPC has also reviewed the government‘s fiscal sustainability measures and related methodological
issues, for instance in chapter five of its 2011 report.
Sweden‘s FPC has not shied away from making normative policy recommendations within the
remit of its mandate. The basis for any such comments and recommendations has been the
government‘s own objectives. In other words, the Council does not challenge the objectives of the
government, but uses them as a standard against which to assess individual policy measures
(Calmfors, 2011a:54). The statutory provisions do not prescribe whether the Council‘s assessments
should be of an ex ante or ex post nature. In practice, the work of the FPC combines comments on new
policy proposals and existing policies.
IX. Access to information
The FPC has access to non-public background information and material used by the Ministry of
Finance for the preparation of the Budget Bill. However, the Council must request access to this
material. It is impossible to judge with certainty the degree to which non-public information is
disclosed in practice. According to FPC staff, the Ministry of Finance has not threatened to limit its
access to information.
X. Transparency
Swedish and English versions of all FPC reports are publically available on the institution‘s
website and in printed form. The Council issues a press release and holds a press conference each
May, in conjunction with the publication of its annual report. The reports and their discussion in
Parliament receive extensive coverage in the electronic and print media, including the main TV and
radio stations and national newspapers. The FPC is also referenced in the Swedish media throughout
the year in connection with public finance and economic policy items that receive current attention.
The chair and other members receive frequent media requests for comments on policy developments
throughout the year. The Council has also acquired an international reputation. For instance, in the
run-up to elections in 2010, it was cited by Britain‘s future Chancellor of the Exchequer, George
Osborne, as an inspiration for his party‘s pledge to create the Office for Budget Responsibility. In a
2010 report, the International Monetary Fund repeatedly refers to the ―central‖ role of the FPC in
assessing Sweden‘s fiscal policy (p. 34 and p. 36). The Council has generally been open about its
interactions with other institutions, and publishes presentations and conference material on its website.
It used an open letter to the government to complain about a perceived shortfall in funding for the
institution (see Section V above).
XI. Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation
The FPC does not have an oversight board or panel of advisors to guide its work, nor is its work
systematically subjected to peer review. However, it receives attention as part of international
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assessments of Sweden‘s overall fiscal governance arrangements (International Monetary Fund, 2010).
Like any government agency, the FPC has to submit its accounts to the National Audit Office.
Moreover, most of the members of the FPC are active academics who would risk their reputation if the
Council published work of poor quality or with a political bias (Calmfors, 2010:25).
Internally, the performance of any agency is reviewed annually during negotiations between the
administrative head of the agency and the responsible state secretary in the relevant ministry. The FPC
is accountable to the Ministry of Finance. Until the 2011 ordinance took effect, the chair of the FPC
had to discuss the Council‘s performance and negotiate its funding directly with the Ministry of
Finance, which was a source of tensions (see Section V above). Under the 2011 statutory framework,
the chair of the FPC is no longer the administrative Head of the agency, which is now a separate
position (see Sections II and VI above). It remains to be seen whether this new arrangement will
reduce these tensions.
XII. Concluding remarks
In a short space of time, the FPC has established itself as a vocal fiscal policy watchdog. Its
commentary is sought domestically and it has also acquired an international reputation. On the other
hand, it is still too early to judge whether the FPC has succeeded in enhancing fiscal discipline in the
budget process, or whether its role has helped to lock in the impressive consolidation gains made with
previous reforms. Prior to 2011, the Council‘s role following a possible change of government was
uncertain. This risk was much reduced when the government reached a political agreement with
opposition parties in the spring of 2011. As a result, the existence of a Council now has support from a
substantial majority in the Parliament.
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UNITED KINGDOM

Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR)
Established: 2010.
Enabling legislation: Budget Responsibility and National Audit Act 2011 and the Charter for Budget
Responsibility.
Mandate: To examine and report on the sustainability of the public finances.
Budget: GBP 1.75 million (FY2010).
Staff: 22 (3 Budget Responsibility Committee, 2 non-executive members, 17 secretariat staff).

I. Context
Under the previous Labour government‘s 1998 Code of Fiscal Stability, two fiscal rules were in
place: i) a ―golden rule‖ that allowed government to borrow only to cover net investment (and not
fund current spending) over the economic cycle; and ii) a sustainable investment rule that required that
public sector net debt as a proportion of GDP be held over the economic cycle at a stable and prudent
level, in practice no higher than 40% (OECD, 2009). While the economic forecasting record under this
framework was good, fiscal forecasts from 2000 onwards were consistently optimistic. As the
government itself decided the dates on which the economic cycle started and finished, it could gain
fiscal leeway by making ex post changes to its dating of the cycle, thus undermining the rule‘s
credibility. The framework was also largely backward looking and governments risked having to make
politically unfeasible cuts in spending at the end of a cycle in order to make up for previous
overspending. A rise in government spending from 2002 and the 2007-8 economic crisis and ensuing
recession resulted in large budget deficits. The fiscal rules were suspended in late 2008 and replaced
by a temporary operating rule to ―improve the cyclically adjusted-budget each year, once the economy
emerges from the downturn, so it reaches balance and debt is falling as a proportion of GDP once the
global shocks have worked their way through the economy in full‖ (OECD, 2011a). The 2010 Fiscal
Responsibility Act also ―set targets to the deficit as a share of GDP in each year to 2015/16, to halve
the deficit by 2013/14, and to set debt as a share of GDP on a downwards path by 2015/16‖ (OECD,
2011a). Despite these efforts, with net debt continuing to rise above 50% of GDP, the timing and
speed of fiscal consolidation became a central issue in the 2010 elections (Wren-Lewis, 2011).
The idea for an Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR)94 was first proposed in September 2008
by the then opposition Conservative Party as part of their economic policy document, Reconstruction:
Plan for a strong economy. Following the May 2010 elections, the newly installed Conservative-

94

Although the idea for an independent body of this type had been proposed previously in academic circles
(Wren-Lewis, 2011).
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Liberal Democrat coalition government launched the OBR in its interim form as one of its first acts.95
The new government also replaced the temporary rule by i) a fiscal mandate to balance the cyclically
adjusted current balance by the end of a five-year rolling horizon, and ii) a supplementary target that
public sector net debt be falling at a fixed date of 2015/16 (OECD, 2011a).
In its interim form the OBR comprised a three person Budget Responsibility Committee (BRC)
chaired by Sir Alan Budd (former Treasury Chief Economic Adviser) and aided by a small secretariat
of Treasury employees. They produced two forecasts in the first six weeks of the coalition
government‘s tenure: one before the emergency June budget and an updated forecast taking into
account newly announced measures on Budget day.96 The interim OBR was also tasked with providing
advice on the arrangements for the permanent OBR which it duly did. The interim OBR experienced a
brief period of controversy when its first Chair left earlier than external commentators had expected
and issues around OBR‘s independence were called into question by parliament and in the media.
On 15 July 2010, the House of Commons Treasury Select Committee (TSC) announced a swift
inquiry into the permanent arrangements for the Office for Budget Responsibility to ―assess the
arrangements proposed by the Interim OBR‖ and ―consider alternative arrangements and international
comparisons‖.97 It specifically called for evidence on: ―the remit of the permanent OBR; appropriate
means of ensuring both independence and accountability; and appropriate resources for the OBR. 98
The TSC‘s report was published in September 2010. Key recommendations were for:


The establishment of the OBR as an institution with its own legal personality, responsible for
appointing its own staff;



A requirement on the OBR to act transparently, objectively, and independently;



A clear remit and set of core tasks;



A requirement that the responsible select committee should have a veto over appointment or dismissal
of the Chair of the permanent body and the members of the Budget Responsibility Committee;



A small group of non-executive directors to support the Budget Responsibility Committee;



A requirement that government officials support the OBR when it is preparing forecasts; and



A requirement that the OBR have a right of access to the information it needs. 99

95

The May 2010 elections resulted in a hung parliament where no party was able to command a majority in the
House of Commons. The Conservative and Liberal Democrat parties formed a coalition government. The
Labour party, which had been in power since 1997, became the main opposition party.
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The OBR‘s offices at that time were also located within the Treasury.
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See announcement: www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/treasurycommittee/news/obr-inquiry-announced/.

98

Ibid. Oral and written evidence was received from the interim Budget Responsibility Committee, the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Director of the Institute for Fiscal Studies, and several academics. Several
economists in the private sector and a range of United Kingdom and international organisations also
submitted written evidence, such as the Institute for Government, the Hansard Society, the UK Statistics
Authority, the National Institute of Economic and Social Research, the Social Market Foundation, the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales; the Directorate General for Economic and
Financial Affairs of the European Commission; the International Monetary Fund; and the Hungarian Fiscal
Council. Written evidence is available at: www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-az/commons-select/treasury-committee/inquiries1/parliament-2010/obr-inquiry/.

99

See the Report Summary and related sections of the full report for further details.
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The TSC further expressed their view that the legislation establishing the OBR should not require
future governments to use OBR forecasts and that the ―arrangements adopted for the permanent OBR
should be subject to comprehensive review no later than five years after it is established by statute.‖100
The TSC‘s key recommendations were all taken on board in the legislation and related documents.101
In its deliberations, the TSC touched briefly on other models in the United States, Canada and Europe,
including evidence from the Chair of the then recently established Hungarian Fiscal Council, however
they did ―not conduct an exhaustive examination of the various ways in which a fiscal council could
be structured but focus on the Government‘s proposals and how they can be made to work.‖
In October 2010 Robert Chote, formerly Director of the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS), was
appointed as the OBR‘s second Chair with the assent of the TSC and in December 2010 the OBR‘s
offices were moved out of the Treasury building. These measures were seen as enhancing OBR‘s
independence. In March 2011 the Budget Responsibility and National Audit Act102 passed Parliament
and, on 4 April, the OBR became an ‗executive non-departmental public body‘.103 The establishment
of the OBR was endorsed across party lines, with the opposition expressing some concern about the
adequacy of safeguards for its independence.
II. Legal basis for establishment
The enabling legislation104 for the OBR is the Budget Responsibility and National Audit Act 2011
which provides for the establishment of the office, and sets out its functions and broad governance
structure. The Act also requires the Government to lay before Parliament a Charter for Budget
Responsibility (April 2011) which sets out the OBR‘s remit, how it is to perform its duties, the
required content of its key publications and the arrangements for determining the timing of its
forecasts and other key publications. Several additional documents also serve to determine the OBR‘s
functioning in greater detail:


A Framework document (April 2011) drawn up by the Treasury and agreed with the OBR covers
OBR‘s governance and management arrangements, including the purposes of the OBR, how it is
accountable to Parliament and the Chancellor, its governance and structure, the responsibilities of the
accounting officer, the content of the annual report, the audit arrangements, and its managements and
budgeting processes.



A Memorandum of Understanding (April 2011) sets out the agreed working relationship between
the OBR, HM Revenue and Customs, the Department for Work and Pensions, and HM Treasury,
including effective work arrangements, each institution‘s key responsibilities, co-ordination of the
forecast process, and the process for information sharing.

100

Ibid.

101

See also the Government‘s official response (November 2010) to the committee‘s report: www.officialdocuments.gov.uk/document/cm79/7962/7962.pdf.

102

The Act also requires the Treasury to set out its approach to fiscal policy in a Charter for Budget
Responsibility, sets out a new structure for the National Audit Office, and repeals the Fiscal Responsibility
Act 2010.

103

Explanatory note for the Budget Responsibility and National Audit Act.

104

Before the OBR‘s enabling legislation came into force, the OBR operated under a Terms of Reference
published on both the Treasury and OBR websites.
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III. Mandate
The Budget Responsibility and National Audit Act mandates the OBR ―to examine and report on
the sustainability of the public finances.‖ 105 It also specifies four main tasks:


Producing the official five-year economic and fiscal forecasts twice a year. The Chancellor sets the
dates at which the OBR should produce these forecasts, one of which will be alongside the spring
Budget. To date the other has been in the Autumn;



Assessing Government‘s progress in achieving its fiscal targets alongside its forecasts;



An assessment of the accuracy of its previous forecasts; and



Analysing the long-term sustainability of the public finances (based on 40-50 year projections). This
analysis is published in the OBR‘s Fiscal Sustainability Report in summer.

The Act also specifies that in producing its forecasts OBR should consider the effect of
Government policy, and to this end the OBR scrutinises the Government‘s costings of new policy
measures.
The OBR can also undertake analysis relevant to its mandate on a discretionary basis. While the
mandate at first appears fairly broad, the above tasks take up most of the OBR‘s capacity during the
year. In addition, the OBR operates under several restrictions. Like the majority of the OBR‘s
counterparts in other countries, it is precluded from making normative policy recommendations
(Article 4.12 of the Charter). More unusual however is the restriction that the OBR confine its analysis
to existing government policies and not look at the impact of alternative policy options.
IV. Relationship with the Executive and the Legislature
The OBR is under the Executive rather than Parliament but is a legally separate arms-length
entity, with its own oversight board. It does buy some administrative support services from Treasury
(for example human resources and finance services, set out in a Service level agreement) and from the
Attorney General‘s Office with which it now shares accommodation (for example, IT support, also set
out in an agreement).
The OBR‘s core functions are established by legislation including the responsibility to provide
the official economic and fiscal forecasts to the Chancellor of the Exchequer. However, neither the
government or parliament have a right of direction over OBR analysis and the OBR takes full
responsibility for the content of its publications and other pronouncements. OBR‘s work requires close
communication with government departments, particularly to get the information and data needed for
their forecasts (see Memorandum of Understanding in Section II above). To safeguard their
independence, OBR makes information on such contacts publically available (see Section X below).
The OBR has no formal relationship with the Bank of England, although their respective staffs meet
regularly to discuss forecasting issues of mutual interest.

105

OBR covers the public sector as a whole. In practice the OBR factors in total spending and borrowing by
local government and state-owned enterprises in its analysis.
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Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
The United Kingdom is a parliamentary system with a bicameral legislature: the House of Commons (or
lower house) elected with 650 members elected under the first-past-the-post system, and the House of Lords (or
1
upper house) whose members are appointed. The House of Commons plays the dominant role in the budget
process.
2

3

In March/April the Chancellor of the Exchequer makes the Budget speech before the plenary. The speech
includes: a review of how the United Kingdom economy is performing; forecasts of how the economy will perform
in the future; and details of any changes to taxation. The Chancellor's statement is followed by several days of
debate. Budget Resolutions (tax measures announced in the Budget) are agreed and the Finance Bill starts its
passage through Parliament in the same manner as any other public bill. Between 1997 and 2010, the Chancellor
of the Exchequer also presented an annual pre-Budget report to the House of Commons in November/December
which included a report of progress since the previous Budget; an update on the state of the economy; and details
of any proposed changes to taxation. From 2010, the new Government replaced the Pre-Budget Report with an
Autumn Statement, at which the Chancellor presents the OBR’s updated economic and fiscal forecast to
Parliament and may also set out new policy measures.
Under resolutions dating back to the 17th century, the House of Commons asserts its sole right to initiate
and amend money bills; the House of Lords may not reject and can only delay such bills for a month. Its
Economic Affairs Committee appoints a subcommittee to consider certain policy aspects of the Finance Bill and to
make recommendations. The House of Commons has the power to amend the budget, but it may only decrease
existing expenditures or revenues. In practice the House of Commons almost never makes amendments to the
Government’s budget proposal against the Government’s wishes. Party discipline is particularly high during
budget debates and by convention a vote on the budget is considered a vote of confidence in the government.
Unlike the majority of OECD member country parliaments, the House of Commons does not have a
dedicated budget or finance committee to oversee or coordinate the budget approval process. Sectoral
committees formally consider appropriations for each respective sector and the Treasury Committee examines
the expenditure, administration and policy of HM Treasury, HM Revenue and Customs, and associated public
bodies, including the Bank of England and the Financial Services Authority (OECD, 2011b). Committee meetings
are open to the public and committee reports are published. It should be noted that while the United Kingdom
parliament has had a tradition of relatively weak ex ante scrutiny of the budget, it has a strong tradition of ex post
oversight of the public accounts through its Public Accounts Committee (PAC).
The United Kingdom Parliament significantly increased its research capacity with the 2002 establishment of
the Scrutiny Unit to provide specialist expertise to select committees with a focus on financial matters and draft
bills. This new unit was the result of modernizing efforts within the House of Common; more specifically
recommendations from the Procedure Committee (1998/99), the Liaison Committee (2000) and the Modernisation
Committee. Today the Scrutiny Unit has a staff of around 14 including lawyers, accountants, an economist and a
statistician, as well as House of Commons Clerks and a small team of administrative staff. Staff are often
seconded from government departments. Within its remit to provide financial expertise to departmental select
committees the Scrutiny Unit undertakes systematic reviews of the estimates, departmental reports, resource
accounts, and spending review settlements. These reviews are then discussed with the relevant select
committees and may lead to written questions for departments or briefings for oral evidence sessions. The
Scrutiny Unit also assists select committees to improve the quality of the financial information provided by
Government Departments. For example, it is currently supporting the House's engagement with the Treasury's
"Alignment Project", which aims to simplify the presentation of financial information on public expenditure. It also
prepares guidance notes, shares examples of best practice, and gives presentations and training to Members and
their staff
1. The number of members of the House of Lords is not fixed, but as of February 2012 there were 788 members, excluding
the 22 Members on leave of absence, three suspended Members, 13 disqualified as senior members of the judiciary, and
one disqualified as an MEP. See www.parliament.uk for more details.
2. Just prior to the start of the fiscal year.
3. In election years, after a change of Government, a Budget will usually be introduced by the incoming Chancellor of the
Exchequer, whether or not the outgoing Chancellor has already delivered one.
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There are a range of mechanisms built in to ensure appropriate oversight of the OBR by the
parliament and to help safeguard the OBR‘s independence. Parliament scrutinises the OBR‘s budget
and the Treasury Select Committee has a veto on leadership appointments and dismissals. Although
pre-appointment hearings by parliamentary committees are common, veto power on appointments or
dismissals is extremely unusual in the UK context. All OBR reports must be published and sent to
parliament and the OBR answers parliamentary questions and appears before parliamentary
committees.
While there are both think tanks (such as the Institute for Fiscal Studies, IFS, or the National
Institute of Economic and Social Research, NIESR) and private sector institutions that provide
independent forecasts and complementary analysis, they do not have the access to confidential
government information and data that the OBR has.
V. Budget
Treasury has provided OBR with an initial annual budget of GBP 1.75 million for the four-year
spending review period. The OBR‘s budget is part of the Treasury Group budget (which in addition to
HM Treasury includes other arms-length bodies, for example the UK‘s Debt Management Office) and
has a separate line in the Treasury‘s Estimate approved by parliament. It is subject to the same
reporting requirements as the Treasury.106 In order to ―protect the independence of the OBR and
ensure transparency in the resources that are provided to the OBR‖ the OBR can also submit a
Memorandum alongside the Treasury Estimate and will submit its own Annual Report to Parliament
each year detailing its budget and expenditure. As such the main protection for OBR‘s budget is that it
is made public. The Chair of the OBR is the OBR Accounting Officer and is responsible to notify the
Principle Accounting Officer within the Treasury if OBR is unable to operate within their agreed
budget. The OBR‘s budget can be reviewed at the request of the OBR‘s Accounting Officer with
accompanying business case or at the point at which the Treasury‘s departmental expenditure limits
are reviewed (see Articles 8.7-8.9 of the Framework document).
VI. Staffing
Leadership
The OBR is led by the Budget Responsibility Committee (BRC) which comprises a Chair and
two other members. The Chair holds a full time position while the other two members of the BRC
hold part time positions (equivalent of three days per week) and remuneration is set along the lines of
a similar position in the civil service.107 The appointment process is set in legislation and in the
Framework Document. Appointments to the BRC are made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer
following an open competitive process. Appointments are subject to the consent of the House of
Commons Treasury Select Committee (following pre-appointment hearings). The Chair is consulted
on the appointments of the two other BRC members. Appointments are for a five year term renewable
once.108

106

This includes financial and on-financial performance information and monthly reporting on OBR‘s cash
management; its draw-down of grant-in-aid; forecast outturn by resource headings; and other data required
for the Combined On-line Information System (COINS).

107

Currently one BRC member also holds an academic position and one is a former civil servant.

108

Initial appointments for the two BRC members appointed for three years so that BRC appointments will
remain staggered.
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The Chancellor also appoints two part-time non-executive members for a three year term
renewable once (see Section XI). Although the initial recruitment process was led by the Treasury,
subsequent candidates must go through an OBR led recruitment process before being nominated by
the OBR to the Chancellor. While the recruitment process is OBR led, a Treasury official will sit on
the interview panel.
The Chancellor may, with the consent of the Treasury Committee, terminate appointments by
written notice with immediate effect in the following circumstances:


the member has been absent from meetings of the Office without the Office‘s permission for a period
of more than three months;



the member has become bankrupt or has made an arrangement with creditors;



the member‘s estate has been sequestrated in Scotland or the member has entered into a debt
arrangement programme under Part 1 of the Debt Arrangement and Attachment (Scotland) Act 2002
(asp 17) as the debtor or has, under Scots law, made a composition or arrangement with, or granted a
trust deed for, the member‘s creditors;



the member is unfit to continue the appointment because of misconduct;



the member has failed to comply with the terms of the appointment; or



the member is otherwise unable, unfit or unwilling to carry out the member‘s functions

OBR‘s leadership is subject to OBR‘s own code of practice, the Civil Service Management Code,
and the ―Nolan Principles‖ (principles for public life set by the UK‘s Committee on Standards in
public life).
All staff
At the time of this study, the OBR had around 17 full-time equivalent secretariat staff. The first
wave of OBR staff (a mix of macroeconomic and fiscal or public finance forecasters, and one long
term sustainability expert, office manager and press officer) were transferred from Treasury, mostly
remaining in the equivalent of the same post. This was essentially a machinery of government change
in which Treasury staff were given the right of first refusal and guaranteed the same terms and
conditions. For the most part the staff involved accepted this new opportunity with enthusiasm.
Working at OBR was seen as attractive as it was an opportunity to take on greater responsibilities,
work is high profile and published, and the organisation is less hierarchical. Staff at junior levels can
be more directly exposed to external scrutiny of their work than might be the case in a larger
government department.
Under the Framework Document, the OBR has ―responsibility for the recruitment, retention and
motivation of its staff‖. After the first wave, staff have been recruited directly through an open
competitive process with posts advertised in the civil service and externally, although to date recruits
have all come from the civil service (for example, from HM Revenue and Customs and the Office for
National Statistics). This may be in part due to the fact that pay scales are lower than that of the
private sector and the Bank of England.109 OBR staff are part of the civil service with terms and
conditions along the lines of staff in the Treasury although given OBR‘s small size there is some
109

In addition, the civil service is currently subject to a pay freeze.
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additional flexibility in terms of grades. They are subject to a code of conduct, the Civil Service Code.
OBR has yet to use outside consultants for its work but may choose to do so in the future, particularly
for work on longer-term economic projections.
VII. Work programme
The OBR decides its own work programme within the bounds of its legislated mandate which
includes timings for reports. As noted in Section II, it is required to present medium-term forecasts of
the United Kingdom economy twice a year; to scrutinise the government‘s draft costings of tax and
spending measures during the run-up to Budgets and other policy statements; to produce a report on
the long-term sustainability of the public finances, and to assess the government‘s progress towards
achieving its fiscal targets. The OBR can and does undertake analyses at its own initiative (see
Section VIII) and both the government and parliament can request additional analysis, although it is up
to the OBR to decide whether or not to carry out such requests.
VIII. Functions
The OBR has been tasked with producing the official forecasts for the economy and public
finances. These five-year forecasts are published twice a year in its Economic and Fiscal Outlook
(EFO) publication. Its spring EFO is published at the same time as the budget and incorporates the
impact of any tax and spending policy measures announced in the budget. The OBR also produces an
annual Forecast Evaluation Report that examines what lessons can be learned from its recent
forecasting performance in order to improve the techniques used.
The OBR assesses the long-term sustainability of the public finances through its annual Fiscal
Sustainability Report which sets out long-term (40-50 year) projections for different categories of
spending and revenue; analyses the public sector‘s balance sheet; and reports different indicators of
long-term sustainability.
While the OBR is not tasked with producing the costings of new policies, it is required to
scrutinise the costings of Budget measures produced by Government departments. In particular, during
the run-up to Budgets and other policy statements, the OBR subjects the government‘s draft costings
of tax and spending measures to detailed challenge and scrutiny. It then states in the EFO and the
Treasury‘s costing documents whether or not it endorses the costings that the government finally
publishes as reasonable central estimates, or whether it did not have sufficient information to do so. In
the event that the OBR disagreed with a Government costing, it would incorporate its own preferred
costing in its published forecasts.
The OBR is also tasked with assessing progress towards the Government‘s fiscal targets.
Currently the Government has set itself two medium-term fiscal targets: first, to balance the cyclically
adjusted current budget five years ahead; and, second, to have public sector net debt falling in
2015/16. The OBR includes an assessment of whether the Government has a greater than 50%
probability of hitting these targets under current policy when it prepares the EFO.
In addition to the above, the OBR has decided to publish on a monthly basis brief analysis of the
latest public finances date released by the Treasury and Office for National Statistics, explaining how
it should be interpreted in light of the OBR‘s most recent public finances forecast for the current year.
It publishes Briefing papers (describing its work and explaining the material it presents), Discussion
papers (seeking views on aspects of its work), Working papers, Occasional papers (for example, an
Assessment of the Effect of Oil Price Fluctuations on the Public Finances), and answers to
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parliamentary questions. It has made an effort to enrich public debate on the public finances through
presentations and talks in various fora.
As noted in Section III, the OBR does not assess alternative policy paths and measures and, as is
the case with the majority of independent fiscal institutions today, it does not provide normative
commentary on the merits of policy. These constraints were seen by its designers as critical to avoid
the perception that OBR is advocating or arbitrating between alternative policy approaches in a way
that could undermine its independence or the credibility of its forecasts. The OBR does not have a role
in costing election platforms.
IX. Access to information
OBR‘s right to access all government information110 necessary to perform its duties is covered by
legislation in Article 9 of the Budget Responsibility and National Audit Act and Articles 4.13-4.14 of
the Charter for Budget Responsibility. This right is further underpinned by the section on ―Regular
information exchange‖ (paragraphs 19-28) in the ―Memorandum of Understanding between the OBR,
HM Treasury, Department for Work and Pensions and HM Revenue and Customs‖ which includes
guidance on the timing of sharing of information necessary for the OBR‘s key reports.
The OBR has been given full access to the government forecasting and analytical models, and
jointly maintains and develops the main macroeconomic model with the Treasury. It also has the
freedom to develop its own models. The OBR is restricted from accessing confidential taxpayer
information and benefit claimant information (as is the Treasury) and information shared between the
signatories of the Memorandum of Understanding is to be treated ―in accordance with the
requirements of the Freedom of Information Act 2000‖ (paragraph 28). To date the OBR has not
experienced problems accessing relevant government information.
X. Transparency
The OBR seeks to operate in as transparent a manner as possible. The OBR‘s website is its main
form of communication with the media and the public. All of the OBR‘s work is published on the
website along with the underlying assumptions and methodologies (the Treasury‘s forecasting model
is also public). For example, the OBR has published a briefing paper to describe the fiscal forecasting
process and provide detail on the specific processes underlying key receipts, lines of expenditure and
financial transactions.
As the government uses the OBR‘s forecasts to set policies, government receives the forecasts
before they are given to the public111 and typically the OBR waits for the government to make a first
statement and then immediately publishes and holds a press conference. To further enhance
transparency the OBR publishes: responses to parliamentary questions; oral and written evidence to
parliament; information on its own governance arrangements112; correspondence to and from the OBR;

110

―Government information‖ is defined as information held by any Minister of the Crown or Government
department.
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Drafts are sent to the Treasury 4-6 weeks in advance. These drafts go four rounds before being finalised
around a week before publication day. The final rounds include data on government‘s planned policy
announcements.

112

For example, the Oversight Board Terms of reference, minutes of meetings, the 2011-2014 Corporate and
business plan.
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details of expenses incurred and hospitality received by BRC members on a quarterly basis; and any
expenditure in excess of GBP 500 twice a year.
The OBR and its work have received substantial media coverage. The OBR has a press officer
who serves as a liaison between the press and OBR staff and organises press releases and press
conferences. In practice the Chair speaks on behalf of the OBR during press conferences (typically
two-three times per year) and in interviews. To date, the OBR monitors media coverage only
informally.
XI. Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation
The OBR‘s Oversight Board consists of the three members of the BRC, plus two non-executive
members ―with responsibility for ensuring that effective arrangements are in place to provide
assurance on risk management, governance and internal control.‖ Both the Oversight Board and its
Audit sub-Committee are chaired by a non-executive member. The OBR plans to publish a full and
transparent Annual report each summer with a summary of the OBR‘s work over the previous year,
plans for the next year, details of the budget and an assessment of the OBR‘s performance by the nonexecutive members (see the OBR website for the complete Terms of Reference for the Oversight
Board and Audit sub-Committee).
The OBR is subject to internal audit in accordance with the Government Internal Audit Standards
(GIAS). As the OBR‘s sponsor department, the Treasury and the Treasury‘s internal audit service have
certain rights of access to OBR information as laid out in section seven of the Framework Document,
including to all documents prepared by the OBR internal auditor (or a contractor if this service has
been contracted out); OBR records and personnel; and all records relevant to the Treasury‘s
sponsoring function and operational investigations (excluding records pertaining to the main duty of
the OBR). The OBR‘s annual accounts are also subject to external audit by the Comptroller and
Auditor General (C&AG) and the C&AG shares with the Treasury ―information identified during the
audit process and the audit report (together with any other outputs) at the end of the audit.‖
The OBR has established a seven-person panel of leading economic and fiscal experts to help
develop and scrutinise the OBR‘s work programme and methods. Currently the panel includes
members tend to have strong academic credentials and bring a range of professional experience in the
central bank, the private sector, think tanks, and international organisations. Membership is on a probono basis for a three-year term extendable by mutual consent. Members are not involved in the
production of the OBR‘s official economic and fiscal forecasts and do not have access to the official
forecasts ahead of publication.113
An independent review of the OBR is planned to take place at the end of five years. According to
the TSC report, the review ―should include an assessment of the OBR‘s performance, remit and
institutional accountability arrangements‖, as well as whether there is a ―case for the OBR becoming a
Parliamentary body with its resources determined by a House of Commons body, such as the Public
Accounts Commission.‖ It is expected that the review will look at, for example, OBR‘s costing role
and the restriction on looking at alternative policies. The latter has proved somewhat problematic in
terms of OBRs longer term analysis given that governments do not set policies 40-50 years in
advance.
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XII. Concluding remarks
The OBR has quickly established a reputation domestically and internationally as a vocal fiscal
policy watchdog. The OBR has been tasked with producing independent forecasts for the economy
and public finances. The intention is that the OBR‘s forecasts be used as the Government‘s official
forecast on which policy is set and the fiscal mandate assessed and there is no expectation of a parallel
Treasury forecast. In practice, this means Treasury has essentially relinquished the task of producing
published forecasts while retaining important monitoring and analytical functions. However, while
such an action may be politically costly, the Treasury is not prohibited from producing a parallel
forecast.
The OBR‘s November 2011 forecast was the first in which it gave the government the bad news
that it no longer believed it was on course to hit its targets on unchanged policy. The government
responded by adjusting policy to put itself back on course, rather than by criticising the forecast,
although there is no guarantee of such a harmonious outcome in future. The OBR‘s role in publishing
forecasts inevitably leaves it vulnerable to public criticism for errors against out-turn or even just for
changing its forecasts for the future, as shown by recent criticism of the OBR in Parliament for
revising down its previous forecast of the economy‘s likely size in 2015. This despite the TSC 2010
Report‘s own caution that the ―quality and authority of OBR forecasts can be measured over time,
relative to other forecasts. Absolute accuracy is not a useful criterion.‖
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UNITED STATES

Congressional Budget Office (CBO)
Established: 1974.
Enabling legislation: Congressional Budget and Impoundment Act, 1974.
Mandate: To provide Congress with nonpartisan and objective budget analysis.
Budget: USD 46.8 million (FY 2011).
Staff: 246 full-time equivalents (FY 2011).

I. Context114
The establishment of the CBO in 1974 was part of a package of measures adopted by Congress to
reassert its budgetary powers.115 This followed stand-offs between the legislature and the executive,
particularly over the fact that the President was impounding spending that Congress had approved in
annual appropriations acts. The CBO‘s creation also ended the executive‘s monopoly as the sole
provider to Congress of budget information, forecasts and analysis. Partly as a result of the budget
reforms in 1974, Congress‘s budgetary powers are the broadest of any legislature in the world
(Wehner, 2010, p. 54).
Prior to 1974, successive Presidents had restricted outlays to below the appropriations approved
by Congress – a procedure known as ―impoundment‖. Tensions between the legislature and the
executive came to a head in 1973 when President Nixon refused to disburse nearly USD 12 billion of
congressionally appropriated funds and challenged Congress to enact spending ceilings. The President
wanted substantial authority to cut spending – a de facto line-item veto of appropriation acts. Congress
opposed the President‘s proposal and instead sought to reform Congress‘ budgetary role. Part of
Congress‘s opposition was political: President Nixon (elected in 1972) was a Republican, whereas in
the 93rd Congress (1973-74), the Democratic Party held the majority in both houses of Congress.
A Joint Study Committee on Budget Control was created in Congress, composed of 32 members
of the House of Representatives and the Senate. The committee‘s key mandate was to ―propose
procedures for improving congressional control over budgetary outlays and receipt totals‖.
Fragmentation in the congressional budget was also a problem that needed to be addressed. The
committee prepared two reports in 1973 whose recommendations included:
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Much of the material for this section was sourced from a recent book on the CBO (Joyce, 2011a).
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Schick (2000) characterises the years 1921 to 1974 as the period of ―presidential dominance‖ in federal
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Establishing a budget committee in each house, with responsibility for considering a congressional
budget resolution that provides ceilings on total discretionary spending (previously no single
congressional committee was responsible for total federal spending116).



A joint staff for the new budget committees, which would be headed by a legislative budget director
whose ―staff would be highly trained, professional and nonpartisan‖. California‘s Legislative
Analyst's Office (established in 1941) was taken as a model for this recommendation.

Various congressional committees studied the proposals. The narrow scope of the legislature‘s
budget staff – serving only the proposed new budget committees – was incorporated in the House
version of the budget reform bill. In contrast, the Senate version recommended the creation of an
independent Congressional Office of the Budget ―with a highly competent staff to guide it in fiscal
policy and budgetary considerations, similar in expertise to the President‘s Office of Management and
Budget (OMB)‖. The Senate believed that a separate new agency was needed to serve the entire
Congress and not only the newly created budget committees., The Senate version of the bill
predominated when the compromise new legislation was signed into law by President Nixon in
12 July 1974 after receiving strong cross-party support.117 At the later stages of the congressional
debate, it was not so much a question of whether a CBO should be created, but what should be its size
and scope.
Once established, the CBO faced the immediate challenge of establishing itself as a credible and
nonpartisan organisation serving a highly partisan Congress. In 1975, the Republican Party was
suspicious of the CBO since it was perceived to have been created by a Congress controlled by the
Democratic Party. The move in late 1975 to a separate building about one kilometre from the
congressional buildings was one early step in reinforcing the CBO‘s independent status.118
Early decisions by CBO‘s first Director, Alice Rivlin, helped establish CBO‘s nonpartisan
character (as opposed to being bipartisan119). Also, the fact that she was director for two consecutive
four-year terms120 provided early stability in CBO leadership during the critical set-up period. In an
environment in which the two main political parties were accustomed to using congressional support
services (notably committee staff) for partisan ends, it was particularly important for the first CBO
Director to clarify that CBO would not be taking sides. The CBO‘s founding legislation provided
considerable discretion for the CBO to establish its own agenda on matters not spelt out in the law.
The following aspects (based on Joyce, 2011a, pp. 24-29) illustrate some important early choices:


Not giving policy recommendations. The 1974 law did not prevent this. The choice not to give
policy recommendations was made by Alice Rivlin, who drew a distinction between policy
recommendations, which the CBO would ―assiduously refrain from‖, and technical recommendations,
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The ―total spending‖ ceiling was limited to outlays subject to annual appropriations.
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Draft legislation was introduced in the House of Representatives by Al Ullman (Democrat) on April 18, 1973.
At the voting stages, it was passed by the House Rules Committee on December 5, 1973 (386–23) and by the
Senate on March 22, 1974 (80–0), after which it was reported by the Joint Conference Committee on June
11, 1974, and agreed to by the House on June 18, 1974 (401–6) and by the Senate on June 21, 1974 (75–0).
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which would be acceptable if asked for (e.g. for proposals regarding budget procedure or budget
presentation).



Initiating studies under its own authority. The CBO law requires only one mandatory report. Early
on, it was decided that CBO would initiate studies and projects that CBO considered highly relevant
for Congress, rather than passively waiting for requests for budget-related studies from congressional
committees. It is not surprising that CBO was attacked by congressional committee leaders for taking
this position. Alice Rivlin‘s response was: ―The report is our report, as stated in our statute.‖



Remaining neutral when there were attacks from both sides. Alice Rivlin was rather pleased by
the fact that the CBO was attacked from both the right and the left (some observers perceived that the
first CBO director held a ―left of centre‖ position). Criticism from both sides of the political spectrum
is an indicator that CBO was indeed establishing itself as a nonpartisan organisation.



Serving the entire Congress (subject to the system of prioritisation of work for committees; see
Section VII below). The first director of CBO was adamant that CBO would not be a body serving
just one house of Congress or being limited to act as a secretariat for the newly created Budget
Committees, taking directions from the chairs of these committees (there was pressure for this).



Not being an arbitrator when there were disputes between the newly established Budget Committees
and the traditionally powerful Appropriations Committees (and its subcommittees).



Establishing relations with politicians from both sides of the political spectrum. This may have
been a factor for a Republican Senator – and Chair of the Senate Budget Committee – to support
CBO‘s position not to be an arbitrator.



Recruiting politically neutral staff. In 1975, the initial influx of staff was recruited on the basis of
their qualifications to perform nonpartisan analysis and not because influential members of Congress
suggested the names of politically astute candidates (there was pressure from congressional members
to put forward their preferred choices).

II. Legal basis for establishment
The CBO was established in the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Act, 1974 (U.S. Code,
Title 2, Chapter 17). The key features of the Act are: the introduction of an annual budget resolution in
Congress that fixes ceilings on the spending that is subject to Appropriation Acts; new impoundment
control procedures; the creation of a budget committee for each house; and the creation of the CBO.
This Act has been amended several times and additional legislation has since added to the CBO‘s
mandate (see Section III below)
III. Mandate
CBO's fundamental mandate was established in the 1974 legislation, namely to provide Congress
with objective, nonpartisan, and timely analyses and information to aid in economic and budgetary
decisions on the wide array of programmes covered by the federal budget. As discussed above, the law
left considerable discretion to the CBO Director for deciding how to fulfil this mandate.
Later laws expanded CBO‘s mandate. These include the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act 1995
(that amended the 1974 law), which requires CBO to assess the costs (over ten fiscal years) of federal
mandates and to prepare ―mandate statements‖ for any draft legislation prepared by congressional
committees. During the recent financial crisis, CBO acquired additional specific mandates, notably
new reporting requirements related to the Troubled Assets Relief Program and assessments of the
employment impact of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 2009 (see Section VIII for a full
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description). The 1974 law obliges CBO to prepare only one annual report. Specifically, the CBO
Director must submit (before 1 April of each year) to the two congressional budget committees, for the
fiscal year commencing on 1 October, a report that includes a discussion of national budget priorities
and alternative ways of allocating budget spending among major programmes or functional categories.
The law requires the report to include: i) alternative levels of total revenues, total new budget
authority, and total outlays; and ii) the levels of tax expenditures under existing law, taking into
account projected economic factors and any changes proposed in the President‘s draft budget. Using it
own discretion, CBO prepares many other reports (see section VIII).
Since the United States is a federal country, the scope of the CBO‘s activities is limited to that of
the federal government. Each of the 50 states has its own legislature, some of which have their own
independent offices for budget analysis at state level. The CBO also does not analyse or project fiscal
aggregates consolidated across all three levels of government (federal, state, local).
IV. Relationship with the Executive and the Legislature
CBO is completely independent from the Executive branch. Nevertheless, the CBO has impacted
the relationship between the executive and the Congress, and more specifically the work of OMB.
Joyce (2011a, pp. 210-212) argues that one effect of the CBO was to ―keep OMB honest‖. For
example, with CBO essentially providing a check, there is little incentive for OMB to prepare overlyoptimistic economic and fiscal projections. Today, CBO and OMB technical staff regularly exchange
information, including the assumptions underlying their perspectives on the economic and budgetary
outlooks.
The 1974 Act states that the CBO may use Executive services: ―The CBO Director is authorised,
upon agreement with the head of any such department, agency, establishment, or regulatory agency or
commission, to utilize its services, facilities, and personnel with or without reimbursement. The head
of each such department is authorised to provide CBO such services, facilities, and personnel‖. In
practice, CBO maintains close contacts with non-political staff of all federal government agencies, to
ensure that CBO fully understands the technical aspects of revenue and spending policies being
implemented by agencies under the Executive.
CBO‘s tasks of analysing the President‘s budget proposal and conducting analyses of policy
alternatives are risky activities, since the media or politicians can construe CBO analysis as favouring
one or some partisan policy alternatives over others. A turning point for CBO‘s credibility and
independence was reached early on in 1977 when CBO published a controversial study on President
Carter‘s (Democrat) energy-savings policies (CBO estimates of energy savings were less optimistic
than those of the administration). The study was released first at a Press Conference, with Congress
being informed of it through the media. At the time, the Republican Party was delighted with the CBO
study and as noted earlier, their initially suspicious attitudes towards the CBO changed. In the early
1980s, the tables were turned when CBO analysis was critical of the costs of policies of the Reagan
(Republican) administration. In 1993, the CBO‘s report on the costing of the Clinton (Democrat)
administration‘s health care reform proposals created a political storm, in part because the CBO
analysis indicated that the proposals would add to the federal deficit over 1995-2000, whereas the
administration estimated that the deficit would decline.121
The United States legislature plays a powerful role in federal budget processes (see Box 1). The
1974 Act requires the CBO to co-ordinate its operations with the other independent agencies under
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Congress. Accordingly, an interagency co-ordinating council has been set up. At quarterly meetings
with the Government Accountability Office (GAO) (the investigative branch of Congress) and the
Congressional Research Service (CRS), the three agencies seek to avoid duplication of effort. The
CBO has a particularly close relationship with the GAO. The two agencies are in regular contact to
ensure complementarity of support to Congress, especially regarding the work of costing new policies.
Box 1. Role of the legislature in the budget process
The United States has a presidential system of government with strong separation of powers. The
legislature is bicameral comprising the 435-seat House of Representatives and the 100-seat Senate (both directly
elected, for two and six year terms respectively). Each chamber has equal powers to change the shape and size
of annual appropriation acts and other budget-related legislation.
The President is required by law to submit to Congress a draft budget (for the fiscal year beginning on
1 October) no later than the first Monday in February. Congress then has nearly eight months for budget scrutiny,
by far the longest review period for any legislature worldwide (for the various steps involved in the budget
approval timetable, see Box 5 of Blöndal et al., 2003). Congress can introduce amendments to annual
appropriations bills, without limitations. In practice, substantial amendments are made.
On the revenue side, the key committees are the Ways and Means Committee (House) and Finance
Committee (Senate). The Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) is responsible for costing any tax proposals that
modify the Inland Revenue Code (CBO must rely on the JCT for estimates of the impact of changes in taxes). On
the spending side, the two Budget Committees establish nonbinding spending ceilings and allocate them (in
principle, jointly, in an annual ―budget resolution‖). The two Appropriations Committees (and their various
subcommittees) make detailed spending proposals for annual appropriations. Reports of all congressional
committees are published and committee meetings where the budget is discussed are open to the public.
Only one-third of total federal spending is approved in the 12 Appropriations Acts for annual ―discretionary‖
spending. ―Mandatory‖ spending (the remaining two-thirds of total spending) is approved by separate authorising
legislation. It is not unusual for Appropriations Bills not to be approved by the beginning of the fiscal year. In this
case, Congress votes on ―continuing resolutions‖ (the duration of which is decided case by case) to keep
government functioning, generally at the level of the previous years of funding.
Compared to other legislatures, the US Congress has significant staff resources at its disposal. The Budget
Committees have around 90 staff, all political appointees. The Appropriations Committees and their
subcommittees also have a substantial number of staff, again all political appointees. Committees and Members
of Congress are also assisted by the Congressional Research Service (CRS) a non-partisan service within the
Library of Congress. CRS has 650 staff (450 of which are w are policy analysts, attorneys and information
professionals in a variety of disciplines) divided into five divisions, among them the Government and Finance
Division which covers budget related topics. CRS experts assist at every stage of the legislative process — from
the early considerations that precede bill drafting, through committee hearings and floor debate, to the oversight
of enacted laws and various agency activities. CRS services include reports on major policy issues; tailored
confidential memoranda, briefings and consultations; seminars and workshops; expert congressional testimony;
and responses to individual inquiries.

V. Budget
The 1974 Act states that CBO is to be funded by an annual appropriation as may be necessary to
enable it to carry out its duties and functions. In practice, the CBO‘s funding is part of the budget of
the legislative branch, which is approved by Congress as one of the 12 annual Appropriations Bills.
The steps involved in CBO budget approval are: i) the CBO Director submits a draft CBO budget
to the Appropriations Committees of each house and testifies before the subcommittees concerned
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with the appropriations bill of the legislative branch122; ii) the subcommittees scrutinise the entire
budget of the legislative branch and may modify allocations to its various components – the two
houses of Congress and the various agencies supporting Congress (CBO, CRS, GAO, etc.); and iii) the
Appropriations Committees and Congress approve the Appropriations Bill. At the end of this process,
CBO‘s final budget is often slightly lower than its initial request, but not by a large amount.
CBO‘s budget peaked at $46.8 million in FY2011 (CBO, 2012, Figure 1). Prior to 2011, the
budget had been steadily increasing, largely because Congress had approved increases in staff (see
next section), which account for 90% of CBO‘s outlays.123 With the adoption of the Budget Control
Act (BCA) in August 2011, multi-year ceilings have been placed on all discretionary spending and
declines in inflation-adjusted spending are expected in all federal agencies in coming years. The
legislature is expected to ―lead by example‖ to restrain federal spending. For FY2012, the CBO‘s
approved budget declined by 6%, to $43.8 million. With a falling budget, CBO has been obliged to
freeze hiring and not replace departing staff. Beyond FY2012, under the spending ceilings in the BCA,
CBO‘s budget (in real terms) may decline further.
VI. Staffing
Leadership
The 1974 Act lays out clear provisions concerning the CBO Director and his/her deputy, together
with their salaries: ―The Director shall be appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives
and the President pro tempore of the Senate after considering recommendations received from the
Committees on the Budget of the House and the Senate, without regard to political affiliation and
solely on the basis of his fitness to perform his duties. The Deputy Director shall be appointed by the
Director.‖ At times, especially when one political party controls both houses of Congress (and hence
the Speaker and President pro tempore positions), the Director may have been chosen in part because
of his/her political affiliation.
Based especially on the precedents created by the first CBO director, successive CBO directors
have transcended pressures emanating from their political affiliation. Chapters 2 and 8 of Joyce
(2011a) document the political affiliation of every CBO Director from 1974 to 2011. Despite the
apparent favouring of ―politically affiliated‖ over ―non-politically affiliated‖ directors on some
occasions, all Directors have provided CBO analysis to the Budget Committees that has been critical
of certain policies promoted by the party with which the Director was associated when appointed. In
short, CBO has consistently provided independent and nonpartisan budget analysis.
The term of office of the Director is four years, which can be renewed without limit. If an acting
Director steps in to fill a vacancy prior to the expiration of a Director‘s term, it is only for the
unexpired portion of that term. The 1974 law provides that the Director may be removed by either
House of Congress by resolution, although in practice this has never happened. In addition, CBO has
post-employment restrictions on very senior staff, notably that former senior CBO employees are
prevented from lobbying CBO employees for one year after departing CBO.
The 1974 law, as amended, specifies that the ―CBO Director shall receive compensation at a per
annum gross rate equal to the lower of: i) the highest annual rate of compensation of any officer of the
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Senate; or ii) the highest annual rate of compensation of any officer of the House of Representatives.
The Deputy Director shall receive compensation at an annual rate of pay that is USD 1 000 less than
the annual rate of pay received by the Director.‖ Thus, the Director‘s salary is aligned to salaries
elsewhere in the legislative branch. This salary is broadly on par with comparable directors in
executive branch agencies.
All staff
The 1974 Act specifies that ―all CBO personnel shall be appointed without regard to political
affiliation and solely on the basis of their fitness to perform their duties‖. It also specifies that CBO
staff are appointed by the CBO Director, who ―fixes the compensation of such personnel as may be
necessary to carry out the duties and functions of CBO. For the purposes of pay and employment
benefits, rights, and privileges, all personnel of CBO shall be treated as if they were employees of the
House of Representatives.‖ CBO staff are therefore not career civil servants. Nonetheless, CBO
employees have access to federal pension schemes, health benefits and life insurance.
In early 1975, there was no shortage of applicants for positions at the newly created CBO.124 The
prospect of working for CBO was perceived to be attractive by many people. By the time Alice Rivlin
first testified before Congress in 1975, CBO had already hired or made commitments to 193 people.
The senior staff that had been recruited – division heads or above – had considerable experience in
either the administration (notably OMB) or independent policy-oriented think tanks (e.g. Urban
Institute, Brookings, RAND Corporation). CBO estimated that it needed 259 positions to fulfil its
mandate. The House Appropriations Committee did not support the request for funding 259 staff.
After intense congressional debate, this committee‘s views prevailed and in FY1976, funding was
provided for 193 positions. Since then, Congress approved steady increases in staff positions, with the
number of staff (FTE) rising from 208 in 1997 to an average of 230 during 2001-08. As from 2009,
there was a need to analyse the budgetary impact of new health care reform proposals and the takeover
by the federal government of Government Sponsored Enterprises providing housing finance. For these
needs, CBO requested new staff positions, with the objective of reaching 259 FTE in FY2010.
Although the request was not fully met by Congress (the number of staff averaged 250 in 2010), CBO
received additional financing in supplementary budget appropriations. This enabled staff size to peak
at 254 in 2011. For the future, given the budget restraints in place (see Section V above), the number
of CBO staff is likely to decline.
In February 1975, decisions had to be made concerning how CBO would be organised internally
to perform its two main functions: macro-budget analysis and costing of specific policies. At the time,
there were two competing models. One option was to organise CBO along functional lines: create
divisions mainly by functional categories (defence, social security, health, etc.). The second was to
organise CBO by its main outputs: macro-budget analysis and policy/program analysis. The second
model was chosen. CBO‘s staff and organisation still reflects this choice.
Over its history, CBO staff have been recruited from a wide variety of sources, including: direct
hires from graduate school programmes; former employees of OMB and other federal government
agencies; academia; think tanks; other congressional agencies (GAO and CRS); and congressional
committee staff. CBO values employees who have had experience in the areas they analyse. CBO
generally avoids hiring individuals who have recently held a partisan position in the Congress or the
Executive Branch. CBO has not had difficulties recruiting competent and well-qualified professional
staff, even though statutory salary limitations make it impossible for CBO to match salaries offered by
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some private sector entities that compete for PhD economists in specialised areas of finance, health,
and macroeconomic analysis.
CBO analysts typically have graduate degrees in economics or public policy, and a significant
number have a PhD. The average tenure of a CBO analyst is 8.5 years. This average does not include a
significant number of employees – including the present CBO Director – who have left CBO and later
returned. Within CBO, analysts do not often move between divisions.
Once recruited, CBO employees are subject to the ethics rules of the House of Representatives. In
addition, CBO imposes rules regarding employee conduct, to ensure that personal perspectives do not
bias CBO‘s work or undermine CBO‘s reputation for impartiality. The principal areas of concern are
financial and non-financial interests, political activity, public speech, negotiating future employment,
and post-employment activities. CBO employees are prohibited from participating in partisan political
activity if such participation would tend to identify or appear to identify CBO with a political
campaign, candidate or cause. CBO employees are required to obtain approval before engaging in
public speeches on issues being considered by Congress. Like other congressional employees, CBO
employees must disclose if they are negotiating future employment. CBO employees must do so early
in the process and often have to be recused from specific matters.
CBO employees have the freedom to terminate their employment at any time for any reason or
for no reason. Reciprocally, CBO may terminate an employee‘s employment at any time, with or
without cause or notice, for any or no reason other than reasons prohibited by law, i.e. CBO staff do
not have any special employment protections.
Although CBO could use consultants, this rarely happens. CBO does have, however, a visiting
scholars program to strengthen links between CBO and public policy analysts. CBO‘s focus is on
collaborating with scholars who specialize in macroeconomics, health economics, financial
economics, and public economics. CBO also has a summer intern program, which allows students to
contribute to CBO's work in program areas such as budget and tax policy, health care, etc.
VII. Work programme
CBO‘s annual work programme is determined by its statutory mandates and by congressional
requests. The balance of work between these two main aspects is split roughly 50:50, although it
varies considerably from year to year. The Budget Analysis and Macroeconomic Analysis Divisions of
CBO perform the statutory duties of forecasting budget aggregates and costing and analysing budget
proposals. The four ―programme‖ divisions125 of CBO, along with the Tax Analysis Division, respond
primarily to congressional requests. The annual work programme is approved in the context of the
annual CBO budget.
Any congressional committee or individual member can request CBO to conduct studies of
policies and institutions that have an impact on the budget. However, CBO encourages members of
Congress to respect the system of prioritisation laid down in the 1974 law, notably:


First priority: assistance to the Budget Committees and Appropriations Committees of each house –
the Ways and Means Committee (House) and Finance Committee (Senate). 126 CBO is required to
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The four programme divisions are: Financial Analysis, Health and Human Resources, Microeconomic
Studies, and National Security.
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By 1976 CBO had drawn up a policy on how it would prioritise its servicing of the six budget-related
committees, as required by the 1974 Act.
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provide budget-related information to these six committees, including that relating to: i) the budget,
appropriation bills, other bills authorising new budget authority or tax expenditures; ii) actual or
forecast revenues; and iii) other related information that the Committee may request.



Second priority: assistance to other committees and to individual members. CBO is required to
provide budget-related information and, to the extent practicable, such additional information as may
be requested. The phrase ―to the extent practicable‖ indicates that the six committees mentioned in the
previous bullet take precedence over requests from all other congressional committees or from
individual members of either house of Congress. CBO therefore encourages Members‘ requests to be
channelled through one of the six budget-related committees. If members persist in requesting CBO
analysis of specific proposals, CBO would again encourage the member to contact the Chair or
Ranking Members of the relevant committee to discuss the request, i.e. the request would be refused.
However, such cases are rare.

VIII. Functions
CBO conducts both macro-budget analysis and costing of policy proposals. While budgetary
analysis and projections is still a fundamental CBO activity, with the new mandates that CBO has
acquired over the past two decades (see Section II above) CBO now spends relatively more time on
costing policy proposals compared to 20-30 years ago. More specific CBO functions are:
Projections and budget policy analysis


Economic forecasts and baseline budget projections (report on the economic and budget outlook)
cover the 10-year period used in the Congressional budget process, thereby providing a basis to
compare CBO projection with those shown in OMB‘s ―Analytical Perspectives‖ (the volume that
accompanies the President‘s annual budget proposal). CBO describes the differences between the
current projections and previous ones; compares their economic forecast with those of other
forecasters; and shows the budgetary impact of some alternative policy assumptions. Forecast and
budget projections are produced annually in January and updated in August. Baseline projections are
updated in March.



Long term budget projections. These are typically 25 years but may extend as far as 75 years into the
future. They incorporate long-term demographic trends and the long-term impact of rising health care
costs. CBO also projects the economic impact of alternative long-term budget policies. Long term
projections are produced annually, usually in June.



Analysis of the President‘s budget proposals (submitted to Congress in early February), with a
preliminary analysis in March and a full analysis in April. CBO looks at likely direct effects that the
President‘s budgetary proposals will have on outlays and revenues, their economic implications, and
any effects that those economic changes will have on the budget.



Assisting the Budget Committees in developing the congressional budget resolution by providing
alternative spending and revenue paths, and estimating the effects of various policy options.



Helping Congress make budgetary choices by periodically providing budget options for reducing
budget deficits, but not policy recommendations, in the near- and longer- term. CBO also produces
reports focusing specifically on policy options for Social Security.



Each January preparing a report listing all programmes and activities funded for the current fiscal year
for which authorizations of appropriations have expired or will expire during the current fiscal year.
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Monthly budget reviews analyse federal spending and revenue totals for the previous month, the
current month, and the fiscal year to date.

Cost estimates


Providing estimates of the cost of all appropriation bills at each stage of the legislative process,
including estimates for numerous amendments considered during that process.



Providing formal written estimates (typically between 500 and 700 annually) of the cost of virtually
every bill reported by Congressional committees CBO also provides preliminary informal estimates at
earlier stages in the legislative process.



Analysis of federal mandates - projected costs of proposed legislation for state and local governments
or for the private sector (around 500 annually). CBO produces mandate statements with its cost
estimates for each committee-approved bill and produces a report each spring listing all of its work
analyzing mandates in the previous year.



Constructing statistical, behavioural, and computational models to project short- and long-term costs
and revenues of government programmes.

Testifying before congressional committees and providing information to committee staff


Testifying to congressional committees on budget and economic issues, as well as on specific issues
such as health care, climate change, national security, and financing infrastructure.



Presenting CBO‘s budget proposals for an upcoming fiscal year.



Providing detailed explanations of components of cost estimates and the estimating methodology.

Other research and reports
Although most of CBO‘s reports are written at the request of congressional authorities, CBO may
also undertake research at its own initiative, even if potentially controversial. CBO‘s research has
covered topics such as health care, income security, education, tax policy, energy, the environment,
national security, financial issues, infrastructure, and others. In addition, CBO‘s working papers
provide technical descriptions of CBO analyses or present original, independent work by CBO
analysts.
Since 2008 CBO is required to report on the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) twice per
year within 45 days of the OMB‘s TARP report..The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009 requires CBO to provide a quarterly report assessing the programme‘s performance.
Scorekeeping
This function predates CBO‘s existence.127 Scorekeeping is tracking the cost of legislation against
a budget constraint that is founded in law or in budget resolutions adopted by the budget committees.
CBO‘s task is to inform the budget committees of how the cumulative cost of legislation – both
appropriation acts and other laws – compares with the budget constraint. Although the budget
committees usually report budget resolutions, in 2011 and 2012, Congress did not adopt a final budget
127

Scorekeeping was a function of the Joint Committee on the Reduction of the Deficit, which existed before
1974.
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resolution. The budget constraint for scorekeeping can also be based on the ceilings for discretionary
spending that may be adopted in law, such as the Budget Enforcement Act that was operative during
1990 to 2002. Since the adoption of the Statutory Pay As You Go (PAYGO) Act 2010 and the Budget
Control Act (BCA) 2011, scorekeeping is primarily against the constraints of these laws. OMB also
plays a scorekeeping role, as it must implement spending cuts (―sequestering‖) when the BCA rules
are not respected. Finally, CBO is one of the three participants (along with OMB and the Budget
Committees) that update periodically the extensive rules for scorekeeping.128
Monitoring fiscal rules
CBO was not given the task of monitoring fiscal rules. No such rules existed at the time that the
CBO was created. However, since 1974, Congress has adopted fiscal rules for specific time periods.
The role of the CBO – and more generally, that of the legislative branch – was clarified in a Supreme
Court case in 1987, following the adoption of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control
Act in 1985. This law included quantitative deficit targets for each year until 1990. To enforce the
spending reductions to achieve the targets, the 1985 law assigned to the head of GAO – a legislative
branch official – the task of ordering the ―sequestering‖ of spending. The Supreme Court declared that
this violated the constitutional separation of executive and legislative powers (Joyce, 2011, pp. 59-61).
Since the Court decision, the director of OMB (an Executive branch agency) alone has power to order
sequestering. OMB therefore is the key agency that monitors fiscal rules, including those adopted in
2010-11. The PAYGO Act 2010 requires all new legislation changing taxes, fees, or mandatory
expenditures, taken together, to not increase projected deficits. OMB is responsible for maintaining the
scorecards needed to show that the law is being complied with. Nonetheless, CBO provides PAYGO
cost estimates to the Chairmen of the Budget Committees and these are included in the congressional
records. Also, CBO analyses fiscal rules if they are part of new legislation. For example, the CBO
analysis of the Budget Control Act 2011 indicates that USD 917 billion would be saved over 10 years
(relative to CBO‘s March 2011 adjusted baseline projection). Such analysis is reviewed by the Joint
Select Committee on Deficit Reduction set up under this Act. CBO also has discretion to warn
Congress to make spending cuts to achieve the quantitative targets for discretionary spending.129
IX. Access to information
The 1974 Act lays out clear provisions for CBO‘s access to information from the Executive. The
Director of CBO is authorised to secure information, data, estimates, and statistics directly from the
various departments, agencies, and establishments of the executive branch, regulatory agencies and
commissions of the government. All such departments must furnish the Director with available
material that he determines to be necessary (other than material for which the disclosure would be a
violation of laws, such as those pertaining to national security). In practice, it is rare for the executive
branch not to provide to CBO any material that is requested.
X. Transparency
CBO is a highly transparent organisation. From the outset of CBO operations, it was decided to
publish the Budget and Economic Outlook twice a year. Today, CBO prepares several reports on a
regular cycle, including the annual analysis of the President‘s budget, CBO‘s long-term budget
projections, and options for reducing the deficit. All of its regular analytic reports, its forecasting
128

Scorekeeping rules are complex. They have been summarised in Box 4.2 of Joyce (2011a).
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As an example of such a warning, in 1989, the CBO director warned Congress that cuts of USD 70 billion
would be needed to achieve the deficit targets of USD 64 billion for fiscal year 1991 (Joyce, 2011, p. 61).
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methodologies, and its costings are published in printed and electronic form and available without
charge. In fiscal year 2010, CBO issued 33 studies and reports, 12 briefs, 12 Monthly Budget Reviews,
35 letters, 14 presentations, 2 background papers and numerous supplemental data. In addition, in
calendar year 2010, CBO completed approximately 650 federal cost estimates, and about
475 estimates of the impact of new legislation on state and local governments and the private sector,
including the identification of unfunded mandates. Any member of Congress or the public can
subscribe to receive e-mails notifying them when CBO issues a cost estimate or a new publication.
The 1974 Act requires the CBO to make available to the public all information, data, estimates,
and statistics obtained from the executive. Exceptions are specified in the law (e.g. information that is
secret or confidential for specific reasons, such as national defense, the conduct of foreign relations, or
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy). CBO does not publish ―rough and ready‖ cost estimates
provided to congressional committees before the committee has agreed on a new policy proposal or on
a draft law. However, once a proposal is agreed to by a committee, CBO always provides and
publishes a formal costing of the budget impact of the draft legislation.
The main means of communicating with the media is through release of reports and CBO reports
receive wide coverage. Compared to its early history, web-based outreach has made a dramatic
difference to the accessibility and availability of CBO documents to the media and the public.
Recently, the CBO Director has initiated a blog, which enhances further the visibility of CBO analysis.
Over the years, CBO has worked hard to develop good relationships with editors of well-respected
newspapers, which has improved the press‘s understanding of the content of CBO reports, and
minimised the scope for deliberate distortions of the conclusions of CBO reports or attacks on its
CBO‘s credibility. CBO employs a professionally-trained Communications Officer to deal with all
media-related questions that journalists or the public may have on CBO reports. CBO monitors the
coverage that it receives in the media, but does not keep formal records of all citings. The CBO
Director could, if he or she chooses, make appearances in the media or organise Press Conferences.
Although some CBO Directors have made more media appearances than others, in general CBO
prefers to avoid the limelight and to ―let the numbers speak for themselves‖.
Finally, the CBO Director or senior CBO staff appear before congressional committees about
20 times per year.130 Selected appearances are recorded live and made publicly available on CBO‘s
website.
XI. Governance, advisory support, monitoring and evaluation
Under the 1974 Budget Act, the House and Senate Budget Committees are responsible for
overseeing CBO‘s operations. However, oversight hearings by the committees have been discontinued
since the 1990s. Nowadays, the Director frequently meets with the Chairs and Ranking Members of
the Budget Committees to discuss oversight issues. Because CBO operations are funded in the annual
Legislative Branch appropriations bill, the House and Senate Appropriations Subcommittees on the
Legislative Branch annually review CBO‘s budget request and operations. The CBO Director presents
the CBO budget request in formal testimony and he is asked to respond to various questions for the
hearing record.
An innovation in CBO‘s early history was the creation of a Panel of Economic Advisors. The
panel is composed of several of CBO‘s past directors and a number of eminent economists chosen by
the CBO director after consultation with the Chairman, Ranking Members and senior staff of the
130
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Budget Committees and, at times, other relevant congressional committees. The advisors serve for a
two-year term that can be renewed without limit. CBO hosts periodic meetings of the advisers and
solicits their views between meetings via e-mail exchanges and telephone calls. The panel provides
advice to further the reliability, professional quality, and transparency of CBO's work. One specific
task of the panel is to review CBO‘s preliminary forecasts of the economy. More recently, given the
growing importance of the budgetary impact of health care reforms, CBO has established a Panel of
Health Advisers, with about 20 widely acknowledged health policy experts, mainly drawn from
academia and major think tanks. This panel meets periodically to advise CBO on its analyses of health
care issues.
CBO conducts self-evaluations of its economic forecasting record. These generally show that
CBO‘s projections are on par with those of the administration or blue chip forecasters (which is an
average of approximately 50 private-sector forecasts that is published periodically)
The CBO and all legislative branch support agencies are expected to comply with the spirit of the
Government Performance and Results Act Modernization Act 2010,131 even though the law does not
formally apply to the legislative branch. Thus, CBO includes performance data in its annual budget
request. Finally, the Government Accountability Office could audit CBO operations, although in
practice this does not happen.
XII. Concluding remarks
CBO has established itself as a credible independent organisation with a reputation for providing
Congress, and particularly its committees, with objective macro-budget analysis and costing of
policies proposed in new legislation. At the same time, CBO is highly respected by the OMB and has
been influential in improving the credibility of OMB‘s own work. CBO‘s credibility and non-partisan
nature were established especially in its first eight years of operation (1975-82). Since then, the CBO
has faithfully analysed and clarified budget policy options in a nonpartisan manner.
The CBO chose not to make specific fiscal policy recommendations. Despite this self-imposed
limitation, CBO‘s work is widely picked up by the media and there is strong evidence that CBO
analysis influences congressional decision-making and the public debate on budget policy issues. In
addition, as CBO analysis of medium- and longer-term trends in federal revenues, expenditures, deficit
and debt include not only baseline projections, but also deficit-reducing policy options, CBO provides
to Congress adequate documentation for the adoption of fiscal policies that would improve the
medium- and long-term sustainability of federal finances. Finally, CBO is highly transparent, with all
of its work easily available to Congress, the media and the public.
Since the CBO is one of the oldest institutions of this type in the world (at the national level),
some aspects of its experience gained over 35 years may be useful for the newer independent fiscal
agencies in other countries. First, it is most important to remain nonpartisan and stand firm on this
principle, even when there are attacks from both sides of the political spectrum. Second, staying away
from making specific policy recommendations was a sound decision for CBO. Third, the decisions
made in the initial set-up period of an independent agency are crucial. Early on, for example, CBO
rigorously defended that ―our reports are our reports‖, thereby enhancing CBO‘s objectivity. Fourth,
the stable leadership of CBO for its first eight years set the tone for subsequent directors. Fifth, CBO
has considerable discretion to analyse emerging policy-related issues, even though there has been
pressure to be subservient to Congress‘s political authorities. Sixth, establishing and maintaining
131
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transparency is essential. Finally, it is important to have safeguards to ensure that the director and all
staff are selected on the basis of their technical merits and not on their political affiliation.
In considering the success of CBO, Joyce (2011b) concludes that ―it is not mainly a ―budgeting‖
story, but instead a story of strong CBO leaders articulating a clear vision, dedicated public servants
adhering to that vision, and tolerant (but not always thrilled) elected officials recognising the benefits
of having the institutional capacity to produce hard-headed, objective analysis. These are management
lessons‖. While independent fiscal institutions in other countries may have additional factors at play
(executive dominance, responsibility for monitoring compliance with fiscal rules, coordination of
central (federal) and subnational public finances, etc.) both the ―management lesson‖ and the seven
―CBO lessons‖ above are nevertheless useful for all.
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